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ABSTRACT

%

Gas Delivery System and Bean-line Studies for the

Test Beam Facility of the Collider Detector at Fermilab. (December 1987) P

Henry Gerhart Franke III, B.S., Texas A&M University

Chairman of Advisory Committee: Dr. Thomas Meyer

A fixed-target test beam facility has been designed and constructed at the

Meson Test (MT) site to support studies of components of the Collider Detector

at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (CDF). I assisted in the design and

construction of the test beam facility gas delivery system, and I conducted the

initial studies to document the ability of the MT beamline to meet the needs of

CDF. Analysis of the preliminary performance data on MT beaniline components

and beam tunes at required particle energies is presented. Preliminary studies show

that the MT beanline has the necessary flexibility to satisfy most CDF requirements

now. -.Vi
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) gives physicists the ability for the %

first time to explore the realm of high energy proton-antiproton colliding beam%

physics beyond center-of-mass energies of 1 TeV. The CDF is a unique spectrometer

V. designed specifically to study the interactions of particles at these energies. It is

the product of many years of work by a large collaborative effort of physicists

and technicians from accelerator laboratories and universities in this country and

overseas. 10

In order to make use of the data from CDF taken during collision runs of the .

accelerator at Fermilab, the detector itself must be fully understood first. The

process of analyzing the detector and its components is a massive undertaking,

requiring dedicated resources and personnel. The majority of testing is carried out

by removing detector components from the collision hall and then studying their

response in fixed-target test beam facilities.

The most recent test beam facility developed for CDF is located at the Ieson

Test (MT) site; it must include the necessary computing and data acquisition

electronics, gas supply system, and component support fixtures in order to recreate

the environment of the collision hall as closely as possible. The fixed-target beanline

itself must provide particle beams which can support the needs of CDF to properly

study detector components.

yM responsibilities in making the CDF test beam facility at Meson Test a reality
N

fell into two areas: (1) to assist in the design and construction of the test beam-

Style and format conform to Reviews of Modern Physics.

"%V', iiN
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facility gas delivery system, and (2) to conduct preliminary studies to understand

and document the operation of the MT beamline and its components. ,

The MT test beam facility will be used by CDF during the next several I

years to continue the study of the detector. The gas delivery system must have

enough inherent flexibility to allow it to support a variety of components undergoing

different tests. Besides providing assistance in the general design of the gas delivery

system, I reproduced the CDF gas quality monitoring system for use in the test

beam facility, and I built the gas supply components mounted at the forward fixture,

which supports Texas A&M University's forward hadron calorimeter.

The MT beamline was designed through computer analysis using standard
1-

beamline analysis programs. Because the MT beamline was only recently installed,

the results of these programs constituted the only data on beamline performance, ,

with no experimental studies to determine actual performance. I carried out

preliminary beaniline studies to deternuine the necessary tunes to produce particle

beams of required energies and to document the ability of the beanfline to meet

CDF requirements. The following tasks were established, with the understanding

that available time and equipment would linit detailed study:

(1) Establish the CDF Experimental Areas test beam computer account

necessary to carry out beailine control and analysis. This account would be used

in the future by CDF personnel during actual fixed-target runs.

(2) Determine the optimum tunes and production rates for the secondary 245,

160, and 80 GeV hadron beams transported to the CDF target area.

(3) Develop tunes and determine production rates for a spectrum of energies for

secondary hadron transport (10 to 245 GeV) and for tertiary hadron and electron

transport (10 to 200 GeV) to the CDF target area.

%

%I
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0
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(4) Determine beamline collimator effectiveness.

(5) Map out pertinent transfer matrix elements which characl, ri., "ic trans-

port characteristics of the MT beaniline. %

(6) Determine beam profiles at the target for the primary tunes.

(7) Plateau the various particle detectors in the beaniline, as necessary.

(8) Determine the hadron, electron, and muon composition of the beam for

certain tunes.

(9) Document the operational capabilities of the threshold (Cerenkov counter

and the synchrotron radiation detector as electron tagging devices in the beamline. "

(This task could not be carried out since these devices and necessary test equipment

were not available.) -,.

(10) Produce a resource document on the MT bearnline to be used by CDF

personnel and containing the results of objectives (1) through (9) listed above.

Chapters VI, VII, and VIII. as well as Appendices C and D, would serve as this

reference. %

To provide background information on the Collider Detector at Fermilab and
S

to present the results of my work on the CDF test beam facility at the Meson Test .

site, this thesis has been organized into nine chapters. Following this Introduction,

Chapter II provides an overview of the Collider Detector by summarizing pertinent

documentation on CDF. Chapter III presents principles of the gas calorimetry in

CDF and summarizes the results of studies conducted by Texas A&M University

researchers on the forward/backward hadron calorimeters, which were constructed

for CDF by the university's High Energy Physics Group. Background information

on the CDF test beam facility at the Meson Test site is included in Chapter IV.

Chapter V discusses the details of the CDF test .,eain gas delivery systen and its

0i-:.'.
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final design configuration (the first research objective). Chapters VI, VII. and VIII

include the results of my preliminary beamnline studies and analysis of beainline

components, with Chapter VI presenting an overview of the MT beaniline and

its dlesigni. Chapter VII describing the U ;i- components, and Chapter VIIII

providing the results of beam tuning, beami iilt-iis~ty studies, and updated computer I

analysis (the second research objective). Chapter 07ncludes the thesis with a

summary of research results.
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CHAPTER IIIS
OVERVIEW OF THE COLLIDER DETECTOR AT FERMILAB

A. The Collider Detector at Fernilab

The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) is located at the Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, IL. CDF is a large multipurpose spectrometer

installed in the BO straight section of the Tevatron main accelerating superconduct-

ing ring and is designed to study proton-antiproton (pp) colliding-beam physics at

2 TeV center-of-mass energy.' It is in this energy domain that particles with masses

in the range of 150 to 500 GeV/c 2 and jets with momentum transfers of 100 to

400 GeV can be uniquely investigated. 2 The current CDF collaboration is listed in .

Appendix A.

An isometric view of the detector is shown in Figure 1. The CDF detector

is made up of three major assemblies: the central detector, which can be m,,ve, ,.

intact from the collision hall. and the symietric forward and backward detect r .

P The detector covers nearly the entire .,lil angle about the interactili reLimi' . With "

cll1plete 360' coverage in the azirmuthal angle ? and coverage from 2 to 1 S in

the l",ilar angle 6. Th, central asembllv cover,, the angular reglin I10 1 70

while tile forward a ' ',;,kward a.,semiilies cover the ranges 2 0 and " "

170 #- 178 retspe,: *,

hxi high t rans t '.e Illentil ip,) reaction-, the natural ccii rdinat e fer

le,.scriblinl particle kineiiatic, in hadr i c ,1l1lder, are the 1 x),eu,,rapii ty '/

lii tnl 0 2. the azinnit lal angle . and tie tran sverst, iti' e" iiit l I),.' The dlexusit '

(,f particles, in typical ixielastic collisi ens is e, a icallv xxxiif cr ii m , phase -pacv.

CDF detector cc cliponentis fall miider the hvivhiig, i ,iall aimle (Uiir ert l,"

% %%
o-
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magnet, tracking, calorimetry, and muon detectors.' An elevation side view of one-

half of the detector is shown in Figure 2, with major components labeled. The CDF

detector is symmetric about the interaction point; for convenience in identifying

components, each "half'- of the detector is broken up into four regions: central.

endwall. endplug, and forward.

B. Small Angle Counters

Small angle counters include scintillator beam-beam trigger counters and for-

ward silicon nuicrostrip detectors. The Beam-Beam Counters are a scintillator ho-

doscope surrounding the beampipe directly in front of the Forward Electromagnetic

Calorimeters. They are used in the lowest level triggering, provide precise tining %

signals, and can measure the z position of the interaction vertex. The Forward

Silicon Detectors are inside the beampipe at positions from 6 to 55 in from the

detector center; they detect very small angle diffractive and elastic scattering and

(leternfine accelerator luninosity.

C. The Magnet S..

The CDF detector is built around a superconducting s( lenoid magnet which i

3 in In diameter and 5 in long and which prtdiices a uniform magnetic field, of 1.5 T

coaxial with the beam direction. The ir,n in the Vnldphg and endwall cab,riniet rv

alt ng with the magnet's return % ,ke I which alst, provides the structural ,upport %
N%

for the central assembly) forii the ret urn path ftr the central s, ,len itl magnetiw

field. (nlv a small part of the flux is rettrned thr tigh the centra alorinietr -

ir n. Together with the enclosed drift chambers the iagnet is uiid ti deterium.

the trajectrivs. the sign of the electric charge. and it wilta;i of cliartvet itartc,' •

,.

.00
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produced with polar angles 107 < 0 , 170. Momentum resolution at 50 GeV, c is

A .p,1), - 0.002 pt (in GeV, c) for polar angles greater than 40' but deteriorates to

i1i, 10s., than 0.15 p, with smaller polar angles. I %

D. Tracking

The ('DF'\ tracking and calorimetry cover roughly - 4 units in pseudorapidity

q and 2-r in azimuthal angle 0. The four systems which make up tracking are the

. Vertex Time Projection Chamber, the Central Tracking Chamber. the Central Drift

Tubes, and the Forward Tracking Chamber. These tracking systems allow for the

visual reconstruction of charged particle tracks over the full coverage of the CDF

calorimetry.

The Vertex Time Projection Chamber (VTPC) is the innermost tracking

Ssvtelli and surrounds the beampipe. It provide., good r-z tracking ability and --

i.s sensitive to particles with polar angles greater than 3'
. The principal roles of

the VTPC are to rec,)rd the occurrence of multiple events and to provide three-

(limiueiial nfrminatim about general event topology for use in pattern recognition

I,%- lie, calrinietrY and the Central Tracking Chamber. -,

Th,. (etral Tracking Chamber (FTC) is a large axial wire drift chamber

-1lrrMlldimhg tile \TP('. Innermost layers cover the region N 14 mitermost layers

c.'v,'r 0 40 
'.

At the outer edge f the CTC art" the Central Drift Tuie (DT). an arra.-

f axial drift tubes which use charve divisniii to sinultane tislv illeasure r. o'. anl

. Th CDT inforniatim is u-ed a a "'seed- in track reconstructimi in the central

Tit- F,,rward Tracking ('hamlber XT('1 cmpletes the trackintv c',,verate lv

.%

• 
*,"
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covering the region 20 < 0 < 100. It is a radial wire drift chamber which resides

in the annulus between the beanipipe and the endplug calorimeters and determines
-% .%

the azimuthal coordinate 0 of particles passing through the holes in the magnet's "'-.

en(hplugs. %

E. Calorimetry

The calorimetry is characterized by projective tower structure, good granu-

larity, and good energy resolution.' The intent was to insure particle detection

and identification and energy measurement. The calorimeters are all of the sam-

pling type and are either electromagnetic (EM) shower counters or hadron calorime-

ters. Calorimetry consists of seven systems: central EM calorimeters (CEM). cen- %

tral hadron calorimeters (CHA). endwall hadron calorimeters (EHA). endplug EM.

calorimeters I PEM). endplug hadron calorimeters (PHA), forward/ backward EMN

calorimeters (FEM), and forward,'backward hadron calorimeters (FHA). Calorime-

ter properties are summarized in Table I.

The angular coverage of the calorimeters is 27r in the azinuthial angle o' and from

4.2 to - 4.2 units in pseudorapidity il, except that the forward hadron calorimeter " .,

has inconmlplete r-coverage in the intervals of - 4.2 r - 3.6 and 3.6 - 4.2.

As mentioned earlier, expressed in 0 this coverage is 2 A 178 .

Calorimeters are arranged with a "'front' part made up of EM shower counters

f illwed by a "back- part of hadron calorimeters. The EM and hadron calorimeters

Use lead and steel, respectively, for radiators. The sampling uiediuiiii is scintillator

iii the central region (central and endwall calorimeters), where polar angles 0

are greater than 30". Wavelength shifters and phototubes are used for readout.

Scintillation plastic was chosen for its good energy resolution. For smaller po(lar 0

a,'%

a'°%

0-%

.%%
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angles 9 forward of 300 (endplug and forward calorimeters), gas proportional

chambers with strip readout of resistive cathode pads and anode wire bunches are

used, chosen because of economy, resistance to radiation damage. and flexibility of

geometry.
4

All calorimeters are divided into cells so that they have a projective tower

geometry covering each element of solid angle. The CDF calorimetry is segmented.

into about 5000 of these towers or solid angle elements. When viewed from the

nonunal beam-beam interaction point, each tower of each calorimeter subtends a .,4

solid angle of roughly constant q and 6. Figure 3 illustrates this tower geometry in

the endplug calorimeters. This tower segmentation corresponds to rectangles in r7-,

phase space and makes use of the prediction of roughly constant particle and jet .

density in all towers of the calorimetry. Tower geometry allows for an unambiguous

spatial localization of the energy deposition within the calorimeters.2 Figure 4 shows

the grid of hadron calorimeter towers in one quadrant of the detector, together with ,

system boundaries (often termed "cracks"). The grid of EM calorimeter towers is

essentially the same.

The grids in q-0 space are chosen small enough to insure good granularity.

Partons (quarks and gluons) are characterized by the production of hadron jets.

The granularity, or tower dimensions in the phase space. is chosen to resolve these

%S
jets without attempting the extreme task of being able to measure reliably every

particle within the jet. A typical high pt jet will form a circular pattern in rl-O space

with a diameter of roughly 1 unit in t] "6 the calorimeter towers are approximately

I).1 units Mn q over the entire range from -4.2 to 4.2 and between 5 and 15' in

c,. The c, divisions are Z in the central region where 0 > 30' (central and endwall

calorimeters ) and 150 in the forward region (endplug and forward calorimeters).

-. N......i

. . . . . . . . .-. '.. . . . . P.
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Calorimeters are especially suited to higher-energy collider machines since the

p energy resolution AE/E of most calorimeters varies with energy as 1/v/E. As

energies increase, resolution improves.

F. Muon Detectors

Muon detectors include the Central Muon Detector and the Forward Muon De-

tector. The Central Muon Detector lies outside the central hadron calorimeter and

provides muon detection over the range 550 < 9 < 125'. The Forward/Backward ,

Muon Detectors each consist of two large magnetized steel toroids 7.6 m in diameter

and 1 m thick. These toroids rest directly behind the forward hadron calorimeter

and are instrumented with drift chambers. Each toroid has four coils which generate "V..

a 1.8 T field in the steel for momentum analysis of muons. These detectors cover

the ranges of 2'" < 0 < 17' and 163' < 0 < 1780, respectively. Currently there are

gaps in muon coverage for 2' < 0 < 55' and 125' < 0 < 163'. Additional muon

detectors to cover these ranges will be part of a future upgrade of CDF."-

G. What the Particles Produced See

After leaving the vacuum chamber, particles produced by pp collisions in the

angular region covered by the central assembly pass in sequence through: (1) a drift

chamber tracking system which measures charged particle nionienta in the 1.5 T

magnetic field of the solenoid magnet. (2) less than 1 radiation length of material

either from the solenoid coil and cryostat or the end plate of the drift chanibers,

(3) about 20 radiation lengths of highly segmented EM shower counters, (4) about

5 absorption lengths of highly segmented hadron calorimeters, and (5) tracking

chambers for muon identification. Over a restricted angular region of the central

% %I
." N'
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assembly. the magnet return yoke will provide additional material in the path of

particles, improving muon identification. 

Particles produced in tile forward or backward direction at angles between 2-

and 10 to the beamline pass through hole., in the endplugs of the magnet and enter

9 either the forward or backward assembly. The (irections of charged particles are

measured by drift chambers in the front part of the assembly. Following this. the

particles then enter a segmented EM shower counter ;,nd then a hadron calorimeter.

Finally, on the end of the assembly are two sets of magnetized iron toroids and drift

chambers which provide momentum analysis for muons produced in the angular

ranges 2' < 0 < 17' (forward) and 163' < 0 < 178' (backward). N

H. Data Acquisition System

There are about 75,000 electronics channels of detector information situated in

about 150 electronics crates mounted on the detector on or near the respective
%

0 components. A clock which is synchronized to tile accelerator radio frequency

systeiti delivers timing signals to the electronics. The front-end electronics are

different depending on whether the information is from a calorimeter or from a

tracking chamber.

The information processed by the front-end electronics is passed to a

FASTBUS-based system in the CDF counting room. This systen performs addi-"

tional processing on the information, generates triggers, and formats the information

" for transfer to VAX niniconiputers and eventually the storage mediul.

The redundant analog-based bus information transfer (RABBIT) system is

used for rea(out of the calorimleters.) The RABBIT system is designed for use in a

high-rate environment. Charge sensitive amplifiers and sample-anid-hold capacitors

1W,.
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in individual RABBIT modules store data taken before and after an event. Tile

differences between these two are the voltages which are multiplexedt over the analog

bus of each RABBIT crate and are digitized by a 16-bit Analog to Digital Converter

(ADC) slotted in the crate. The integration times currently used for calorimeter

signals are relatively long. about 0.6 psic for the scintillator phototube signals

and about 1.6 pst c for the proportional chamber pad signals (some of which have

large source capacitances of up to 100 nF).4 Amplifier gain shifts of up to 15'."''

are observed for the channels connected to tile largest solnrc capacitances. An

on-card calibration system i., u itd to leasure the overall electronics gain, so that

I.. such effects can be corrected for during data pro(essing. The rmis electronics ,ioise

on an individual channel is equivalent to about 0.3 GeV of energy deposition in a

calorimeter tower, compared to the full scale set at about 400 GeV.

The readout of the tracking chambers is significantly different. The analog

signals from these chambers are passed to conventional pulse amplifier-shaper-

(liscrinunator modules. Shaped pulses are then transmitted to Time to Digital
'a,.

Converters (TDCs) in FASTBUS crates in the CDF counting room. ,'p

I. Trigger

The CDF trigger is a three-level decision making process. designed to reduce

he basic interaction rate of 70.000 Hz expected at a luninosity of 1030 C , c

to a few Hz written to tape.-
Tie level 1 decision is made between beam crossings (less tian 3 .5 /f.ifc) t,

accept or reject the event for digitization. The goal of level I is to reduce the

trigger rate to less than about 5000 events/sec in order to limit the deadtime due to

level 2. This trigger is derived fromii fast analog signals providIed by the calorimeter

-1



front-end electronics and which represent the energy deposition in the calorineters.

O Other ingredients can be introduced to the level 1 decision requirements.

The level 2 decision typically requires about 10 p,. c and soiiletines longer for

.'q intere.ting events. During this tiie the detector i, (lead and the data in the front-

end electronics is held on sainl)le-an(-holld capacitor.- ,r in shift rt-gi.ters awaiting

the final decision. Level 2 looks for pattern of energy deposition, high p, tracks

associated with muon hits, missing pc, and other similar inputs.

The level 3 trigger is a microprocessor-based system that has access to all the

digitized data from the eveit and can do at least partial event reconstruction. A

network of approximately 100 nicroprocessors running in parallel is planned; each

microprocessor will work on a different event and will have about one second for

".. each event if the rate of events passing level 2 is about 100 events sec. If the

nicroprocessor accepts the event, the event data is uploaded to the VAX for output

on a storage medium.
t.5

.J. Initial Runs at CDF

The first beam-beam run for the CDF detector was the svstems

test'engineering run conducted in Oct 1985. The available detector components

-- were the Beam-Beam Counters, the Vertex Time Projection Chambers, the Central

Muon Detector, and the central and endwall calorimeters. The data acquisition

systeiii necessary to support the calibration and readout of these components was

operational. as was the level 1 trigger. Collisions with a center-of-mass energy of

1.6 TeV were observed, with luminosities in the range of 10 -'3 to 0t em c

The first physics run with the CDF detector took place from Jan to May 1987.

The detector was tested and conmlissioned during the period from 1 Jan to 1 Mar,

Or

4~* 4.
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and~ the major dat a-taking part of the runl was Vtiondlie e lieweenl 1 Mar andi 1(0

\IaY. The dletector wai virt uallY complete Ini all it -vtei' and( 311 0, i df(at a

waIs C( tllectedtl m tape, withI a dat a loggingz rate ,f abc ,u 1 H.,. as expected. Peak

l11imiiitsitv ()f beami was abltt1. io il
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CHAPTER III

p CDF G;AS CALORIMETRY

AND THE FORWARD BACKWARD HADRON (ALORIMETERS

A. lIntro ,uctioni
.4..t

Texa, A&. V mvl r!i tv's 1iartrcj patioln !f hf ('DF ,',,)a ,,,ra in ha., ni-,1, , -

tilt 'lesii n. consitruct 14l. ail(I t -tii of tile firward hiackward ha(lr( in ca oriniiet er,

i FHAi as part of th forward backward spectruomieter asseimblies. The FHA i.'

represent ative of tle ga.- calorinietrv in CDF which will he stu(l4 in the new C b

test team facility begiining in Fall 1987.

(Ionceptuallv. a calorimeter is a block (f matter which intercepts, the primary

iogi-energy particle and is of sufficient lengtth t, cause it t( interact an, h i l),t '-t

Sall i', energy inside the detector volume ii a subsequent cascade r "t.'

if increasingly lower energy particles. Eventually most of tile incident vnertv I>

ti.sipated anld appears iii tile form of heat. Some (usually a very small i fracti,,u-

f the ,lisited energy goes into the production of a more useful siglial e.g..

,cilitillat](in light. Cereuko, light. or ionization charge) which is proportional to the

""' imitnial meritry. III priuc pie. tile micert uai ty in the energy uieamureliemnt is gtoverned

lv .tatitical fluctuations in the shower developmnent, and the fractional resi liutln

NE tE improves with increasing energy E as 1 . .

('alorinetric (letectors tiffer many attractive capabilitie, iM high-energy physics

experimients in additio i to, their eiergy resp nse :m 1 i they are ensitinve to i neutral

as well as charged t)articlt. (2) the size of tile detector scale, lgarithn"ically with
.-. '

particle energy E for a given relative mlomlenitumn resolution .Ap p, (wherra.. fi r

examiiple. magnetic spectrom ineter slze* scales with , p ), (3) with Isegiwited dlctCt, 'r,.
+ J.

'.4."

'p ," "" "t, "." ". . ."€ + . . d ""'.- ""."-. . ,, . . .."p"p--",". + . + . . • -. . .-.
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information on the shower dievelopment a.lows precise 4esrmn f Imsition ixiil .

anILYe 4 thle Incidenit particle, 4 the difference,~ III rt spiw toi elvct ri ui', mu' i-.

ad ladri-ii, '-anl 1w iisei iii particle identihicatii. (5 their fast -time respiipise a~lowk-

a i t liiwli particlo- rate-,. ani fite pattern 4i n-i dp-ti call hie

Pe11-d' t'4-r real t 1 like evenit e'tjii

I lie 1 ee-t availal ile- echiii ib '~ fir O),iervxinv iui iJet 't mi lire, lI eventI

-a II~)I IIIIg c al, rimet Tv. InI iirlert, c sp arat e elect r, is fro I hm la or I r-s twoIt t V pe-

,f cab ,riiieters art- Iintalled III (DF. EM 5 hower counllters using relativelY hligh

Z materials are placedl In front of hadron calorimeters emiiploInvIg much loinger

Interactxemn lemxgtis A . dII.cussed earlier. noni-overlapping proijective to~wer geometrY

in- iie 1 lin a.1l CDF calorimeters.

B.1 Ga- II. Ce nn!r i DF

(~ ~ ~~~I asclCmm e vi DE Is base-el ,n muitlti wire, pre 'pelT! joal1 chiamiie#rs. whinchI

.praffe litite priporitiemial gas amlplificatVin regi1mi fa theO ga ' )!hillveutawe cuIrve

v-Fimmre- .7 1. Gas, ampliticat iimi i iccurs whenl a uiimui imuzintg part io-e 1 I'te

o-e-:iTY t bn ngli ci llisi is with mol' ecules 4 f lie- gas iii tflit- chamber iahimt 30)

* .~A' PIT ('' dlsoI' en prodii ucing elec-ti 'i p1 'it i e me)1 pai rs along its path. HI 0i

V 'ltl v' liffereure, biet weenm an ie- wire, andl cat h mle pa(ls inI the cliamber create

el-ctnr''-,tat c herlols wichi cause thli-i- 14)in pair, toi separate.- The free elect Ti in

pr ''liice- anl aNvalanlchie ',I, i-ai- prilmkarv e-lectruii travels xII reg-unis 4f imire'axmigl~v %

hij~hie-litii-tatcfie-ld, ti~wvards tlii- aimecilt wire-. vaiimv. emervY andii miiteraci-tii!

.1 III,~- filna lth l ipitiimiai iiperamvim rt-L x)im. tf-lit. 1 it -lr~lit

sxIVIIil fri 'ii a ' alqiiet er are diec 'p pi t i mioal toi tflie- eiivri.y 4 flte mm? ti

* ~~~miixiliiumii itiening part ic le - assilixl n all it, enti-rvY 1, dept ited I lxi te i-lemm-ieiite-r-

V5
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CDF gas calorimetry utilizes a 50"' argon (Ar) /0 ethane (C-, H') gas mixture %

with small additions of isopropyl alcohol (C3 HTOH). Argon is the basic ionization

,as used for gas amplification: noble gases experience amplification at much lower

Shfihl than ilore coimplex molecules. However, excited noble gas atoms produced

dirii the avalanche proces return to the ground state only through the radiative .,

process. and the minimum energy of emitted photons (11.6 eV for argon) is well

above the ionization potential for any metal making up the cathode (7.7 eV for

copper. for example). Photoelectrons thus can be extracted from the cathode.

which then can initiate a new avalanche very soon after the primary one. Argon ions

nigrate to the cathode and are neutralized by extracting an electron; the balance

of the remaining energy is either radiated as a photon or is used up in secondary

-'. enission (extraction of another electron from the metal surface), also resulting in a

spurious avalanche. Even at moderate gains of 10' to 10, these processes induce a

permanent discharge regime.'

C, Polvatonijc molecules, particularly ones with more than four atoms, can absorb

photons in a wide energy range due to their large numbers of non-radiative excited

.*, states (rotational and vibrational). Most hydrocarbons and alcohols cover the

ranges which include the energy of photons enitted by argon, including ethane.

"' Ethane i. th. used as a quenching gas to suppress photoelectrons and electrons .

fromi secondary enission, allowing gains in excess of 10".

Following the ionization process molecular recombination lpr(,uhces liquid or

,'lid wlyimers which will deposit on cathode and anode, eventually mo difying the ".

4iwration 4-f the cumnter. This is referred to as aging of the cunmter." Et hane

is a l,,lviierizing quencher, but non-polymnerizing quenchers (such as alcohols. .,

aldehydes. amid acetates) which strongly suppress the aging process have such
0

%,
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low vapor pressures compared with hydrocarbons so as to make them inefficient

quenchers by themselves. For example. isopropyl alcohol has a vapor pressure of 30

Torr at 20 C. Fortunately, addition of even small amounts of a non-polymerizin g

quencher with an ionization potential below those of the other constituents of the

gas nuizture will result in the production of non-polyinerized species at the cathode

due to ion exchange mechanisms. Isopropvl alcohol, with an ionization potential of

10.1 eV. is the predominant quencher used in ('DF gas calorimetry.

Use of a single inorganic quenching gas such as carbon dioxide (C0 2 ) would

also avoid the aging process, but Ar/CO2 mixtures tend to display instability of

% operation at the high gains necessary in the gas calorimetry at CDF." However.

these gas nixtures are used in the tracking chambers at CDF.

Continuous gas flow is maintained through calorimeter chambers for two

reasons. First. the quenching gas molecules are quickly "used up" at high )article

rates because the excited molecules require a relatively long time to return to the

ground state, so that they must be flushed out and replaced. Second. chambers

tend to have large surface areas where gas leaks are common as a result of the

construction techniques used.

C. Monitoring of Gas Gain

Gas gain is extremely sensitive to even small fluctuations in high voltage.

P pressure. temperature. and gas nixture composition. A 10(' change in gas gain

il )I served for a high voltage char ge of 10 V when V -- 20001V , a pressnire chanzge

of 1 (pressure in Torr). a teniperatin' change of 1"i (temIperatlure ini R' ). r a

1"- change in gas nixture cmilipisitiol.

Several steps are taken to control and monitor gas gain chanves. The chainl,,er,

., ,d

0
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of a given sector are all operated at the same high voltage. Changes in gas gain due ,

to variations in pressure, temperature, or gas composition are tracked by calibrated

monitor tubes (commonly called "Bensinger tubes" at CDF). Monitor tubes are -'

placed on the detector at tile gas input and output of all gas calorimeters. Gain

changes of 25",( over a 24-hour period have been recorded when a pressure front

moves through Ferimilab. but different monitor tubes show the same gain change to

within 27(. Through test beam data it is hoped to establish the connection between

gain changes in the calorimeters and in the monitor tubes so that monitor tube

gain changes can be used for accurate corrections. Eventually it is expected that

the precision with which calorimeter gain changes can be tracked with monitor tubes

will be about about 2%: currently it is estimated to be about 10/ .' In addition to

the monitor tubes mounted on the detector and correlated to specific components..

a separate gas quality system samples the argon/ethane gas mixture flowing to the

gas calorimetry during event runs. This system uses a calibrated monitor tube

* to (leternine gas composition while holding pressure and temperature fixed. This

monitor tube is read out along with all the monitor tubes in the collision hall by

the data acquisition system about every 15 rinm. k.

D. The Forward ,Backward Hadron Calorimeters -

As the center-of-mass energy is raised in colliding-beam experiments, the

fraction of the total physics acceptance in the central region of pseudorapidity

y decreases as the total total pseudorapidity range for the interaction pro,ducts

increases.12 Thus, as the energy is increased, tHie sophistication and segmentation ,"

of detectors must increase in the range forward of the central pseudorapidity region.

* The forward backward spect roineter assemblies are required to extend tlie necessary

*V V
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coverage and are designed to provide EM and hadronic shower calorimetry and iuon

identification and momentum analysis in the angular region of 20 < 0 < 10" with

respect to either beam direction.

The forward, backward hadron calorimeter (FHA) has been designed to detect

and measure the energies of hadrons in the pseudorapidity range of 2.2< , <4.2

with full azimuthal angle o coverage with respect to the beam axis (see Figure 4).

Each of the forward/backward hadron calorimeters has been segmented into

four independent sections, or octants, which provide the necessary full azimuthal

coverage when stacked around the beampipe. Each octant consists of 27 (7' , 7' , 2")

steel plates, which have been welded into two groups of 14 plates each to facilitate

assembly, and 27 (6.5' < 6.5' x 1") proportional chambers. which are located between 0

neighboring plates. The total calorimeter system contains nearly 400 tons of steel

and 216 chambers.

The cathode surface of each proportional chamber has been segmented into 2(0

bins in pseudorapidity (Aq=0.1) and 18 bins in azimuthal angle (A% = 5- ). Thus .11

the cathode pads at fixed 77 and € on each of the 27 chambers in an octant forn

the necessary projective tower whose apex is the interaction point a distance of

280" from the calorimeter face. assuring approximately uniform occupancy rates

for each detector element in typical high energy interactions. The signals from each

chamber pad at fixed q and o in an octant are summed together to give the total

energy signal for a given projective tower. Figure 6 shows the assembly of one of the

calorimeters from a beam's eye view. The cathode pad array in the last chamiiber

in each octant of the calorimeter is shown to illustrate tile segmentation. %

Figure 7 shows the details of the chamber construction. The chambers are

%constructed using an alminum extrusion of T-cross section and an epoxy fiberglass

V..
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circuit board to form the basic cell structure. The T-shaped extrusions are glued

to ail alunuinum base plate, resulting in an open channel structure. Each channel

in this structure has dimnensions of 0.4" 0.6" x 77". At the ends of each structure

is inserted anl injection-mnoldled plastic plug used to locate and fix the sense wires

in each cell. A 0.002" diameter nickel-flashied and gold-plated tungsten wire is

then stretched with 2350 g of tension between each of these teriniating blocks and

soldIeredl in place, centering the wires in each cell. The cells are then closed at

the top by gluing the cathode circuit board over the open face using a specially0

S..formulated conducting epoxy. The circuit board is positioned with the conducting

copper pads placed on the outside of the cells; another custom- blended conducting
%

epoxy glue Is applied to the fiberglass side of the cathode circuit board in order

to sense the induced signals on the cathode pads. The typical surface resisitivity

achieved using this epoxy is in the range of 10 to 20 MQ/cathode pad.

The signals on each of the 360 cathode pads of a chamber are bussed to the edge

of the chamber using flat ribbon cables, which are soldered directly to the cathode

circuit board and are terminated at the chamber's edge in a ribbon connector header.

Tile chamber gas volume is then closed off by installing a final aluminum cover

sp)aced above the cathode circuit board by 0.25" t~o allow for a reserve gas supply

and space for the passage of ribbon cables and headers. The completed chamber is

completely sealed with only the signal and high voltage connections penetrating the

gas volume. This construction results iii a very smnall pad capacitance to ground,.

~.R.with typical values for an individlual. pad oil the order of 10 pF.

In addition to the charge inforiiation available from each cathode padl in the

1-*. 'N

calorimeter, signals niay also be read out from the chanibers' sense wires. For this

purpose each chamber is segmented into six sections of about 20 wires each. These.p-'

* -
toa(lmnmbaepae eutigi noe-hanlsrcue.Ec hne

,.i ti trcur a dmniosof04 06"×7".A heedso ac trcueI '
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signals can be used to independently monitor the performance of the calorimeters

as well as to provide information on the longitudinal development of showers in

the calorimeter. With gas mixtures of 50', argon,/50(.i ethane, the chamber's high

voltage operating range is between 1.9 and 2.4 k1. ,I.

E. Testing Calorimeter Performance 2'1 3

Cosmic ray tests were conducted during construction to determine chamber

performance using niinium ionizing cosmic ray muons.

(1) Uniformity tests of the RC time cCI.stant of the cathode pads (including

the conducting epoxy, cathode pad, and amplifier circuit) demonstrated that, while

time constants of 10 to 30 pscc were observed for different chambers, tile time

constant over the surface of each chamber was uniform to better than 10%.

(2) Gain versus high voltage for each chamber was measured. As expected. the

pulse height response to variations in high voltage is characteristically exponential

in nature.

qn (3) Cosmic ray data was used to define the conversion from pulse height in

pC to number of equivelent particles (nep) to assist in the comparison of results -

for FHA chambers to those of other calorimeters. The convention is that one

equivalent particle (ep) is the charge deposited by one minimum ionizing particle

which traverses the entire calorimeter.

The performance of one octant of the FHA was studied using the fixed-target

test beam at the Meson Bottom (MB) site in May 1985. The MB test beam provided

a nlomentun-analyzed beam of hadrons, electrons, and nmons in the range of 20 to

200 GeVc, with a characteristic momentum bite of about 4' '. Space limitations at

the site allowed for only a limited position scan of the calorimeter (the three areas

' " " """"" " - . . . . . . .. .. . . . . ..• " " " " " " " "" " " " ". . . . ."", "- """ ". "". , . . ' • "-2 -
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of the calorimeter studied are labelled as A, B, and C in Figure 8). The information

determined in this test beam run is indicative of the data sought for all calorimetry -.2

components studied.

During the test run, data was recorded at different positions of the calorinie-

ter using hadrons. electrons, and muons over a range of beai momenta and as

a function of chamber high voltage. Beani momentum and impact position were

deternmined using beam proportional wire chambers (PWC's). On-line histogram-

ming packages and off-line analysis programs were used to study data recorded ,

on magnetic tape. Tests were done to determine linearity, uniformity, and resolu-

tion of calorimeter energy response, position resolution, longitudinal and transverse

shower development in the calorimeter, response to electrons and muons, and effect

on response with the FEM simulated in front of the FHA calorimeter. --

(1) The nonminal operating high voltage for the chambers was first determined '-. -

by investigating the behavior of energy resolution over a range of high voltage

settings. Hadrons of 100 GeV/c momentum incident on the calorimeter were used

to study the rms deviation of the signal response distribution as a function of

chamber high voltage. Best resolution was found to occur at 2.2 kV.

(2) For an ideal calorimeter, the peak of the total energy distribution readout

should be proportional to the incident particle's energy. Plots of average pulse

height in nep as a function of the beam energy for the three locations A, B, and -

C of the calorimeter showed linear response up to 200 GeV with no evidence

of saturation in the calorimeter output response at the high-energy end of these

measurements. Based on energy loss per ep in the calorimeter, the observed energy

response was calculated to be 40 , of the total hadron energy. No statistically

significant (ifferences in calorimeter response was noted between positions A, B,
60

_ I0
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and C, demonstrating uniformity of energy response. ,

(3) A study of the resolution of the calorimeter as a function of the hadron

shower energy supported the predicted energy dependence of IE,'E. At the -

operating voltage of 2.2 k, plotting the calorimeter's energy resolution AE E

S,'E yielded 1.41 GeV'" for a.

(4) The position resolution inherent in the calorimeter was measured by

comparing the location of the shower center of gravity with the impact position

of the beam particle as given by the beam PWC's. The rms deviation in the

distribution of differences between these two values taken for different locations

A, B, and C as a function of incident hadron energy showed a tendency of the -

spatial resolution to worsen as pad size increased (i.e., as distance from the beam-.

axis increased) and that statistical fluctuations reduced resolution at lower beam

energies. Resolution was better than 3 mm for energies greater than 120 GeV. but

was only about 5 rum at 40 GeV.

(5) Spatial development of hadron showers in the calorimeter was investigated

using input froni adjacent cathode pad towers and the anode wire planes. Longi-"

tudinal development of single showers was studied by measuring energy deposited

in all layers following the plane of shower origin for three different beam energies

- (40. 100, and 200 GeV). It was found that the shower maximum occurred at about

one interaction length into the calorimeter and that the longitudinal energy distri-

lution could be described by a simple exponential function of the form , where

a depends on the beam energy and A is the number of interaction lengths into the

calorimeter. It was also learned that the fraction of energy which leaked out of the

downstream end of the calorimeter was 2t , 3,; . and 4(/ , resl)ectively. for the beam.i

energies studied.

% %
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(6) The transverse shower shape was studied by measuring the fraction 41f tl.e

shower ener,, appearing in cathode pads about the center of gravity of a tgiven .

shower. Transverse shower shape could also be described by a simple exponential .'

function of the form t , where o is the transverse (list ace froi t le ,hower center P

of gravity to the center of the cathode pad of interest.

(7) Tests were run on the calorimeter response to electro,,s and muon.,. A,

expected, electrons tended to initiate showers much so,,ner in tie calorimeter than

did hadrons, and these showers were totally contained in the front quarter of the

calorimeter. At the nominal operating voltage, chamber gains were such that inuon

signals could not be reliably separated from pedestal variations in the ADC system. -'

(8) Lastly. a run was inade with the calorimeter taking hadron shower data ..

with lead bricks stacked in front of the calorimeter to simulate the FEM. Because

a passive absorber was used to simulate the FEM. only qualitative observa.ions '%

could be malde. Roughly 50% of the hadrons incident on the combined system had

not interacted before reaching the first hadron calorimeter chamber. In this case,

energy response of the FHA was essentially the same as before. For the other 5("',

the energy distribution was shifted to an average lower energy with a larger rmis

error. In the complete CDF detector, hadrons which begin to shower in the EM

system will have this energy measured.

F. Tests on Chamber Aging'

Alcohols mixed with ionization gases ill wire chambers normally extend the life

of the chambers by preventing the aging of wires and by controlling the onset of glow

mde discharge. Although ethyl alcohol is used most often, it canllot le used in the
,%'

FHA because it dissolves the resistive glue ised in chamber construction. Isopropyl

% ".,
- .5 ..
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alcohol is safe for use. Small prototypes of a chamber were u.ed to deterinfie the

etficiency of isopropyl alcohol in preventing aging. It was found that the RC time
-p

,,., cou ,stant ,f pulses generated bv Fe ' sources, as well a.s pulse height and full width J-

at half maxjiuin F\VH' \ did not differ before and after aging tests.

The gain change at a fixed high voltage was imeasnred as a function ,,f the

ailiIlrt of alcohol in the gas nixture fh wing thro ugh the chambers. The amount (f

alcohol is co ntrolled by varving the temperat ure of the alcohol bubbler, refrigerator '.

through which the gas nuxture passes. It was learned that gain changed with

increasing amounts of alcohol in the argon ethane mixture, where temperature was

varied in 5 increments from - 10- to 10 C. "
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CHAPTER IV

CDF TEST BEAM FACILITY AT THE MESON TEST SITE

A. CDF Test Beam Requirements

To study and calibrate the various elements of the CDF detector, separate

fixed-target test beam facilities must he used. since CDF it self is located ill the iaain,

ring of the superconducting Tevatron and necessary particle beams with variable

energies cannot 1)e made available there.

Earlier test beam studies have been carried out at the Neutrino West (NW)

site and at the Meson Bottom (MB) site from Dec 1983 to Jul 1984 and from"

Nov 1984 to Aug 1985. These test beam facilities have since been dismantled. A

inore permanent fixed-target test beam facility is being constructed at the Mesi

Test NIT) site and will initially support both CDF and experiment T755 IYale

University's high-resolution streamer chamber

CDF has a continuing need for a well-underst o d )eam of known energy for

calibration and further study of the calorimetry over the entire life of the detector.

For this reason ('DF requested a dedicated test beam facility be made available.'5

Specificall. CDF required a test beam facility which would allow for: -.

i I i Calibration ,f electromagnetic (EM) calorimeters to an accuracy of 1"; and

hadronic calorimeters to anl accuracy of about 3("."

. -2) A high energy beami ilf l) to 300 Ge V to study saturation and , iwvr--

leakage in the gas calorimetrv.t

3) A low energy iwan (,f 1 to, 10( GeV to understand in detail the mnli nearitv

in scintillator calorimetrv, th iumin trigger rate in the central l1uimn detect r. a I' • 
'

t he an111lou0 s energy dle)p(st ia due to, sohw thermal neutron., ion the rder ,f 1

% 
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MeVI resulting in signals in the 10 GeV range in all gas calorimetry.

CDF also made specific requests for beam parameters necessary to meet the

bjectives listed above. "6 The original parameters requested include: IF

i1 A beam of I to 300 GeV energy range for both hadrons and electrons. ,p,-

1 21) Particle identification. c ther by

a) Having a -pure" hadron beam with less than 1 2000 electron contanination "

and a pure "'electron" beam with less than 1 2000 hadron contamination (with muon

contamination acceptable in both), or by

Ib) Having a beam with particle- by-particle tagging to the above levels.

3. A iimuon beam. with hadron and electron 'ontanuination acceptable.

4. A momentum tagging system so that the momentum of each particle can

be measured with an accuracy better than 0.3".

5. Less than 20,000 particles per spill cycle but more than 20 particles per -pill.

cycle over the entire energy range.

In order to meet the needs of CDF and other applicable experiments. th e

Meson Test beaniline was recently designed and installed, with the first bean t,,

target recorded on 6 Jul 1987.

To provide long-tern support tailored to CDF requirements in the coming

years. a CDF test beam facility has been constructed in the Meson Lab building.

where the IT beam emerges from the Meson test beam tunnel complex.

The critical guideline in designing and construcint all operatiomal parts f

the CDF test beain facility is to duplicate those iii the actual CDF at BO a,

cl,,eelv as p ,,sible. This insures that all test beanm data will be reproducible

in the (DF c,,lisioin hall. Besides budgetary cst raints, the major dtiflicullv iII

fully iIpleienting tilis' uildeline is the fundamental difference between CDF. I mIt

.0.
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aroundl a colliding b~eamninexus. andl the test b~eam facility. which is based onl a e.

fixed-target beamlline.

Following the first physics run of the ('DF. which was completed in -May 1987.

CD ',et specific goals for the first fixed-target test beam 17un1 1lanhIt-l for Oct 1987

thro ughi .Jan 1 988 ." The alim is to have a much mo re thorouigh unldert anlllg of
P.-

the calorlimetrY before the next colliding-heam physics run beglinning ill Mar 1988.

Due to delays inl production of hardware and software necessary for the test beani .5

facilitY, it is doubtful that all of these goals will be met before the first test beam

run ends, but they are still used a., guidelines inl preparing the test beam facilitv

0% for op~eration. These goals are:

11 Detailed studlies of detector response to very low and very high energy

particles.

2) C'alibrat ion of the remaining FHA chambers which were riot available for

calibration (luring past test beam runls.

(3 ) Recalibration of subsets of other calorimeter sy'stemls.

14) Studies of the interfaces between separate calorimeter systems inl the

detector Iso-called "crack" studies).

51 Stiidies of a p~rototype silicon vertex dletector. a high resolution drift

chii.r to be placed oni the vacuumi beami pipe as part of CDF In the collisionl

hall III a fututre Upgrade.

I Te-~tirg 4~ at verY forward calorlimeter. which w~ill be located 100 in on eit her

Id e of thle- Interact ion po int in the collision hall. allowing for thle detection of very

V ~~I iutll angle diffractive arnd elastic scat terinig.

171 Testing-, (Of it 90 crack chianuier. which may he Inst alled ill a future ( DF

vI)ra (Ie

N %
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B. Status of the CDF Test Beam Facility

A floor plan of the CDF test beam facility is shown in Figure 9. The facility

incU(les a counting house, a gas delivery and monitoring system, three fixtures to

support detector elements, a beam stop, and a fence to control access.

The counting house is an air-conditioned, sprinkler-protected building con-

structed inside the Meson Lab. One room houses a VAX 11-750 computer and the

majority of the data acquisition electronics. The second room is occupied by the 0

shift crew and has computer terminals, computer output printers, a beam control

console, and television screens to help monitor detector component status.

The gas delivery system occupies space outside the counting house, with

tie major control and monitoring stations placed outside the fence for access

during bean runs. The gas delivery system is described in detail in Chapter V.

The controlled-access fence satisfies Fermlab safety requirements. insuring that

persolinel cannot gain entry to the fixture area while the beam is running. The

* 1beam t q) at the downstream end of the facility has a moveable aperture which

all(w., bearn to reach the T755 experimental area when needed.

The three fixtures are designed to hold certain fractions of the CDF detector

colnpmne ts. as well as the necessary front-end electronics and parts of the gas

delivery system. Each fixture can roll laterally on tracks through angles of about

30- on each side of the beam aXis and can be raised and lowered hydraulically to

provi(le as much coverage as possible of the detector elements by the beam. Fixtures

may be rotated completely out of the beaniline. The upstream fixture is the wedge

fixtuire: for the first run it will hold parts of the Central Muon Detector (C(M I) and

the Central Electromagnetic Strip Detector ('ES ). The imiddle fixture is the plug 

fixture, which will support parts of the pluig EMI calorimeter (PEN!) and the phug 0

p
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hadron calorimeter (PHA). One octant each of the forward EM calorimeter (FEM )

and the forward hadron calorimeter (FHA) are mounted on the forward fixture,

l )cated farthest downstream.

Future improvements are planned for the CDF test beam facility. A unistrut-

supported Herculite enclosure will be ereted around the fixture area to provid1e

environmental control and protection for the fixtures. This structure will include

air conditioning and heating systems and will prevent dirt and rainwater leaking

through the Meson Lab roof from reaching the fixtures. This structure will enclose

approximately 30,000 f 3 and will allow for temperature inside to be maintained at

70' ± 10°F. The wedge fixture will be replaced or modified and the plug fixture will

be modified by 1989 so that they will be capable of supporting additional detector

elt".runts. This will allow for configurations which more closely resemble those in

the ODF, so that more detailed studies of detector response to particles passing

through ilit- uterfaces between detector elements can be carried out.

C. The MT Test Beam.

The MT test beam is split off as a secondary beam from the Meson West

(MW) bwain. which consists of 800 GeV primary protons extracted (irectly from

the Tevatron through a beaniline system called the Switchyard. The MT beanm is

called a secondary beam because it is produced by colliding the MW beam's 800

Gev protons with one of three lead (Pb) targets and then bending the product

particles (mostly pions) through a series of dipole magnets. The MT heaniline was

originally designed to produce 245, 160, and 80 GeV hadrons, depending on which

Pt) target is used.

A tertiary beam of lower energy particles (at least 1) th 220 GeV), either ,

op "
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of hadrons or electrons, is produced by colliding the secondary beani of 245 GeV

hadrons with P1) targets further downstream in the beaniline.

Due to the parasitic nature of the MT beani, the intensity of the MW beam

directly affects particle production iates in the MT beam. To meet all of the

1Lean parameters required l)y CDF, the MWN bean intensity nust reach certain

levels. However, during the Fall 1987 fixed-target run. XI, beam users require

intensities well below these levels, making it impossible to satisfy all CDF MT

' beam requirements. In future runs, however, MW beam intensities are expected

to be high enough to fulfill all requirements. It is also significant that experiment "

T755 demands beam parameters quite different froni those of CDF. so that (iieir

beanlline analysis and tunes will in most cases be of niininial value to CDF.

A more detailed discussion of beamline components and modes of operation is

presented in Chapters VI and VII.

0
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CHAPTER V

GAS DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR THE CDF TEST BEAM FACILITY

A. Design Guidelines

During the first run of the CDF test beam facility, six detector elements will

be studied which require the supply of gas mixtures. These elements are listed in
'"

Table II, together with the gas mixtures normally used in CDF at BO and the gas

flow rates expected in the test beam facility. .

A major goal of the first test beam run is to study the energy response of -'

selected detector elements when different gas mixtures are used. To maximize beam

time, different gas mixtures have to be run simultaneously to different elements.

To insure necessary flexibility of the gas delivery system, the following design

guidelines were established:

(1) Each detector element would have an independent gas supply. This would

require separate control and monitoring systems from the gas source to each element.

(2) Up to three gas nixtures night be delivered simultaneously: 50/ argon/

50(,1 ethane, 95% argon/5% carbon dioxide, and 88.5% argon/1O% carbon diox- ,.

ide, 1.5(1 methane. Because the argon/ethane mixture is used predoninantly, a gas

supply trailer would be used to save space in the test beam facility that would be

lost to gas bottles. Under high flow rates, time would also be lost to frequent chang-

% ing of gas bottles. A CDF gas supply trailer holds 263.5 gal of the argoi ,ethane
mixture under 300 psia, which equates to 5380 SCFH (standard cubic feet per hour)

of this mixture. Under normal operating conditions at the test beani facility, this

would supply enough argon/ethane to last a month. Another major benefit of a gas

* s upply trailer is the stability of gas quality it would provide. During the first CDF 0

N N
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TABLE II. Detector elements requiring gas mixtures to be studied during the first

test beami run. Gas nixtures shown are those currently used in CDF. .4

:4

Detector Gas Flow Flush Stored Alcohol ."f.

Element Mixture Rate Rate Volume Alcohol Tevip

SCFH SCFH Jt3 _('__-",

CMU 50% Ar/50% Ethane 0.5 1.0 24 Isopropvl 0

PEM 50% Ar/50% Ethane 0.5 3.0 52 Iopropvl -5

If, 4
PHA 50% Ar/50% Ethane 1.0 3.0 16 Ethanol 0
FEM 50% Ar/50_ Ethane 1.5 3.0 21 Isopropyl 10,.

FEA 50% Ar/50% Ethane 2.5 5.0 108 Isopropyl 10

. CES 80% Ar/20% CO2 0.4 - 0.9 - -
S-..

CMU-

Inert N 0.5 ""-

Jacket

CMIU Central Muon Detector 0

PEMN Endplug Electromagnetic Calorimeter

PHA = Endplug Hadron Calorimeter ..4

FEM = Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter

FHA = Forward Hadron Calorimeter

CES Central Electromagnetic Strip Detector

-. .
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physics run, trailer gas quality was never poorer than 51(/ 49/,'(, while gas bottle

quality was often as poor as 55%,/ 45%, and once was 60',U/40/. A trailer stand with

undlerground feed lines to the Meson Lab would have to be built. Argon/carbon

dioxide mixtures would be supplied from bottles inside the facility but outside the

c()trolled-access fence.
Z4a

(3) Nitrogen would be used to purge detector elements when gas mixtures are

changed. Purge flow rates are different for each detector element, but generally are

two to five times the normal gas flow rate, depending on the detector element. An •

inert jacket of nitrogen would be maintained around the wedges, flowing at a rate

of about 0.2 SCFH, for two reasons: (a) all gas calorimeters lose efficiency when a

air, an(l particularly oxygen, leak into their chambers; the CMU wedges tend to .
r . * -'. .

leak more than other detectors and are more sensitive to oxygen impurities, and .

(b) nitrogen reduces the potential spark hazard created by exposed high voltage

cables at the wedges. Al inert volume of nitrogen for the wedge fixture is feasible

because all detector elements are confined inside a metal jacket. Finally, nitrogen

Would be used to dilute the argon/ ethane gas mixture leaving the fixtures to levels -.

below ethal's lower explosive limit before the gas is vented to the atmosphere. To

save space. a 165 dewar would be located in the facility outside the fence. This

dewar will provide 4060 SCFH of nitrogen. A nitrogen bottle would be needed to

maintainl necessary pressure in the dewar, and a heat exchanger would be included

at the (lewar output to prevent freezing.

a" ( 4) Separate alcohol bublers refrigerators would be part of the gas supply

line to each detector element (except to( the ('ES): controls wold allw routing

of gas mixtures around the refrigerators when alcohol is not required. Detector

elements use isopropyl or ethyl alcohol as an additional quenching gas ill the .
~01
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argon/ethane mixture (see Table II for alcohol type and nominal temperature

setting of refrigerators). Alcohol is not required when argon'carbon dioxide

mixtures are run.

(5) A special gas pressure buffer system is used in the CDF collision hall to

maintain the FHA and FEM chambers at exactly atmospheric pressure. even while ,.,

gas is flowing. 7 These chambers, with their large surface area to volume ratios.

will rupture at only 0.1" of Hg above or below atmospheric pressure. The buffer

% sYstem protects the chambers from such damage. A single buffer system supports ,

each adjacent octant of the FEM and FHA in the collision hall. A comparable gas

pressure buffer system would be designed and constructed for the forward fixture,

but with the capability to act independently for each calorimeter system. "

(6) The gas delivery system would accomodate the ability of all three fixtures

to move about on their tracks. Where necessary, flexible hose must replace the more

durable metal piping normally used.

. (7) Gas quality would be monitored every 15 ninutes directly by the data

acquisition system, as is done in CDF at BO. The gas quality monitoring system-

used in CDF would be reproduced with appropriate modifications. .

(8) All safety requirements would be met. The most significant safety hazard is

ethane. which is explosive.'" 9 Ethane must be properly vented to the atmosphere,

where dilution eliminates the hazard. All feed lines must not contact electronics

or cables. Ethane detectors with the necessary electronics and alarms would be.

installed at key locations.

(9) The most efficient means of deternining leaks in the gas supply system is to

monitor the oxygen levels in the gas mixtures leaving the fixtures. This information-

is also useful for experimenters, since gas calorimetry chamber efficiency is reduced

p N
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by even small amounts of impurities (particularly oxygen) in the gas flow mixture.

p An automated oxygen monitoring system would be included as part of the gas

supply systeni.

B. Final Design

Schematic diagrams of the final design of the gas supply system for the CDF

test beam facility are shown in Appendix B. This appendix includes: (1) the floor
%

plan for the gas supply system controls located outside the controlled-access fence,

(2) schematic diagrams of the apparatus transporting gas mixtures to and from

each of the detector elements, (3) schematic diagrams of the gas pressure buffer

system for the FHA and FEM chambers, and (4) an equipment list identifying all

components of the gas supply system.

Gas flow rates are expected to be 6 SCFH in the normal operating mode and

up to 15 SCFH in the flush mode for the first test beam run. When the wedge and

plug fixtures are upgraded to hold more chambers, rates will increase to 12 SCFH

in the normal operating mode and to 30 SCFH in the flush mode.
Gas piping is 0.5" stainless steel welded pipe except where flexible hose is

" required to accomodate the movement of the fixtures. Here Cajon smooth-bore

teflon flex hose is used. This tubing is preferred because its walls do not degas.

which would add impurities to the gas mixture reaching the chambers.

The CDF argon/ethane gas supply trailer is parked on a hardstand 50' south

of the Meson Lab and against the adjoining west-side beri. Trailer changes will

require flow shutdown for one hour, using valves located at the hardstand. All

contaninated lines are purged with nitrogen during reconnection. Gas bottle

* changes for argon/carbon dioxide gas mixtures inside the Meson Lab require 11" 0

.-
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special precautions.

The alarm system for gas leaks will consist of four ethane detectors, with one

located under each fixture and the fourth in the gas control racks. Should the

control module send an alarm, power to all fixtures (including chamber DC high P

voltage and 60 and 400 Hz power) wili be shunt tripped automatically. The alarm .

level will normally be set at 20o, of the lower explosive limit for ethane.

Each detector element using the argon/ethane nuixture has its own start-up"

procedures, but all follow the following guidelies:".

(1) All chambers are leak tested elsewhere before installation in the test beam

facilitv.

(2) Flow is first started using nitrogen at flush flow rates (usually two to five

times the normal flow rate); this flow is maintained for at least five volume changes.

(3) If possible, a system leak check is carried out by comparing input nitrogen

flow rate to output flow, or by overpressuring the detector element's chambers and,'

observing the decay time of the overpressure in the absence of flow.

(4) The ethane alarm system is checked before argon/ethane flow is begun.

(5) Argon/ethane flow is started at flush flow rates and an immediate check is

performed with a hand-held ethane leak detector.

(6) After at least five volume changes, the argon/ethane flow rates are reduced

to nornal operating levels, and a final pass is made with ethane leak detectors. At

this time high voltage tests are perfoirmed.

7) Shutdowns for extended periods of several weeks or nimoths" require a

c(ImIplete pturge using nitrogen.

z
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CHAPTER VI

OVERVIEW OF THENMESON TEST BEAMILINE

A. Introdulction

The beaniine installed at the Meson Test (NIT) site is one of the newest fixed-

target heaundines at Fermilab. It is somnewhat uniilque in that it is parasitic directly

off of another beaniinie. the Meson W~est (mw) beailie, also recently designed

and installedI. Roger Tokarek, a beamline physicist at Ferilab. designed both%

beanilines and is responsible for providfing assistance to experimenters using the

MIT and MW b)eamns.

Design of the MIT beanm1hine began at the end of 1985. The primary design

consideration was to produce the inaximlum possible energy particles at the target

area. First beam to target was recorded on 6 Jul 1987. Roger Tokarek and I

determined prelim-inary tunes (i.e., magnet current settings) to maxinmize yields and

optimize beam profiles at the target for the three primary design energies of the

beanmlime dluring the period from Jul to Aug 1987. The first two users of the MIT

beanm are CDF and experiment T755 (Yale University's high resolution streamer

chalnldr 1: each requires very different types of beam. so that each must carry out a

its owi beanihine and tune studies.

A beamline is always in a state of flux, as components, are added, removed, or

replaced. Tunes are continuously improved upon thlroughout the life of t hie beandiie.

The quality of thle beam itself changes frequently as the transport systems delivering

the p~rimnary proton beam to production targets are continually altered and retunled.

Because thle MT beam is parasitic to the MW\ beam, MW experimenters also affect

MIT beam quality as t hey ret une c )inI)oneiit upst ream of the NIT beamhline. Thus

Sb'
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ny beandine studies represent a snapshot of the MT beandiine as it existed in .Jul

t o Oct 1987. While these studies may truly be labeled preliminary, they providee.

valuable information on the beaniline. They are particciiarly significant t( the CDF

test beam facility's first run in Fall 1987 since further studie, may be hiite(l before

the run ends in Jan 1988.

Two major errors in the beaniline were discovered in mid-Sep and early Oct of

this year. after the majority of my beanline studies were completed. First, it was

learned that the second pair of focusing quadrupole magnets had polarities opposite .

those that were assumed. All computer analysis and subsequent tuning based on.

noninal magnet current settings from this analysis were carried out based on the

assumed polarities. The second and more significant error involved the energy

of the primary proton beam used to produce the MT beam. The MT beanline >"

was designed based on 900 GeV energy primary protons being delivered to the

production targets at the beginning of the NIT beamline, allowing for optimum -.'-

production and transport of 245, 160, or 80 GeV secondary particles (thus the

reason these are called the "primary tune" energies), depending on which production S-

target is used. In reality, 800 GeV protons arrive at these targets, resulting instead

in optimum production of 227, 151. or 75 GeV secondary particles. Again, however.

all computer analysis, tuning, and other studies were conducted based on 245, 160,.%

and 80 GeV secondary production. %

The effect these errors have on the results of the preliminary beandline studies

will be discussed where appropriate, but the usefulness of the data from these studies

I'll not significantly reduced. At the end of this chapter, updated computer analysis

hased on the correct primary proton l)ean energy of 800 GeV and the subsequent

secondary particle energies will be presented.

,I-.
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B. The Beanilinie

1. Current Confiaurationl

Tmi NIT nfmuinel (Ivs tcribed l I ivrinisof the spatial coordIiiiates x~,and z.

it. defined in Fiviure I1 I)tl)w . TheC coIr(liiiate Cz geiierallv points al( iig the dlirectionl

he beami travels (that is. it points (wlistream) Looking (lownstreaul. positive

x point,, ii t he horizontal direction. to the left andI positive y points up in the

vertical (direction. The origin andl the exact direction of z is deterimined arb~itrarily

by surveying personnel.

X %

DOWNSTREAm

z

FIG. 10. The beanishieet coordinate system.

The exact location p. f audixIe coHioenits is determinedl by survey personnel.
%V~'

The po(sition o)f NIT beaudine components and~ t heir associatedl device names are

listed1 on the NIT 1eanishecet in Table 111. The location given is that of the geometric

renter o)f vach component. The horizontal displacement of NIT lbeainline components

i.- plo4t ted( in1 x versu" Z InI Figure 11. Whlile there is substantial displacemnent Ini X

%.%.
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TABLE III. MT beanisheet.

v,.

M-TEST 87/10/04.

POWER

Z CENT. X CENT. Y CENT. ELEMENT CODE SUPPLY
(FT) (IN) (IN)

118.8 1.59 .41 * MT .63% AL TARGET, NOT MOVEABLE MT2TGT6

129.3 1.74 .42 21' ED/S DIPOLE, ROLLED 1.5 DEG. MW2WD1-3 l
4 145.2 2.85 .43 * MT 227 GEV TARGET. MOVEABLE MT2TGT"

151.2 2.17 .44 6-3-120. ROLLED 16.85 DEG. MW2WD2-1

157.3 2.31 .45 * MT 151 GEV TARGET. MOVEABLE MT2TGT2

163.5 2.45 .45 6-3-126, ROLLED 16.85 DEG. MW2WD2-2

169.6 2.61 .45 * MT 75 GEV TARGET, MOVEABLE MT2TGT3

175.7 2.77 .45 6-3-120. ROLLED 16.85 DEG. MW2WD2-3

256.5 5.64 15 EPO DIPOLE, ROLLED 6.16 DEG. MT2WU-1
267.4 6.68 .12 EPS DIPOLE. ROLLED 6.16 DEG. MT2WU-2
278.4 6.58 .16 EPS DIPOLE. ROLLED 6.16 DEG. MT2WJ-3

289.4 7.15 .09 EPB DIPOLE. ROLLED 6.16 DEG. MT2WUJ-4
366.4 7.78 .68 EPS DIPOLE, ROLLED 6.16 DEG. MT2Wu-5

546.4 23.18 .02 30126 MT301

555.4 23.74 .02 HORIZONTAL COLL. VAC MT3CH1
561.9 24.15 .01 VERTICAL COLL. VAC MT3CV

570.9 24.71 .61 30120 MT302

578.6 25.19 .61 VERTICAL TRIM. 5-4-30 MT3V

744.8 35.6 -. 03 HORIZ VACUUM COLLIMATOR MT3CH2

747.9 35.80 -. 03 BEAM PWC, 2 MM MT3PwC
748.3 35.82 -. 03 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT3SC
748.9 35.86 -. 03 TARGET. FERRIS WHEEL MT3TGT1 0
754.7 36.22 -. 63 EPS DIPOLE - HORIZONTAL SWEEPER MT3SW

765.2 36.80 -.63 BEAM STOP MT38S

799.5 39.63 -. 04 CONVERTER, FERRIS WHEE Mr3CON1

. 805.6 39.38 -.04 EPS DIPOLE. ROLLED 25.9 DEC. MT3WU
816.4 40.13 -. 83 EPS DIPOLE. ROLLED 25.9 DEG. MT3WU

996.8 52.48 .44 BEAM PWC. 2 MI MT4PWC

997.6 52.54 .45 ELECTRON KILLER. FERRIS WHEEL MT4CON

1 63.4 52.94 .46 30126 MT41.

1625.3 54.44 .52 30120 MT402

1084.7 58.51 .67 CERENOV COUNTER MT4CC 5
1137.2 62.11 .81 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT4SC

1138.3 62.18 .82 SINGLE WIRE DRIFT CHAMER MT4SW)C

%0
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TABLE III, Continued %

-

-"-.

:P:,:

Z CENT. X CENT. Y CENT. EL84ENT CODE SUPPLY
.,,(IfT) (IN) (IN) SUPPY

1208.6 67.00 I.e6 SINGLE WIRE DRIFT CHAMBER MTSSWDCI

1215.5 67.46 1.02 EP9 DIPOLE MT5E-1

1227.0 68.18 1.05 EP8 DIPOLE MTSE-2
1238.5 68.64 1.08 EPS DIPOLE MTSE-3

1250.0 69.44 1.11 EPB DIPOLE MT5E-4 a,.

1261.5 69.97 1.14 EP8 DIPOLE, 5" GAP MT5E-5

1273.9 70.48 1.17 SYNCHROTRON RADIATION DETECTOR MT5SRD

1282.4 70.82 1.19 SINGLE WIRE DRIFT CHAMBER MT5SWC2

1365.8 74.20 1.41 SINGLE WIRE DRIFT CHAMBER MT6SWDC

1366.3 74.22 1.41 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT6SC1
1366.3 74.22 1.41 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT6SC2
1366.5 74.23 1.41 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT6SC3
1367.0 74.25 1.42 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT6SCV

1368.8 74.32 1.42 BEAM PW=. 2 lIM MT6PWC1

CDF APPARATUS
a, 1442.8 77.32 1.61 BEAM PWC, 2 MM H. I Mi V MT6PWC2

1449.0 77.57 1.63 INTERMEDIATE BEAM STOP/DU(P MT6SI,

1454.6 77.75 1.64 SCINTILLATION COUNTER MT6SCAD

1469.6 78.40 1.68 T755 STREAMER CHAMBER

1482.5 78.92 1.72 MT FINAL BEAM DUMP

,-

"-.
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dow'.n the beaniline, the NIT beamisheet shows that vertical displacemient is quite

small. oiily ranging fromt 0.04" to 1.72". The fact that horizontal movement of the

b)eami is much greater than vertical movement affects relative lbeami spread lin both ?

planes, as will be explained lin Section E. Connnonly used1 symbols for leamilinle

(levice, are shown lin Figure 12. and( (device names are exp~lained1 more fully b)elow.

It is not accidlental that magnets are represented by familiar optical (device,, such as

prismns andl lenses, as will be seen lin the section onl beanm optics p)resentedl below.

The NIT beaniline is a positively- charged particle beam transport system. (lue

to the direction of the mlagnetic fields of the bending mnagnets. which bend these

p)articles to the next transport (device. Negativ'ely charged particles, b)ent lin the

opposite direction, are swept out of the beanilline.

The MIT beam is termned a "secondary beami" since it is produced by colliding

a prim-ary b)eam of particles onto a secondary production target. creating secondarv

particles of various energies. Based onl the downstream magnet field strengths, and

the aperture sizes of transport (devices, a small range of energies miay be selected

for transport to the final target area. Tertiary p~roduction targets mlay a],;o be 5

*introducedI in the MIT beall-ine downstream of the secondary production targets.-

* so that tertiary beamis may 1)e produced and transported to the final target area..-

2. Naming Convention for Beamline Devices

Beanliline components are monitored aiid controlled remotely through the ex-

perimenital areas central PDP-1 1 computer, using the Experimental Areas Beami-

* ~line C'ontrol System (EPICS).- ('AMAC ( Comnputer Automated MIeasurement andl

Control) syNstemn electronics serve as thme 1)hiysical connection bet ween thle central

computer and the beamidime dlevices . Althiouigh CAMNAC Is anl interulati')nallv ac -

%
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HORIZONTAL POSMON CFEET) -

0 10 20 30 40 50 s0 70 s0 90
0

Ejamanta Elements
10 IdW2WO-3.. 0- UMGTO (fixOM

MWtWD2-1-O. ' - T2TGTI
MW2WD2-2-w

% 200 MW2WD2.-'V'(19 mrad)

*MW2WU--4b
MW2WU3-Zp

z (28 mrmd)
0
AI 400

zMT3CNI Instrum~ntatlan500-
A~ MT3cv

WT301

6 0 0 - T 3 OCH

700 -

p 1 00 - MT4OI(o"eff
MT43 'V.

1200

100 T0 -- T6o

1100S MT5SO

1400- MTDBMP

13001500

FIG. 11. NIT beaniline components plotted in horizontal position x vs. longitudinal

p)ositionl.
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AL

S.,.q

Active Elements

DIPOLE MAGNET ,'.

A TRIM DIPOLE MANET

4.=p HORIONTAL FOUSIGOUADRLPC1E

HOR00NTALDEOa~JWGOUADRPLE S.

Passive Elements

F WHEE. TAFIGET OR (ONVERTER

OOLLJATOR

m BEAM STOP

Instrumentation

% C==== SCINIILLATION COUNTER

.q .

r" BEAM POOTINLWIRE CHAMBER

"HRESHOLDCERENKOVOCLINTE •

S

~~SINGLE WIRE DRIFT CHAMBER :

FIG. 1m,.%

FIG. 12. Beamline component symbols. 0,
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cepted set of standards for electronics-computer instrumentation, Fernmilab uses its

Owni nonstandard serial communications link over CAMAC electroic. .- ':

Beaniline comipolnents are given device names retainIed in the central EPICS ..

conlputer s mnemorv so that beanlile operators aan access and coitr(,l these devices

remotel. - The device name has the format A B C' DDDDDD and give, a least

four types of infoirmation:

(1) A - Area in which the device is located.

(2) B - Beamiiine in which the device is located.

(3) C- Enclosure in which the device is located.

(4) - DDDDDD Type and function of the device (from one to six characters

in this field).

Pertinent device types and functions are designated by the following codes:

Q = Quadrupole magnet

W Dipole bending magnet which bends to the west (looking downstream)*

E Dipole bending magent which bends to the east (looking downstream)*

U Dipole bending magnet which bends the beam up*,

D Dipole bending magnet which bends the beam down*

V Trim magnet which bends in the vertical plane

CH = Collimator with horizontal collimating jaws

CV Collimator with vertical collimating jaws V

TGT Target

PWC - Proportional wire chamber

PWCS Proportional wire chamber scanner

SEM = Secondary etnissioi monitor

SC Scintillation counter
%0
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CC Cerenkov counter

SRD = Synchrotron radiation detector

BS Beam stop

BD - Beam dumnp

(Designations depend on the charge of particles being transported.)

A typical name would be MT2WU-1, where

% I Meson area

T Test beaniline 0

3 Enclosure 3

W Dipole magnet which bends to the west

U Dipole magnet which bends up

1 First magnet in the magnet string MT2WU.

This illustrates the fact that magnets. particularly bending dipole magnets in

high energy beamlines, often are employed in strings, or series of magnets. Normally

each magnet in a string has the same current setting, so that strings are treate(l as

if they were one longer magnet. Besides providing greater bending angles. strings

allow the use of linear instead of curved magnets in the beaniline. Curved magnets

are required if the bend angle would cause the loss of significant numbers of particles

as they scrape the wall of a linear magnet in their arced path. The magnetic fields

of curved magnets are not uniform and are much more difficult to work with.

For purposes of radiation safety, beanilines are run in underground tunnels.

Each beamline is divided into sections identified by the enclosure which allows

access to that given part of the beaniline. These sections are separated by walls,
a fser-
also fo~r safety reasons. .

, 0,,
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3. Critical Devices %

Critical devices are those beaniline components which most readily allow the

shutdown of a beam in case of an emergencY, such as an unauthorized access

bv personnel. In the case of the %IT beaniline. the MT2WU lnagnet string and

the MT3BS and MT6BS1 beam stops are the critical devices. These devices can

Only be controlled by Experimental Areas Operations )ersonnel and not by beam

users. If controlled-access gates or doors are opened improperly, these devices are
S

iautomatically deactivated by the central computer. <

S:

4. The Spill Cycle

Beam is sent to the experimental areas on a cyclic basis, terned the "spill

cycle." Protons are accelerated in a series of bunches until they attain energies of

1 TeV, when they are extracted from the Tevatron ring into the Switchyard. where "

the primary proton beam is split and distributed to the experimental areas.

The spill cycle is a 57.2 sec long, and is divided into six precise segments called

T-times (see Figure 13). The actual "spill" of beani to the experimental areas

normally begins at the start of T5 and is complete by the beginning of T6 (a time

span of 20 sec). While beam intensity should remain constant throughout the spill,

experience has shown that this is often not true. -

Most beaniline magnets are ranipe(l to necessary current settings to coincide

-with the arrival of the spill: once spill is co miplete, currents are reduced to zero. This

is o, Ioe to conserve energy and to reduce the chance of overheating the magnets.

5. Effects of the 'MW Beaniline "

Because the MT beaum is split off from the MW beam using proluction targets.

%0
.-,, " A*- 6
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the quality of the MW beam directly affects the quality of the MT beam. The
possibility of MT beam quality degradation can be readily determined by ionitorin.

p. -.

the MXX beam profile and particle yields at the MNW6 enclosure. For this reason

NIT beam users are interested in the configuration of the MW beandine at least

up to the end of this enclosure. In fact, the MT beaniline cannot be activated

unless the MW beaniline is being operated at least up to the MW7DUMP beani-

dump, because of the MT beaniline's parasitic nature." A beansheet for the NW

beaniline is presented at Appendix C, as well as a schematic diagram (not to scale)

showing both the MW and MT beanilines, up to the end of the MW6 enclosure.

The maximum intensity planned for the primary proton beam delivered to

the MW beanline and the MT beaniline's secondary production targets is 1 101"

- particles per spill (this is also the maximum rate allowed by radiation safety" ). For

the Fall 1987 fixed-target run, however. MWX beai users require rates lower than .

this maximum value (usually not more than 5 - 10l particles per spill), reducinz g

the production rates for the NIT wan during this period.

* C. Modes of Operation

Ill order to study the response of electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters and

11111011 detectors. it is necessary toI pro(uce hadrons (pions, protons, and kaons ).

electrons, and lmuons. (Note that because the MT beam is a positively-charged

'. *particle transport beaniline, positrons and not electrons are actually transported to

the target area. Nonetheless, the convention is to refer to the transport of electrons.
1,

ignoring the actual sign of the particle delivered.) Often test heani users prefer a

preponderance of either hadrons or electrons in the beam. To this end, several

possible modes of operation of the bealine have been developed using varl,- •
o. , 4

'4 g
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targets and converters. The current modes of operation are discussed below.

(1) Production of a secondary hadron beam. This is the normal mode of

,, )eration of the NIT beanline. It is often calle(d the secondary pion mode since pions

are the predominant hadron produced aniid transported. Unlike negatively-charged

particle transport systems, where very few antiprotons are produced. postively-

charged particle transport beanilines produce a large proportion of protons. 5 so

that the "pion" beam is in reality a substantially nfixed hadron beam. -

The only target introduced in the beauiline is one of the secondary production

targets, MT2TGT1. MT2TGT2, or MT2TGT3, each of which are successively

placed upstream of one of the three magnets in the MW2WD2 string, in the

order given. Depending on which target is used, the mean energy of the beam

is automatically selected based on the bending strength of the remaining magnets

in the string downstream of that target. By original design. then, use of MT2TGT1.
S

MT2TGT2, or MT2TGT3 would produce a mean energy of 245, 160, or 80 GeV.

respectively, leaving the last aperture of the string. For this reason, these targets-

were often called the "245 GeV target," the "16) GeV target," and the '80 GeV

target." as listed. This terminology will be retained throughout the remainder of

this thesis for the sake of clarity. In reality, it has been learned that with an S)-00

GeV primary proton beam reaching these targets instead of the originally expected

900 Gev beam, use of these targets actually produce miean energies of 227, 251. or

75 GeV. respectively, leaving the final aperture of the string.

Each target is structured like a ferris wheel so that various thicknes es of lead '

(Pb). or no target at all, may be intr)(hiced int,) the Ibamuline. ahllwing for m,t,' .

control of the production rates of secondary particles.

Another ferris wheel target, MT4CON, may be used to introduce thin P1'

5.N V

* S°
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targets into the beaniline further downstream. Although additional interactions will

o)ccur with this target in place, it is niot mieanit too be usedl as a tertiary lproductiOli

target. Instead, its mna *or function is, to reduIce the number oif elect ronrs in the
%.

beain. A,, a high Z mat erial, PI) cause, elect rons to lo)se energy more quiickly than

d)hadrons traveling thlroughi the target: energy is b )St through elec't romnagnietic

interactions withi the at ijs of the material. Nlust elect rons loeenough enrergy

that they can rno longer bte tranImi-( t ed t hrourgh the nrext beandine component

* - aperture. Thus Pb) serves here as anr electron abso)rber, and the NIT4CON target

is c70n1n111ni1y dubbed an "electri-c killer.- 'MT4CON miay' be usedl to redluce tire

INinmber of electrons ini the hadron beami reaching the target area.

(2 ) SecondarY p~roductionl of high eniergy electrons. This is anr ut ested u d ,

(if o)peration. designed to prodiuce high energy electrons of the o)rder o)f 245 GeV.

Computer analysis (donre earlier sugssthe possibility of poutm ae'(flpN

1000 electrons for a primary proton beam intensity of 5 1011particles ,pill. A 6-

-jltik aluninumiii ( Al) target, labeled %MT2TGTO, is penrrenlvi thre beaiirelf

between tire second anrd third magnets ini tire MW2VD 1 cryogenic umagnet "t rling

see Figure 14). .A small nrumber o)f secondary particles are produced. iirclring

neutral plois 7r on ther nurlparticles. Neutral pions aeextremely short

llivt- particles. traveling a mnean distance of (0.05 min at 243 GeV before t hey decay

iirto4 twod high energy photons ( ).The neutral particles are nrot benlt by thre

finra] N XW2W D2 -3 imaviret. wile all charged particles 4 thie primiary l)r( tm)i beaIi11.

as well as seconr(larv charged p~art i'( ar )nt.\hiescnayp u tsr n

N IT2T C TO. no udI , thre photon ur -hi' iit i nv fro iim tire hlecay if neut ral ious.1 ameC

act nallv spjreadh over a full range 4 pro 4(hict iiOi angle.,. tire peak 4 lhe is!t ribul i on

1,' ceiteredl ah(uit t ir cenrtral t ra ject 4 rvN 4 of the originral IXIc' iii k beami. Tihe cetr

I- % . .. ..*. .v*.-4* ..- v -5 Y -r--
-'I
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of the neutral and charged beanms reaching NMT2TGT1 are separated ))N 0. 7".

P One setting of the ferris wheel target places a speciallY designed converter in the

beajuline. as shown in Figure 15. -

11N

00.

LOOK I NG0.1 THICK LEAD

DOWNSREAMCONVERTER

% 8e0 GeV

PROTM 227 GeV
NEUTRAL BEAM

.5.

FIG. 15. The NIT2TGTI con~verte~r target.

The converter has a 1.125" hole ini it , center. all''wiiiii iinii(1)tticted pi~iae 'if

thie priniarY pro)ton beani. The high energy pli t ,is. lo, wever. will strike( 01" ''f PI'..

5J. xv ~her' , 'i' are convert ed to( elect r' ui- p)osit ron pair, $ e e i duec to elect ro magnet ic

jit erac tlim Wiillt i t he miat erial's nuclei ( high Z nuclei imlpri ve pro dutIn ratf fi' x %r

iA 0
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this interaction). As charged particles, positrons of the order of 245 GeV energy

are then transporte(l down the remainder ,f the heanldine to the target area. Very

loh*w production rates are expected. since NIT2TGTO is verY thin. leadinv to small
ell%

.5

"uinivr. if -r ,. and both this target and the converter mwiut prduce particles

,f the right type, energy. and pr ducti(,, angle. Electr,n I,,eam trans.p ,rt to the

target area is made more difficult since tie beam is )ro(ucel off-center of the centra"

trajectory of the beanline..

(3) TertiarY Production of lower energy hadrozs. This makes use o)f the second

(COmmllon mode of operation of the MT beaniline. MT3TGT1 is introduced into the

beaniline as a production target to create a tertiary beam if tparticles. While the

secon(larv beam reaching this target can be produced with the 245. 160. or 80 GeV .

target. normally the 245 GeV target is used s,, as to I)roluce tile hivhest possible

energy daughter particle, reaching MT3T(;T1 Again. b)th neutral and charged

particles are produced over a wide range if energies an(1 production angles. The
,'*" magnet vuirrent s.ettings of the bending iiiagnet doIwnstream of the target determine 5'

which energies are transported to the final target area. Ifnlv NIT3TGT1 is placed"

iII the beandiine. we again get a hadron beam at the final target area. This tertiary "

)eani. however. will see peak pro duction rates at energies below that of tile (,riginal

seco 14tarv 1wai. alth igh useful rates may be transported over the full range 4)f

L. )1 t , 245 GeV including 1, inttract viy lhadr, 4s at the upper energy limit . If

.5-.
t n -4h i t io n , f h a d r, , i ,f le r v .- , t h ,' r a iiv e ' -h , *' v w ev i 2 4 5 . 1 6 i1 .a llo S o 1 ( ; t-V f a n .-.

t'lpv'ially energies 1-cl,,w '(O (;,' we, ,ere i-t l u lie s',,dar i (le, t hen .

flhl tertiarv 114,,,1  might Iw, relie', 1,,,4 ti, tprmit c, interele.,iate and 1,,w ,ind 'nergv

hiarwin. This, might entail the I>' if vc4,'indarv leall ,iergm'( ()f 16(0 and 8)) GeV.

;I, w,'ll a, that ,If 245 (,eV \IT4('()N 4,,tlb als,, 1,' iitr,4 tu ,',t ii th, lea lli 4,' t , 4

* ;" i " " ' - - - "i' -" "-."": " " ' .'" * " "*"""- - ' ........-." " "" "" " " " "" """" "
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purify the tertiary 'adroii beam.

(4) Tertiary pro(liction of lower energy electrons. The primary design of the

tertiarv mo(le. however, is to create electron beams. Downstream of NIT3TGT1 is

a diI,,,1 iemiilint magnet. MT3SW. which is turned on to full strength in order to 4,''

.WCT'I all charged particles, out t the beaioline. Only neutral particles. including

high eniergy photons fromi neutral pimon decay, reach the next beallline device.

Here a converter. MT3CON1. i.s also placed into the beanmline. Again. photons

are converted to electron-positron pairs. Depending on the magnet settings of.

iuiagiets further downstream, certain energy positrons are selected for transport to,

the target area. As in the secondary electron mode. only very low pr(hiUction rates

are expected. As with hadrons. in Iorder to lro(luce an electron beam of energies .

between 245. 160. and 80 GeV. as well as below 80 GeV. it may he necessarv to Use

,,cldary incident l)eanis at MT3TGT1 (If energies lower thai 245 GeV. " -

These are the four basic modes (If operation now available to the IT 1,,anlli.'

They iay be modified by moving targets and converters in the beandine. ,)r replac ..,we,

iutg tarEet, thenselves with targets of different thickness and material. Desiral,le

U j ,j i fi ,at ,i. , will 1e di.,cu, ed later.

I.,. ;'

D Enruv .-\ue ptance ..

T ile- thr ', time1,' t,, trauspu rt 24.. 16 . anl MO (;e V particu ,rat,'d at the

M T 2T G T te .,'t wver,' t,,ruire,, ,tu, " ri' M arv tun 's. iin thel ,'a , 4, the ,riginallY

.xui' t,l 9U11 (, 'V l u- ncie nt hra,t. I} lla I .lInt they "i ,nhl all,w f,)r the illaxiIu uluI

"auII Ia l i lt L i -, I . .)A , , , c I', , I a ;t a ll I t h e r , I , r t , ' w hI , h c 1 a1 a e e t r a n .-p ,) r te1- l

t thc tili tl t arca i [ i te, the 'lrm arv pi t tt ii l i-tmi ,n r iy readity "iO
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The energy acceptance of a magnet is deternined by its magnetic field strength

and its apertures. Thus a central energy E is transported down the centerline of a .

bending dipole, with a possible energy spread of AE about this central energy also

being )ent through the nagnet without loss or interaction at tie magnet's walls.

The beamline's energy acceptance is then determined by the succession of magnets

making up the beaniline, each set for optinium transport of the given central energy

and each with its own effective aperture.

Whenever a target is used, a spray of daughter particles is created with a large

spectrum of energies over a large range of production angles with respect to the

incident beam. These are not uniform distributions. Production energies depend
S

on the type of interaction, and smaller production angles are naturally favored as

a consequence of conservation of linear momentum as observed in the lab frame.

Thus calling MT2TGT1 the "245 GeV target," for example. is misleading. In

reality, it is the fact that the secondary beam must then pass through the bending

radius of all three magnets of the MW2WD2 magnet string which deternuin that

the central energy of the emerging beamn will be 245 GeV. (Figure 14 illustrates this.)

Particles produced at MT2TGT2 must only pass through the last two magnets.

Because each magnet is run at the same current, each produces the same magnetic

field and has the sale bending radius. Thus a central energy of 160 GeV. or

two-thirds the magnitude of 245 GeV, emerges from the magnet string. Similarly,

particles off MT2TGT3 emerge from the string with a central energy of 80 GeV.

()r ,iie-third of 245 GeV. Thus the magnets downstrecam of ' arget actually decide

the pro(luction energy to be transported.

In the case of the MT beaniline. the MW2WD2 magnets which deternilne the .5-.

:: ial central energies transported out of the MXW beaniline cannot be controlled.

A

. . . .. . . ~. - .. . . .'S %~.. . . . . . . ... . . . i,
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by MT beam users. These magnets are set by MV beam users to properly

transport the primary proton beam further downstream in their beainline. When .

the primary proton beam energy turned out to be 800 GeV and not 900 GeV.

the magnet currents had to be reduced to transport the correct energy through

the MW2WD2 bend. These new current settings also reduced the central energies

of the secondary beam transported to the MT beaxnline. resulting in the actual

primary tunes occurring at 227, 151, and 75 GeV. Because MW beam users will .

often adjust the currents of the MW2WD2 magnets to optimize their beani, these

central energies are not fixed, but will also fluctuate. Normally, however. MW2WD2

current settings are changed only slightly, so that there will be negligible effect on

the MT beam.

A major concern in designing the NIT beamline was the range of possible

energies which could be pr'vided at the final target area. Because the MW2WD2

magnetic fields were already determined, it was possible that only a limited number

of energies would be available, with a small range centered about each primary

energy of 245, 160, and 80 GeV [see Figure 16(a)]. This would occur if the spread

of energies leaving the MW2WD2 string about each central energy were narrow due

to a small energy acceptance of the string. If, on the other hand, the energy spread

about the central energy emerging from the string were quite broad, then magnets

farther downstream could be set at any number of tunes to select a wide range

of energies for further transport to the final target area. As seen in Figure 16J 1)).

sufficiently broad energy acceptance would allow for the transport of a continuous

range of energies, although beam intensity would be reduce(! the farther removed -

the desired energy is from the central energy.

My beaniline studies have shown that the energy spread leaving the .IW2WD2

%

-V •
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string is indeed quite broad, so that tile MT beandline is capable of transporting a

continuous spectrum of energies over a wide range by scaling the fields of magnets

downstream of the MIW2WD2 string about the values given in the three primary

tules.

Because the prelininary beamiline studies were carried out based on the

assulption that the primary tunes were at 245, 160. and 80 GeV, the tunes used to

dleterinune yields for all energies were not the optiluni tunes to actually maxinize

beam intensity. Nonetheless, the tunes themselves do in fact transport the desired

energies. Since the assumed primary energies of 245, 160, and 80 GeV lie relatively

close to the actual primary energies of 227, 151, and 75 GeV, respectively, on the

broad energy production curves, rates of production should be comparable to those

determined in the future when corrected tunes are developed. Thus the data taken

in these prelininary studies can be expected to be comparable with that of future

studies. N,

For most of the studies (lone on beanfline components, the optinuzed 245. 160. ,.

and 80 GeV primary tunes were used. When time was limited, only the 245 GeV.

tune, as the original baseline tune, was used.

E. Beam Optics

The word *'optics" is most collolllnly found in relation to light and involves the

,,tudy of lenses. prisms, and other devices which affect the travel of light. Charged

particle beam optics is the science of using magnetic fields to bend and direct the

paths ,f a group of moving charged particles. A beam of particles can be influenced

in a manner analogous to the focusing of light by an optical lens or the dispersion.

into colors b)y a prism. Particle beams may be deflected, focused to a small spot. 0

%', , %
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or have their particles selected by momentum.

A collection of moving charged particles constitutes a beani when the particles

are all moving in the same direction with nearly the same momentuin and have

a small separation transverse to the general direction of motion. Spatial extent

must be small enough to pass through the aperture of magnets and other beailine "

devices.-.'

The MT beaniline is a relatively simple beamfline, with only drift spaces.

dipole magnets, quadrupole magnets. and collimators serving as optical devices. All
.... -' :

magnets in this beaniline provide static magnetic fields. All magnets have midplane
symmetry with their fields oriented perpendicularly to the direction of motion of

the beam. '

A charged particle with charge q and velocity v in a magnetic field B %

experiences a force F which is given by

F qv , B. (1)

The direction of the force is perpendicular to both the velocity vector and the

magnetic field. The force is greatest when the velocity vector is perpendicular to

2N, the magnetic field. The force is related to the tinme rate of change of momentum by

dp
-J F. (2)
d-

Equations (1) and (2) give an equation of motion with time the independent

variable, but in charged particle optics, we are miore interested in deterining .

the path a charged particle follows than in its position as a function of time. ".

The independent variable is then taken to be the longitudinal distance z along a

particular one of the many trajectories passing down the beaniline. We choose ,

%-

--m
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a referenice or central trajectory agaiinst which we compare all other possible

trajectories and define our coordinate system such that tile 7 axis coincides at

all times with the central trajectory's forward motion: thus the central trajectory

has no transverse mot ion withI respect to this mloving c( ordinate system (see Figure

.17)

Y -

x 0

FIG.17. he entrl tajecorycoorinae sytem

FI 1.Thicoriaesse csntra trjecr co od ia te soodsnte. sytedfie

Thisn ordinate syszotem isanot (tohe confusaed wit the coordinate system dFigue

Figur 10iA iedcodnt system where the directiontry of the folwn cateisis: rbitily
* hsnIwtesreynxem

Optca (lvies n ostseon~ar chrgd prtcletrnsprtsysem hae

V. -S
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magnetic field at the central plat,, is always perpendicular to the central plane:

(2) any north magnetic pole above the central plane is accompanied by a south

,~, pole at the mirror point below the central plane: and (3) magnetic field lines will

exhibit reflection symmetry with respect to the central plane. but with the (irectioli

of t ht magnetic field below the plane opposite to that given by sinple reflection.

In actual beanillnes. the central plane may be vertical or evel rolled at an algle

with respect to the horizontal plane. This can be corrected for in calculations using

proper t ransforlnations of coordinates.

In a uniform magnetic field, a charged particle whose velocity vector is

perpendicular to the field moves in a circular path. The radius p of the circle

is related to the magnitude of the momentum p of the particle, its charge q. and

the magnetic field strength B by

p qBp. (31

The quantity (Bp) is termed the magnetic rigidity of a charged particle. -" Assuming

particles of charge ± 1, equation (3) is most often expressed using conventional units .:6
as 6

Bk kG'p~m r"Ip[GeV/c B (4)"
33.356

The actual direction of the curved path depends on the direction of the magnetic

field and the charge sign of the particle, as seen in equation (1).

1. Dipole Magnets

Equation (3) is the basis for describing the optical properties of the bending

dipole magnets, which produce uniform magnetic fields (normally expressed in kG) .

% .%"



between their coils. Dipoles are so called because they have two poles of opposite

polarit".

The principal functions of dipole nagnets are to bend particle heanis and to

separate particle. of different inomenta (thus the practice of representing these
magnets with the symbol for a prism). Dipole magnets also have some small focusing

properties. but these are totally negligible in high energy beanliies As seen in

equation (3). different momenta are separated by different angles as particles travel

through the dipole magnetic field, so that adjusting the dipole magnetic field allows

one to deternine which momenta are actually transmitted through the system. Too

high or too low a momentum will result in the particle either striking the walls of

the magnet (i.e.. not escaping the aperture of the dipole) or, escaping this. having ,

spread so far from the central trajectory that the particle nisses the aperture of the

next beaniline device.

Following a bend through a dipole, the dispersion in momentun in a beam

leads to a spatial dispersion in the bending plane of the magnet. Because the MT T

beanline's dipole magnets do a great deal more bending in the horizontal plane

than in the vertical plane, we can expect the horizontal spread in the beam to

"ignificantlv exceed the vertical spread. In the case of the MT2WU dipole string %

following the MW2WD2 string, for example. the overall effect of these two bending '..

systems is to create successive horizontal spreads. while the vertical spread due to

MW2WD2 bending down is mostly offset by MT2WU bending 11J).

For high energy beanilines. the arc length traveled by the beam is nearly the

effective length of the bending dipole (see Figure 18), so that an alternate forim of

equation (3) is 4i.

0

,. ..
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Bk(L,9 ,ro

p1GeV /C (5)
,x Pl~ e x  ,c l~l~t"(;]in'i~n'rad.033356 '(5)".,,,

where L is the effective length of the magnet and 0 is the angle the bean is
bent through. Because these arc lengths are nearly straight lines through normal

I. secondlary beaniline dipoles, these dipoles are straight magnets, which simplify the

generation of uniform fields. If bend angles were substantial, then dipoles would

themselves have to be constructed with a bend so that particles would not strike

the walls during their travel through the magnet.
"?'i

Figure 19 shows a schematic view of the cross section of a dipole magnet looking ".

.',iL
BEAM PATH,

/

,55- \ / ;/ /

* .
.5'

5' / 0

FIG. 18. Charged particle path in the bending I)lalie of a dipole magnet. 0
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(lownstream assunuing transport of a positively-charged beam: the central trajectory

il shown superimposed. Note that the bending plane is the central plane. -

2. Quadrupole Magnets

Quadrupole magnets are used to focus a beanil of p)articles. Quadrupole,, have %

four poles of alternating polarity so as to produce a variety of field strengths and

directions at different locations. The field strength of a quadrupole is directly

proportional to the distance from the magnet's axis (the magnetic field strength

gradient is normally measured in kG/m or kG/rm).

Figure 20 shows the two orientations of magnetic poles for the quadrupoles

used in the MIT beanline; the central trajectory coordinate system is shown

superimposed, centered on the magnet's axis and on the central plane. Figure

21 gives a more detailed view of the magnetic field and force components for

the configuration shown in Figure 20(a). These figures show cross sections of the

magnets looking downstream and assuming transport of a positively-charged beam.

Positively-charged particles entering the quadrupole field at different locations 0

will be bent in different directions by different field strengths. Note that there is no

net field along the axis of the magnet. Looking at Figure 2 0(a), we see that such

particles entering the magnet along the Y axis will be bent in toward the center of

the magnet, while particles entering along the x axis will be bent away from the

center. The farther away from the axis these particles enter, the greater the 1bend( %

due to the increased field strength.

Thus the quadrupole magnet in Figure 20(a) is fcusing in the vertical plane

and defocusing in the horizontal plane. This illustrates the basic property of all

quadrupoles constructed like those in Figure 20: these magnets always focus in 

41
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LOOKING OWNSTREAM

GAP

FIG. 19. Dipole magnet cross section showing B and F components and the central

.4 trajectory coordinates.
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FIG. 20. Quadrupole magnet cross sections withi the central trajectory coordinates.
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one plane and defocus in thle opposite plan(-. It 1., ft r t 1ii- reasoii that lie' -ain~e

0, quadrupole magnet is either rep~resentedl by a coinvex j coilvergelt I1eni~svi Y1Im (r bY)

41% a Co ncave ( divergent lenis svml)ol. dependinig onl which Ipla~iie I. liiig viewed. Figure~t

.. charts~ the focusing, defocusing property of thle qluadlruplte ,Iiiglet ( )f Figure, 201 a

Figure 22 also illustrates other similarities withi light optics. Inl thle f eling

p~laine, we see that thle bent trajectory wvill eventually intersect the central t raject ory,

bringing the ray to a focus inl that plane. The quadrupole may be characterized b)y a

focal length inthu:, plane.. Focal lengths of qjuadlrupole singlets and of combinations
%4

of (juadrupoles is generally mlonient urn dlependenlt. We canl also speak of thle

-. magificaion of the imiage in that plane at somle location past the quadrupole.

A negative value for AT indicates that the imiage has been inverted.

A singlet makes a real image only in one plane, while beam transport requires

focusing ill both planes. Because a single quadrupole defocuses in one( plane.

qu~adlrupoles are always employed in combinations in bearlhfnes to form lens systemns.

%. The two most comminon systems are doublets and triplets. Lens systems are used to

Correct for beami spot problems caused by dispersion of the beam. especially over

long drift spaces following bending dipoles. While each quadrupole in a svsteil will

* focus in one plane and defocus ii thle other. proper comibinat ions of quadrupoles

with opposite polarities caii 1)e designed to p~roduce anl overall focus in 1)0th planes.

There are four basic optical mnodes. or tN pes of imaging, which lenis sys-temis miay

1 e used to achieve: p~oint to poinit. point to p~arallel, parallel to p~oinlt. andl parallel

4%, toparallel (analogous to imaging in light optics ). Optical mo(des mnay be differenlt

- f 'r thle vertical and horizontal planes even when uIsing the samle lenls systeum.

A dloublet lezis consists of two mlagnets (or magnet strings) withi opposite

5 polarity. bothI often of the same length. A dloublet is, not svinmetrnc ill its focus, ill

% %
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the vertical and horizontal planes, resulting in different magnifications in the two

planes and causing a first-order image distortion. The ratio M,/M, may be as high

as 20:1 for some doublets. 27 Thus the doublet will focus more in one plane than in

tie other. depending on the order of tile polarity of the magnets in the lens system.

This property is actually useful in tile MT beandline. where horizontal spread of

the beam is much more pronounced than the vertical spread and requires greater ,

focusing by the quadrupole lens to tighten the beam profile in the horizontal plane.

Figure 23 illustrates the doublet's property of unsymmetric focusing. Figures

24 and 25 show examples of how doublets may be used to achieve point-to-point

focusing and point-to-parallel focusing, respectively.

The most common triplet lens system is a symmetric triplet, consisting of

two quadrupoles of identical polarities and lengths, separated by a quadrupole of J-%

opposite polarity and twice the length, all with the same field gradients. The most

significant result of this configuration is a symmetric focus in both planes, so that

/ .
"-.

Doublets and triplets both have advantages and disadvantages.2 8 Doublets

are less expensive and take up less space because they require fewer magnets and

less power. Their unsymm[ietric focus may be useful but makes calculations miore

difficult. Triplets are simple to deal with since they behave like a simple thin lens

located at the center of the system. Their focal length changes more slowly as a

function of momentun.

The MT beaniline has been designed on the basis of point-to-point-to-point

focusinlg ill both the horizontal and vertical planes. The initial point is the image at

the secondary target s in the MW2WD2 string. The first point focus is at MT3PWC, #

near the target MT3TGT1. used to create the tertiary beam. Focusing here also , -,

! 41
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FIG. 23. Unsymmetric focusing by a quadrupole doublet.
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corrects for dispersion in the beam due to the upstream dipole strings and drift

spaces so that beam is not lost due to aperture acceptance past MT3PWC. The

final focus is at MT6PWC1, effectively focusing the beam spot on the fixtures in

the CDF target area. This illustrates the primary use of point focusing: to place

inaximuni beam intensity over a small area of a target.
A.:

Doublet lens systems are used in the MT beaniline simply because there

were a limited number of magnets available. Doublets are useful because of their

unsymmetric focusing, which can be taken advantage of in the MT beaniline to

compensate for the large horizontal dispersion in the beam caused by the bending

dipoles.

3. First-Order Matrix Formalism for Beam Transport %

We normally consider a particle in a six-dimensional phase space with coordi- ,.V

nates (x, y, p_,,p, pyz), with time the independent variable. However, for charged

particle transport, we represent an arbitrary particle's position and direction of

travel by a column vector X whose coordinates in six-dimensional phase space are

(x.rx', y, y', fb) with z the independent variable and all coordinates taken with re-

spect to the reference or central trajectory. Thus

X IIx 
•.

where

X- the horizontal displacement of the arbitrary ray with respect to the central ,,

trajectory. N

%.4*
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' =Pz/Pz, the horizontal direction tangent the ray makes with the central

trajectory; because in high energy beams this value is small, this coordinate is often

replaced by 0, the angle the ray's projection makes in the horizontal plane with

respect to the central trajectory.

y = the vertical displacement of the arbitrary ray with respect to the central

trajectory.

y Py/pz, the vertical direction tangent the ray makes with the central

trajectory; because in high energy beams this value is small, this coordinate is ,-.

often replaced by 0, the angle the ray's projection makes in the vertical plane with

respect to the central trajectory.

= the longitudinal separation of the particle relative to a particle traveling .

on the central trajectory with the central momentum (we are not concerned with

this coordinate in the MT beam).

6 = Ap/p, the fractional deviation of the momentum of the particle with respect

to the central momentum.

The effect of the passage of a charged particle through a magnetic element or a

drift space may be represented to first order by a square unitary matrix called the

transfer matrix R (IRI = 1 as a consequence of Liouville's theorem26 ). Thus the

coordinates X(1) of the particle at the end of an element are given in terms of the

coordinates X(O) at the beginning of the element by the linear transformation

X(1) = RX(O). (7)

The effect of n successive elements, each represented by its individual transfer

matrix R,, is given by the total transfer matrix of the entire system,

a.:¢

"w, .- " " "' ,a, "." . "" -" .' .-."-."",, . .' .". , • •: '" .,"'. ,","-.--.- - .- .. ., •- ". -. .-- .•• • • -• •• - ,-',,'
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R = R,,... R 2R. (8)

The full six-by-six transfer matrix for a static magnetic system with horizontal %

niidplane symmetry is

X(z) Rll R 12  0 0 0 R 16  Xo

'(Z) R2  2  0 0 0 R 26  x.

y(Z) 0 0 R33 R 34  0 0 Yo (W) 7-
Y'(Z) 0 0 R43  R44  0 0 YO,
e(Z) R 51  R 5 2  0 0 1 R 5 6  to

atz i 0 0 00 1 th fifth

Xo is a constant vector representing the particle as it first entered the system

at z = 0, so that the values of Rij are dependent on z. The zero elements in the fifth

column occur because x, x', y, y', and 6 are independent of the path length difference

(. The zero elements in the sixth row are a result of static magnetic fields, which

make the scalar momentum a constant of the motion.

As long as central plane symmetry is retained, the four-by-four upper lefthand J:.

submatrix in equation (9) will decompose into two two-by-two submatrices. In fact, .e

with central plane symmetry with all bending taking place in the horizontal plane,

we can write

x(z) =oRl1 (z) + xoRI 2 (:) oR 16 (z) (10)

y(z) yoR 3 3(z) + y0R 34(Z). (11) -

If successive elements are rotated with respect to one another, so that their

magnetic midplanes do not correspond, then in general there is mixing of the x and
% '-

% % m, + •*
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y planes, and additional correlations exist. In general, then, the four-by-four upper

lefthand submatrix is entirely filled in, as are the fifth row and sixth column.

The matrix elements R,, have a certain physical meaning and thus are worth

plotting versus the longitudinal extent of the beaniline in order to study its

transport characteristics.29 We have: R1 1 and R 3 3 relating spatial magnification

-, the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively; R 12 and R 3 4 relating the angular

magnification, or focusing properties, of the beaniline in the horizontal and vertical %".0

planes, respectively, and R 16 relating the fractional momentum spread.

This is particularly straightforward in cases when there is central plane sym-

metry or a focus at the central trajectory, where many elements of the R matrix

are zero. For example, R, gives the magnification M. in the horizontal plane at a V

point of focus in that plane, since R1 2 = 0 in these cases.

In a similar but much more complicated fashion, second-order matrix formalism

may be introduced. 27' 2' This is done by including the second-order term of the - r-

Taylor series expansion representing the deviation of an arbitrary trajectory from

the central trajectory. so that

6 6 6

, (jj)o + )- Tijk(j)o(Xk)o, (12) "

3==1k=1

with T,3 k the second-order matrix element.

In the previous discussion of static iagnetic optical systems. we have only

looked at the transmission characteristics of individual particle trajectories. But a

beaniline transmits many such trajectories with a variety of initial coordinates, so it

is useful to have a method to treat many trajectories at one time. An extension of the

matrix algebra discussed earlier allows us to represent the transmitted beam to first ?.,Cj

order with great accuracy as an ellipsoid in the six-dimensional phase space. The

. ~ ~ ~ o -. .o . . ............................... *.. .... . . . . . . *. ..
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extent of this ellipsoid is termed the beam envelope, and the ellipsoid contains the

region of phase space containing the particle trajectories. There may be a uniform

distribution, a Gaussian distribution, or some other density function describing the

distribution of these trajectories in this region. This ellipsoid is often simply called

the beam ellipse.

The equation of the ellipse is

XtO- 1, (13)

where X is the transpose of the coordinate vector X and a is a real, positive

definite, symmetric matrix.

Given an initial ellipsoidal representation (T(O) of the beam. the ellipse's

* transformation through the beaniline is given by

(:) = Ro(O)R'. (14)

so that the beam ellipse matrix remains an ellipse under first-order transformations

(which is not generally true under higher-order transformations). By application

of Liouville's theorem, the volume of the region enclosed by the ellipse remains

unchanged under the transformation. Physical interpretations of various projections

of the beam ellipsoid can be made.2 7

In working with beam ellipses, we can determine the region of the initial phase

space which can be transmitted by a given beandline; this region is called the initial

phase space "acceptance" of the beandine and can be specified in the variables

xz, ,r', .y and 6. The phase space volunie which can be transnitted by a beaniline .

is limited by the effective apertures of the components of the beaniline, including

the magnets and collimators.

- '"
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Some of the basic concepts of the beam ellipse can be illustrated by considering

a two-dimensional phase space in (x, x'). The ellipse matrix would have the form

= 1 1  0 12  (15)
4712 a.)22

Physical interpretations of the matrix elements (see Figure 26)

give the maximum extent of the ellipse in the x and x' directions as the square

root of the diagonal elements:

(ki

X m a ,, (16)

X'm = a2/-. (17)

The area of the ellipse is given in terms of the determinant of the ellipse matrix,

so that

A = riI / 2 . (18)

The correlation between a and z', which specifies the orientation of the ellipse,

is given by

r 1 2  (19)

Figure 27 shows an example of the transformation of the ellipse a0 by a two-

dimensional R matrix representing a drift space of distance L:

(1 L (20)
Rdriff =  • (20)

(0 1

,, 0
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FIG. 26. The dimensions of a two-dimensional phase space ellipse in terms of ellipse

matrix elements.
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F. Computer Analysis and Design Considerations

Beamlines are designed and analyzed through an iterative application of any ',

of several standard charged-particle transport computer simulation programs; at

Fermilab, the TRANSPORT 27 '"° 31 and TURTLE 32 program packages are used.

TRANSPORT is a computer package used to design charged-particle beam

transport systems by finding tile first-order (or, if desired, the first- and second-

order) matrix multiplication solution for a set of sequential magnetic elements with

static fields. For the first-order solution, it does this by fitting the transfer matrix

R representing the transformation of an arbitrary ray with respect to a reference

trajectory and/or fitting the phase space ellipse matrix a representing a bundle

of rays transformed by the system. The program has the provision to vary some

of the physical parameters of the elements comprising the system and to impose

constraints on the bean-line design. These may include magnetic fields and their -

P gradients, lengths and shapes of magnets, spacings between magnetic elements, and

the initial beam accepted into the system. .'

In principle, TRANSPORT is capable of searching for and finding the first- -

or second-order solution to any physically realizable problem, but in reality the

program can only carry out numerical calculations. If the programmer does not

understand basic beanline transport theory, he may devise an unsolvable problem

quite easily.

Once the beamline configuration is finalized, this program is particularly useful

iii determining the nominal magnet current settings necessary to transport a given

initial phase space ellipse with a given central momentum. Because the program
'V

requires a reference trajectory with a central momentum, the program must be

rerun when determining noninal tunes for various central momenta. For each tune.
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the program will provide R matrix and a matrix elements at specified locations

along the beamline.

The central trajectory concept is key to the TRANSPORT program. For the

MT beaniline, nomninal tunes were calculated for transport of central monienta of

245. 160, and 80 GeV leaving the primary target at a 0' production angle. In reality,

computations should have been based on central momenta of 227, 151, and 75 GeV .

leaving the targets at a 0' production angle. Because the MW2WD2 magnet string %

has currents fixed, these latter momenta actually represent the particles which leave

the string's aperture traveling on the central trajectory; the former momenta may

leave the aperture considerably off the reference trajectory. This requires a complete

reapplication of the program to determine new nominal tunes.

TRANSPORT is not a ray tracing program, but instead transforms an initial
%f .

six-dimensional phase space ellipse from the beginning to the end of a beamline.

It does not account for the apertures of magnets, collimators, and other beamline

devices. TURTLE is designed to be used after the application of TRANSPORT.

TURTLE is a ray tracing program with no fitting capability which is applicable

to beanilines with small phase space acceptance. Through a Monte Carlo process pp

it "throws" rays representing particles over the possible range of momenta and

producti()n angles off of the production target, and then tracks each ray's progress
0

eparately down the beanline, calculating the fraction of rays (and thus the initial

)hase space acceptance) which are actually transported through the beaufline. It

does this by solving the differential equations of motion directly. accounting for

apertures and for chromatic and geometric aberrations of all orders (ue to second-

order effects caused by the beaniline's magnetic devices.

The program has the provision to represent the heai a at any point along

%0
%-

0' °
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the beamline by histograms giving the distribution of rays over any of the phase

space coordinates. An add-on package to TURTLE allows for calculations for a

given particle type (normally protons, pions, and kaons) produced at the target.

accounting for the decay of unstable particles as well, so that production rates per

particle type may be determined.

A special version of TURTLE, called RAYGEL, has been developed at Fernilab

to determine electron-positron production and transport based on the (r° '
%

- -ee- ) cascade process. This program was used to deternmine production rates -.

for the secondary electron beam mode of operation.

Note that in order to study the production and transport of tertiary beams in dr

a beanine, these programs can only be applied if the beamline is, in effect. broken

up into two successive bean-lines, each of which must be analyzed separately. For

this reason, computer analysis of tertiary modes is not carried out.

Since experimental analysis takes months to complete, data from computer

analysis often is tie only information available on possible beanaline characteristics.

The MT beanfline can be considered a relatively simple beaniline, since it

includes only three bending dipole strings, two quadrupole doublets, and a single

triil magnet. Nonetheless, this beanline was a challenge to design. The fact that

the 'MT beanldine is split off from another beaniline in al open hall (as opposed to
f.:. 0

using a target box), made it somewlat unique in design at Fermilab. Space in the

open tunnels was extremely limited, and necessary magnets were in short supply.

The beanline had to be designed to transport high energy particles through large

bends, taxing the capability of available magnets, whose configuration was further

constrained by the lack of tunnel space. The beam pipe connecting the tunnels and-

the target areas in the :Meson Lab were already present, determining the necessary

7- 0
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bend angles.

Space was so limited that instead of following the preferred practice of using 'e e

different dipole magnets to bend in the vertical and horizontal planes. magnets had

to be rolled so as to bend in both planes simultaneously. This creates additional

correlations in tile x and y planes and makes computer analysis more difficult. V

The optical mode of point-to-point-to-point focusing deterinined the location"

and types of quadrupole lens systems.

The key design requirement was to deliver the highest energy particles possible

to the target area. Because CDF required separate particle by particle momentum

tagging, momentum spread was not a critical factor. CDF experimenters are

satisfied with a 1" x 1" beam spot size at the target, which can be easily defined using

separate triggering systems with the requirement that the beam itself be tightly

focused. With a need for only 20,000 particles per spill, maximization of beam

intensity through the beanline is only significant when transporting low energy

secondary and tertiary beams, where actual production rates are already low.

The physical characteristics of beamline devices, such as their apertures,

lengths, and maximum field strengths were significant constraints on design of the

MT beamline. Table IV lists these physical characteristics for the MT magnets and

collimators.

The primary 800 GeV proton beam reaching the first MT production targets

has the following parameters: (Ax)FwHM =- 8 mim, (AY)FWHA[ = 8 mi. and-

Xptp =~ 0.1%. Figure 28 shows the profile of this beam in the horizontal and

vertical planes as recorded just upstream of the MT production targets. Note the

Gaussian distribution of particle density in the beam envelope.

i-. PP

-% %'..
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TABLE IV. Physical characteristics of magnets and collimators in the MT beamline.

Device Aperture' Length Maximum Maximum Angle

Name Horiz Vert Field Current of Roll'

[in] [in] [in] 'Aj deg

MW2WD-1 6 3 120 13.5 kG 1100 -16.85
MW2WD-2 6 3 120 13.5 kG 1100 -16.85

MW2WD-3 6 3 120 13.5 kG 1100 -16.85 0

M3 5.7
MT2WU-1 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 6.16 1% %

MT2WU-2 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 6.16

MIT2WU-4 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 6.16

MT2WU-5 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 6.16
MT2WU-5 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 6.16 !i

MT3Q1 3 (dia) 120 5 kG/in 100 0

MT3CH1 4 4 - -

MT3CV 4 4 - -

MT3Q2 3 (dia) 120 5 kG/in 100 0

MT3V 5 4 30 3.6 kG 180 0

MT3CH2 4 -

MT3SW 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 0 ..

MT3WU-1 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 25.9 -.

MT3WU-2 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 25.9

MT4Q1 3 (dia) 120 5 kG/in 100 0

MT4Q2 3 (dia) 120 5 kG/in 100 0
- - p "

,. % .% .% "u . q. " % '. " .% ." % " ". "° ". '. " "," "'%""," + "" ." .. %' ,+' + •
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TABLE IV, Continued

Device Aperture' Length Maximum Maximum Angle

Name tHoriz Vert Field Current of Rolib

[ini [inj [in] [A !degj

MT5E-1 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 0

MT5E-2 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 0 :' :

MT5E-3 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 0

MT5E-4 3.5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 0

MT5E-5 5 1.5 120 15.5 kG 1700 0

Vacuum 6 (dia) .- -

Beam Pipe

a. Before magnets are rolled.

1). Angle of roll is the angle which the magnet is rotated about its centerline axis

with respect to the horizontal plane. Looking downstream, clockwise rotations

are taken as positive.

.- .-
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FIG. 28. The primary 800 GeV proton beam profile at the MT secondary productiontargets.
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G. Particle Production

Determining the production rates of various types of secondary particles when a

high energy beam interacts with the material of a target is very complex. Secondary

particles are produced over a range of momenta and production angles. The

production rate at a given angle and momentun is dependent on the momentum

and the angle of incidence of the primary beam striking the target, as well as the -

type of particle making up the primary beam and the type of material making up

the target. A-

Target thickness also affects production rates, since different particle types have %

characteristic absorption cross sections for different target materials. In addition.

cascading increases with target thickness, so that a daughter particle can itself react

with the target and produce other product particles.

An additional complication in determining yields downstream of the target is

due to the decay of unstable particles produced by the targets. Decay products

increase in number, while the parent particles decrease in number, with beaniline

length. Thus the secondary beam changes its make-up over time, which makes the

calculation of production off of tertiary targets more difficult.

The greatest uncertainties come in, however, if the high energy beani has the

opportunity to interact with material other than targets along the beaniline. This

occurs for a variety of reasons: the beam strays from the central trajectory and

scrapes the beam pipe or the walls of a magnet or collimator; the beam profile is

wi(de enough that the beani strikes a device aperture; a collimator is l)urposefflly

placed in the beandine to reduce intensity or select mio)entumi; or the beam will

interact with the material of detectors and air in the beandine where vacuum cannot

be maintained. These interactions cannot all be elinunated. and have a tendency

p. *%
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to change with different tunes.

Several quantities are often referred to when dealing with particle interactions

with media.

(1) Nuclear interaction length. The nuclear interaction length (AI) is the

imean distance a particle travels through a medium before it undergoes some

type of interaction with the nuclei of the atoms in the medium. Interactions can

include absorption with resulting daughter particles or some other process where

the incident particle does not lose its identity.

(2) Absorption length. The absorption length (A,) is the mean distance a

particle travels before undergoing an interaction with the atoms of the medium

such that the parent particle no longer exists. From the above definition, A, < Al. ,.'

(3) Radiation length. The radiation length (LR) is defined as the distance

over which a high energy electron ( > 1 GeV for most materials) losses all but a

fraction 1/e of its energy to bremsstrahlung, on average. This is a convenient way

to measure the thickness of media through which electromagnetically interacting

particles travel, since for most electromagnetic processes (bremsstrahlung, Coulomb .S
scattering, showering, pair production, etc.) over a large energy interval, some or

• ,all of the dependence on the medium is contained in LR.

(4) Pair production. Pair production occurs when a photon of sufficient

energy converts into an electron-positron pair as the photon traverses a strong

electromagnetic field, such as that surrounding a nucleus or electron.

Due to the difficulties in particle production calculations. the answer is to

simply run studies to experimentally deternine p)roduction rates for different

incident energies and modes of operation for a given test beam, but these studies

are often very time ronsumlning. Thus experimenters normally rely on calculated

M--,, --.%
' I.
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production rates until experimental data is available. These calculated values may

also be used as a benchmark for beaxrline efficiency. Calculations are most often 0

carried out using empirical formulas based on experimental data. Calculations are

usually considered reliable only to within a factor of 2 in applications to beanlines.

Reliable experimental data on production rates only exists for particular types

of primary beams at certain incident energies, targets of specific materials and

thickness, and secondary particles, energies, and production angles. In some

cases experimental data can be adapted for similar situations. For example, to a

certain approximation, yields from incident proton interactions change with incident Wa.

energies as ~vf, where s is the center-of-mass energy. To first order then (and well -

within acceptable limits), calculations can be made over a wide range of incident %'.

energies based on experimental data for some central incident energy.

Data on proton-proton beam collision interactions and proton beam interac-

tions with fixed targets such as hydrogen (H), beryllium (Be), and lead (Pb) are

most common. For fixed-target studies, though, only certain types of product par-
%%

ticles are concentrated on. Data on other types of incident particle beanis is less

common. Collision data can be used for fixed-target calculations by converting from

the center-of-mass frame to the lab frame. Materials with atomic number Z near a
'a...

documented material will usually behave in a similar fashion as a target medium.

In many cases, however, greater relative accuracy is reached using al empirical

particle production formula based on experimental data. Such an empirical formula

has been adapted for use in the TURTLE program for secondary high energy

beailines. This particle production formula is for incident proton beams interacting

with thick targets (up to one interaction length) and was developed by NMalensek :' : '" .

using experimental data taken by Atherton et al.. 5 who made precise ieasurements

4,.d.O4,•
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of particle production from 400 GeV protons incident on Be targets. ;%-~
Malensek has developed a simple analytical formula that accurately pre-

dicts the momentum and angular distribution of produced particles. The lab-

oratory differential cross sections in units of produced secondary particle per

(srad)(GeV/c)(incident proton) on a 500 mn Be target is given by

__1 (~X )A(l s-DX)O'N ( - X ) (1 + 5e -  )'"''

aPOQ Kp (1 + pt/M 2 )4  (21)
S

% where

K B/400

X Pnc

1) laboratory momentum of the produced particle

Pinc - incident primary proton momentum

p =transverse momentum of the produced particle

and A, B, D. and A 2 are constants dependent on the type particle produced and .

are given in reference 33. The data fits the formula well up to X 0.75. with errors

of less than 10%.

This formula can be readily modified for other target lengths and materials.

* The target for the original formula is 500 nin of Be. To correct for different target

lengths (still assuming a Be target) of thickness L (iM cm). the empirical formula

is multiplied by the factor f(L) fl500). where f is the tarret production efficiencv

given by -

L . ,. '. .

f(L) - (22)
1 AP

where A, is the absorption lengths (in Cm) for the proluceI secondary particles %

(which may be protons) and AP is the absorption length ( (in c1) fir protons. Thi- 0

.~S. .* .~ * .f S... *.-,, .. . . . . . .
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formula is based on the simple model where the produced secondary either escapes

the material or is absorbed with no daughter particles created. This is a reasonable

model as long as the target is about one interaction length or less. This formula

for target production efficiency f shows that f is material dependent, but plotting

f versus L/ A for various target media for a given secondary demonstrates that

the efficiency curve does not deviate nmuch for these different materials. (For that

matter, plotting the efficiency curve for different secondary particles for the same

medium shows that a plot for one particular secondary provides reasonable values

for all secondaries. Finally, acceptable values within a factor of 2 for f may be

determined from an efficiency curve using AI in piace of A,.) For secondary proton

production, A, =X, and equation 22 simplifies to

f(L) e (23)

For accurate determination of A, for a given secondary energy, Carroll et al.A have 4.
developed an empirical formula fitting experimental data they have taken.

To correct for materials other than Be used for target media, Malensek provides
.5.-'

plots of conversion factors versus X which are used to nmultiply the empirical formula

for the final corrected result.

Application of the empirical formula gives the initial beam flux at the end of the

target. To determine the beam flux at another point downstream of the target, the

initial flux (differential cross section multiplied by the flux of the incident beam ) is -

integrated over the accepted phase space region for the point of the beaniline iwing

considered.

TURTLE can provide the initial phase space region at any point in the

beaniline. However, add-on packages to TURTLE based on Ma'lensek's empirical 0

.a,
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formula give the program the capability to calculate the rate of secondary hadron

production off of a target per interacting proton, and also give the fraction of these

particles which will actually reach the final target area; decay is also taken into

account. The result need only be corrected for target materials other than Be by

applying conversion factors from Malensek.

It is possible to use TRANSPORT and TURTLE to calculate tertiary beam

production rates. but the process is much more complicated. There are no provisions

in these programs for an intermediate target in the beamline, so that the beamline

must be split up and treated as two successive beamlines. The TURTLE add-

on package is based on incident protons only, but in the case of a positive charge

transport system like the MT beamline, a significant fraction of the beam is protons. -

- To within a factor of 2, the production rates due to incident pions are comparable

to those due to protons, as long as X<0.5; however, as X-1 above this limit,

production rates are significantly different.36

Determining the production of electrons is made difficult by the comparative V

lack of experimental data. The primary source of electrons in this beainline is the .S
cascade process discussed earlier. Neutral pions are one product of incident hadron

interaction with targets; neutral pions decay into two high energy photons almost

iiinediately, traveling on the order of 0.05 mm before they decay. The photons

created will convert to an electron-positron pair if they interact with target material.

Malensek suggests that for incident proton interactions, 7.0 production rates

are comparable to those for ir-. so that his empirical formula may be used directly.

Atherton calculates that ir ° production favors production angles near 0' (see Figure

29).

Neutral pions decay into two high energy photons 98.S" of the time. In 7r'

0
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FIG. 29. The production of neutral pious as a function of secondary momentum at

three fixed angles (from Atherton et al." 5 ).
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decay, photon has a flat energy distribution extending from E( 1 +/3 )/2 to E( 1 -,3 )/2, P:

where 3 = v/c = p/E, and E, t,, and p are the 7r° 's energy, velocity, and momentum, -S.t

respectively, at the time of decay. When viewed from the r°'s center-of-mass

frame, the photons are distributed uniformly over all production angles. However,

relativistic effects result in a cone-shaped envelope of 1)hotons as seen in the lab

frame, with the apex at the decay point and the imaxiiinum possible production

_. angle 01,ab given by 1/y, where = (1 - 32) - ' ' = p/m. For a 245 GeV 7r', for

example, maximum 01,b is 0.55 mrad.

For photons of infinite energy, the total pair production cross section a is

7 Aw (214

-9 LRNA' (24)

with A, the atomic weight of the material and NA Avogadro's number. This is

accurate to within a few percent for photons down to about 1 GeV energy for most

materials.

Atherton has experimental data on electron-positron production rates for 400

GeV incident protons on Be targets for secondary energies up to 120 GeV (see

Table V). It is pointed out that in these studies electrons produced at the target

with energies of 200 GeV and above could not, be transported to the end of the

beaniline.

When charged particles are accelerated, they produce synchrotron radiation

and as a result lose energy. For a relativistic particle of charge q. velocity .3 c 'c,

energy E, and traveling in a circular orbit of radius p. the energy loss per revolution

is given by:37

47r q 34
AEto,,, rcrMeV. = .(25)• ~3 p:.,

V"
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For relativistic particles the amount of energy loss is strongly dependent on mass,

so that the energy loss of an electron compared to that of a proton. both of the

same initial energy and experiencing the same acceleration. goes as (mp/me)4 . For .e

electrons where _ 1

, O.OSS5(E[GeV !)'

AEos8/rev .08(Ge) (26)

The energy bE lost by an electron of energy E bent through a circular arc by a

dipole magnet of length L and with a uniform magnetic field of strength B is given

by
38

b %

'i

aE[MeVl O.O13(E[GeV, ))2(BkG) L~m]. (27)

Energy lost when traveling through quadrupole magnets is much more difficult to

calculate since quadrupole fields bend charged particles through non-circular paths.

The beaxnline used by Atherton included several large bend angles, so that
p'.5-p

electrons initially in the range of 200 GeV were losing energy through synchrotron _p

M radiation at such a high rate that the resultant momenta fell outside the nionlentunli

acceptance of the beanline.

Although the MT beaniline has fewer bends, the bend angles are comparable. ."'

If the energy acceptance through these bends is relatively small, it is possible that

electrons in the range of 200 to 245 GeV produced in t he secondary electron mode of

operation may not reach the final target area. With fewer beuds to travel through.

tertiary electron beams should not be significantly affected hy this process. The

bend angles in the MT beanfline are listed in Table VI. Table VI also shows theben a e te a

energy loss of an electron initially of 245 GeV energy as it passes through each

dipole in the NIT beamline; the total energy loss through the dipoles is about 8.4 _

..5

I. 
0%
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TABLE VI. Bend angles for dipole magnets in the MT beaniline.

Dipole Magnet Bend Angle" Angle in Angle in Electron

Device Name imrad Horiz Plane Vert Plane hE b

Pmrad' mrad GeV %

MW2WD2-1 5.035 4.819 1.459 0.37

MW2WD2-2 5.035 4.819 -1.459 0.37

MW2WD2-3 5.035 4.819 -1.459 0.37
MW2WD-3 5.62 4.8190 -0.63 0.37
MT2WU-1 5.622 5.590 0.603 0.72

MT2WU-2 5.622 5.590 0.603 0.72 )

MT2WU-3 5.622 5.590 0.603 0.72
MT2WU-4 5.622 5.590 0.603 0.72

.- MT2WU-5 5.622 5.590 0.603 0.72
MT3WU-1 3.260 2.933 1.424 0.18

MT3WU-2 3.260 2.933 1.424 0.18

SMT5E-1 5.594 5.594 0 0.53

MT5E-2 5.594 5.594 0 0.53
MT5E-3 5.594 5.594 0 0.53

MT5E-4 5.594 5.594 0 0.53

MT5E-5 5.594 5.594 0 0.53

a. Bend angle in the bending, or central, plane; positive angles are taken as

counterclockwise when looking down on the plane.

.1). Energy lost to synchrotron ra(liation for an electron initially at 245 GeV when

first entering the beanline.

V%
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GeV. If the electron does not travel along the central axis of a quadrupole, it will 

experience an energy loss while undergoing focusing. These losses may also he V
.,.

substantial. Note that the secondary electron beam is createdi off-center of the ",

central trajectory in the MW2WD-2 striig.

RAYGEL, a modification of TURTLE. will calculate electr, n| production rates

created by the normal cascade process. anl allows fo: the placement of both

an initial production target and a downstream converter used to induce pair

. production. It carries out a 'Monte Carlo analysis based on the formulas presented .

above. For the MT beandine. RAYGEL predicted production rates of 1000 electrons :41

.-N at the final target area with an initial proton beam intensity of 5 -1011 particles, spill

for the secondary electron mode. The effect of synchrotron radiation is not

calculated in this program.

Muons are primarily a product of the decay of pions and kaons in the beam. as

opposed to being created from targets by incident beams. Substantial nion halos

surrounding the desired beam often are a nuisance to the beam user, occurring m,,ost

often when the beam interacts with the material in the beaniline.

VS

%p0* . . .."
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CHAPTER VII

STUDY OF MESON TEST BEAMLINE COMPONENTS

A. Introduction

Using the concepts put forward earlier in Chapter VI, a more detailed discussion

and analysis of the components of the MT beamline will be presented. In some cases

little or no experimental data is currently available, because the device was only

recently installed, ancillary items necessary to run tests were not available, or beam
,.'I. %

time was not available.

B. Targets

A target is any material placed in the beamline to cause the particles in the

b)eam to undergo some desired interaction. While targets are given names to reflect

their intended purpose in the beaniline, the fact is that any intervening matter

(including air) are characterized by interaction and radiation lengths and will affect

the beam as if it were a target. No target can be designed to exclusively carry out

only one function; competing processes are always taking place. A target can only

hI. 1)e optimized by selecting material and target thickness so that the desired function

governs over others. Table VII lists pertinent atomic and nuclear properties of

selected materials.

Figure 30 shows a plot of Be target production efficiency f versus L A, for

production of 7r, where L is the target thickness and A, is the absorption length for

rC in Be. As discussed earlier, this plot can be used to determine necessary target

thickness for a required efficiency for other materials besides Be. and will given

adequate values for production of other hadron secondaries, as well. If absorption
%%

• .. 0



TABLE VII. Atomfic and nuclear properties of selected materials.

Material Z A,, I LR Density Refractive

remCa cm"a  g cnril Index n O-e

He 2 4.00 (3.39 x 10') (5.28 , 105) (0.1785) (35)

Be 4 9.01 40.7 35.3 1.848

N2 7 14.01 (6.90 x 10 ) (3.15 (104 (1.2506) (300)

Al 13 26.98 39.4 8.89 2.70 0

Ti 22 47.89 28.3 3.55 -

Fe 26 55.85 16.8 1.76 7.87 "

Pb 82 207.19 17.1 0.56 11.35

Air (7.07 X 104) (3.04 x 104) (1.205) (293)

BGO (Bi 4 Ge 3 O12 ) 22.0 1.12 7.1 2.15

Polystyrene (CH)d 79.5 42.4 1.032 1.581

Lucite (C 5 HsO 2 ) 70.8 34.4 1.18 1.49

Mylar (C5 H 4 02) 61.7 28.7 1.39 "

G-10 plate' 53.1 19.4 1.7 -

L

a. Values in ( ) are for gases at 20'( and 1 at.n.

1). Values in ( ) are in units of g/( and are for gases at 20( ' and 1 atin.

c. Values in ( ) are (n-i) x 106 for gases.

(I. Typical scintillator material, e.g., PILOT B and NE102A have an atoiic ratio

H/C = 1.10.

e. G-10 plate, typically 60'/( SiO, and 40% epoxy.

I -- :
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lengths are not available, interaction lengths Al may be substituted. From the plot

the maxinuum efficiency occurs when L/A, - 0.86. Note that the efficiency curve is

.4 only useful when dealing with materials of about one interaction length or less, since

daughter particle interactions producing additional particles are not con.sidlered. %

Except for M.%T2TGTO, all targets. converter,,, andl abs~orbers in the MIT

beaniline are a standard design ferris-wheel style target which can rotate one of

four windows into the beanhline. In this beanline. the 6" diameter windows are
.%.

,, either empty or hold Pb squares of various thicknesses which serve as the actual

target. PI) targets come in standard thicknesses of 0.1" in(renients. Nonstandard

i'' thicknesses require machining off-site. Figure 31 shows a simple schematic beam's

eye view of a ferris wheel target.

LOOKING DOWNSTREAM

.'.". 

,

ii 

MOTOR 

DRIV

FIG. 31. Beam', eve schematic view of a ferris, wheel tiL

%4
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Table VIII lists pertinent data on the targets. converters. and absorbers in the

MT beamline.

Each one is discussed in more detail below.

(1) IT2TGTO. This is the only fixed target in the MT beanline, and the only

,,ne hot made of P1). This target is fixed in place between the second and third

1Iending dipole magnets of the .IV2WD1 cryogenic string and is Al 6 nm1 thick.

The function of this target is to produce a neutral beam (of which high energy

photons from the decay of -,ro are of interest ) for use in the secondary electron mode

of operation of the beaniline. The target was limited in thickness to insure that the

heat generated during the interaction of the S00 GeV primary proton beam with . .

the target would not quench the adjacent cryogenic magnets. The target produces

about 0.5 IV of heat per spill, compared to a maximum acceptable value of 5 IU.

(2) IT2TGT I MT2TGT2. IT2TGT3. Currently termed the 245. 160. and

S0 GeV targets. respectively, each has PI) targets of thickness 0.1". 0.3", and 1.6".

except MT2TGT1, whose 0.3" Pb target has been replaced by a 0.1" Pb target

with a 1.125" hole centered in the target (see Figure 15). This particular target

i. used as a converter in photon pair production to produce a secondary electrom

heam. while allowing the primary proton beain to pass without interaction. The

target is of umininmum thickness so that the electrons, once produced in the target. .
enotin t uri al s)rle b the target. The eiciencv of Pb) as a converter has been '"

are n~ot ttr lobdb hetre.Teefce

uleterminied experimnet ally at Fermilab and is plotted vers., radiation length L1 n

in Figure 32. The (pt inin thickness is 0.7 1.,. although a wide range of values

,'clitt'"e abit this valie will prov('vile cmiparatble efficiencies. A prime candidate

inaterial to replace Pb a., a converter is Be. which has 0.4 the interaction length "

of PLk. uiit 68 times the radiation length, so that significantly greater numbers of

Si.''

' •]S

- ,p %.-,
P.." -
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"
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TABLE VIII. Production targets. converters, and absorbers iii the MT beanline.

Device U1_., Target Thicknes-, Fraction Fractiimi Mode )f

Name - Material in of .\ of Lu Operation"

YT2TGTo Prod Al 0.0006 3.87 • 10 1.72 - 10 SE

MT2TGT1 Conv Pb 0.1 0.15 0.45 SE

'MT2TGT1 Prod Pb 0.1 0.15 0.45 SH

P1) 0.6 0.89 2.72

MT2TGT2 Pb 0.1 0.15 0.45

Prod Pb 0.3 0.45 1.36 SH

P1) 0.6 0.89 2.72

..MT2TGT3 Pb 0.1 0.15 0.45

Prod Pb 0.3 0.45 1.36 SH

a Pb 0.6 0.89 2.72

MT3TGT1 Pb 0.1 0.15 0.45

Prod Pb 0.2 0.30 0.91 TE, TH

P1) 0.3 0.45 1.36

MT3CON 1 Pb 0.1 0.15 0.45

Cony Pb 0.2 0.30 0.91 TE

Pb 0.3 0.45 1.36

-.MT4CON e' P1) 0.1 0.15 0.45 Purify

Abs Pb 0.2 0.30 0.91 hadron

Pb 0.3 0.45 1.36 beais

a. SE scondary electron, SH secondary hadron, TE tertiary electron. TH

tertiary hadron.

. .- 4.
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electrons created in the material will escape with transportable energies.

All other mounted Pb targets are used to produce the secondary hadron beam.

Their thickness was linited by the requirement that the targets have an efficiency

f of 10"; or less. This would insure the muinimum degradation of the MW\ beam

ntensity and profile, and would keep muon contauination of the MW beam within

acceptable limits. Because of this requirement, only one of the three ferris wheel

• target,, may be activated at one time.

Relative target efficiency as a function of PB thickness in producing 245 GeV

.ecn(dary hadron beams reaching the final target area for MT2TGT1. 2. and 3 are

plotted in Figures 33. 34. and 35. respectively. %

(3) MT3TGTI. MT3TGT1 is used a., a production target to create a tertiary

)eani of particles and has 0.1". 0.2". and 0.3" thick P1) targets. This target has

two possible uses: to create lower energy tertiary hadron beams or to initiate the

sequence necessary to create lower energy tertiary electron beams.

In the tertiary hadron mode MT3TGT1 is used by itself. In this case the

thlickest target is usually employed to achieve maximuii production rates. The

tertiary hadron mode was expected to produce a hadron beam with useful rates at

the low energy end of the scale. Studies to compare yields for incident secondary

hadron eniergies, other than 245 GeV have not been carried out. Figure 36 plots

,MT3TGT1 efficiency as a function of Pb thickness in producing 160 GeV tertiary

hadr( w, eans reachiig the filial target area.

In the tertiary electron node. \IT3TGT1 is employed with the .MT3SW

Weelr lmagllet and tle IT3('()N1 converter. In this sitilatiin. one ,f the two

thinner Pl targets may i used to insure that, when neutral pions produced in

lie t arz,,t iiiizlediately decay while still in the target. the resulting photons are not

- %

• t S
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converted to electron-positron pairs. It is imperative that photons are not converted

before the beam reaches the MT3SW magnet, which is turned on at maxinmum field

j, to sweep all charged particles out of the beam (this greatly increases the purity of

the final beam to final target area). Which thickness target is optimum can only

S]be (let ernufned experiment ally.

(4) MT3CON1. This target is used as a converter only. producing the tertiary

*- electron beam by initiating the conversion of high energy photons created in neutral

ipion decay to electron-positron pairs. From Figure 32 it is seen that the 0.3" Pb 0

target is closest to the optimum thickness of 0.39" for Pb when used as a converter.

Only very low yields are expected for the tertiary electron mode.

As argued earlier. Be night be the preferred material for the converter. The .

I" difference in radiation lengths between Pb and Be is significant enough to allow Be

converters a substantial output of electrons over Pb. The difficulty with Be is that

it is a major health hazard, requiring special handling.

(5) MT4CON. This targets serves as an electron absorber, so that it is teriled

an "electron killer.* Pb targets are available in thicknesses of 0.1". 0.2". and 0.3".

The idea is to use the optimum thickness which absorbs the majority of the electrons "

in a bean (thus purifying a hadron beam) but which keeps the number of hadron-
interactions within the target to a minimm. This can only be determined wenJle-

the electron tagging devices in the beaniline are operational. Until these devices

are ready for use. MT4CON could be used to roughly determnine whether beans

assumed to be mostly electrons are in fact so. For beams with a high fraction of

electrons, yields should drop off dramatically when MT4CON is in place. However, 5-

this target was only recently installed, so that it was unavailable for such first-order

cont aminatiom tests.

;.5-
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(6) Inherent Electron Absorbers. Besides the targets purposefully placed in the

beaniline to cause interactions, other matter is encountered by the beam, including

the material of the vacuum beam pipe windows, the proportional wire chambers,

the single wire drift chambers, the scintillation counters, the windows and mirrors

of the threshold Nrenkov counter (as well as the fill gas of the counter), aiid the air

itself where no vacuum is maintained. These materials are effectively production

targets and electron absorbers whose small interaction lengths and radiation lengths 'p.

successively add up as the beam travels downstream. .a

Their most significant effect is to reduce the intensity of electron beams before
.y

it reaches the final target area. While it is impossible to remove all of this material

from the bean-line, it may be feasible to at least reduce some of it. Table IX lists the

effective radiation lengths LR of material other than targets in the MT beanline. .

Figure 37 illustrates the successive addition of radiation lengths down the length of

the beaniline.

C. Collimators P":

Collimators are one of the two beanmline devices which are directly used to

cont rol beam intensity, profile, and momentum bite (tile other being magnets).

A collimator is generally a large )lock of steel or iron. often having adjustable

apertures. which allow for the selection of beam profile or angular divergence. It -,

can ]w used to absorb the beam halo and. if closed farther, can be used to control

beam intensity.

The three collimators in the MT beanllne each have two large steel jaws

Mounted in a steel casing; the jaws are opened and closed by means of a motor drive

controlled by CAMAC electronics modules. The jaws of MT3CH1 and MT3CH2

"p..
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TABLE IX. Effective radiation lengths of material in the MT beamline. other than

targets.

Material and Center in Al LR

Length z 7 ft' "/C .

MT2TGTO. 12 rail Al 118.8 .0039 .0172

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mi'l Ti 145.0 .0212 .169

Air, 24.8" 157.4 1.07 2.48
Bea% Pipe Window, 6 nil Ti 169.8 .0212 .169

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mil Ti 747.9 .0212 .169 'A

MT3PWC + " G-10 747.9 .798 1.71

MT3SC, , 748.3 .799 1.50

Air, 3' 748.5 .129 .300

Beam Pipe Window, 6 ril Ti 749.1 .0212 .169
S

Beam Pipe Window, 6 ril Ti 798.5 .0212 .169

Air, 2' 799.5 .0860 .200

Beam Pipe Window, 6 nil Ti 800.7 .0212 .169

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mil Ti 996.0 .0212 .169 ..

MT4PWC + " G-10 996.8 .798 1.71

Air, 2.4' 997.2 .103 .240

Beam Pipe Window, 6 rail Ti 998.4 .0212 .169 •

Beam Pipe Window, 6 nil Ti 1031.7 .0212 .169

Air, 1' 1032.2 .0430 .100

tC Mylar Window, 10 nil 1032.7 .0412 .0885

(C He Fill Gas, 104' 1084.7 .932 .594

0

'4

4..
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TABLE IX, Continued

Material and Center in AI LR

Length z ft, ,

(C Lucite Mirror. 1103.7 .448 .923

CC Mylar Window 10 rail 1136.7 .0412 .0885

-MT4SC, " 1137.2 .799 1.50

MT4SWDC 1138.3 .0670 .383

Air, 2.6' 1138.4 .112 .260
Ppw T'.

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mil Ti 1139.3 .0212 .169

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mui Ti 1207.9 .0212 .169 '

MT5SWDC1 1208.6 .0670 .383

Air, 1.5' 1208.6 .0645 .150

Beam Pipe Window, 6 zmal Ti 1209.4 .0212 .169

Beam Pipe Window, 6 rl) Ti 1281.7 .0212 .169

MT5SWDC2 1282.4 .0670 .383

Air, 1.5' 1282.4 .0645 .150

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mil Ti 1283.2 .0212 .169.0

Beam Pipe Window, 6 mil Ti 1365.0 .0212 .169

MT6SWDC 1365.8 .0670 .383

MT6SC1,]" 1366.3 .799 1.50

NMT6SC2, - 1366.3 .799 1.50

\"T6SC3, 1366.6 .400 0.750 ,

Air, 20' 1378.8 .860 .200

Total Up to Wedge Fixture 10.58 22.04

. 0°
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move in the horizontal plane, while the jaws of MT3CV move in tile vertical.

The primary use of the collimators in the MT beaniline for CDF is to reduce

ON lthe intensity of the beam at the final target area to the acceptable level of 20.000

particles per spill. The effectiveness of each collimator in reducin viels with

the 245 GeV secondary hadron tune is plotted iii Figures 38. 39. and 4(1. Yield .

is normalized by taking the ratio of the intensity of the beam reaching the final .-
J.

target area as measured by the coincidence of the MT4SC and MT6SC1 scintillation.

counters (this coincidence is coded MTSC46) to the intensity of the 800 GeV -

primary proton beam measured by the MW1SEM secondary emission monitor (both

measure particles per spill). Effectiveness was determined for each collimator with

the other two wide open; each has a full aperture of 4" x 4". 0

The other use of collimators is to reduce the angular and momentum acceptance

of the bean.

Figure 41 includes scbematic diagrams of collimators, and Figure 42 illustrates

how collimators may Ibe used to reduce momentum acceptance. Since mnomentim

tagging will be carried out for each particle, this function is not important to (DF.

Collimator efficiency in reducing the momentum bite cannot be determined until

-. the moment urn tagging system is fully operational.

.Note that a collimator is ijiost effective in reducing nionientum bite when it

is placed at a point in the beamline where the beam has a large profile spread.

allowing for more controlled selection than if it were located near a focal point.

For the MT beanline, the focal points are at MT3PWC and MT6PWC1. Beam

size and momentuin spread along the beandine can be estimated using plots ,f th e

pertinent transfer matrix elements given by TRANSPORT for a given beam enervy.

Except for the collimator effectiveness studies. all other studies were carried "j

' .. . 7.
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out with all three collimators open at their widest apertures.

D. Magnets A

The MT beaniline magnets have already received a thorough treatment earlier

inl Chapter VI. Data sheets and magnetic excitation curves for each type of magnet ""N

in the MNIT beaniline will be presented here. Because the MT5E magnet string will be

used as part of the momentum tagging system, the magnetic field strengths versus 0

current settings for these five magnets will be determined more precisely after the

end of tile first run.

The polarity of all magnets in the beaniline can be reversed. In the case of the

IT beanline, however, only the polarity of MT3V can be changed remotely throagh

the EPICS computer. The polarity of all other magnets can only be reversed

at the power supply itself. When this is done, all bending dipoles will bend in

the opposite direction in the magnetic midplane to that designed for positively-

charged particle transport. effectively sweeping out positively-charged particles and

instead transporting negatively-charged ones. While this appears to le a simple

way to reverse the charge of particles transported, radiation safety requireleits

iay proclnde it. Reversing the polarity of a quadrupole also switches the focusing

;tlk( (Id,'licsing, planes of the magnet.

1 i Dipole magnets. Dipole magnets are specified according to the ga ) size and

length Ilin inches). so that the 6-3-12) dipole has a 6" horizontal ga). a 3" vertical

gap. arlt a length 4,f 120". The gal ) s i is deternmned by the vacuum pipe inserted

- inl the marie. and not bv the walls ,f the magnet itself. For dipoles, magnetic

excitation curves are plotted as magretic field strength versus current. Data sheet,

a;ind excitatmi curves fo~r the 6 3 120 I eanli ne dipoe are at Fizures 43 and 44.

%,%%

L. ,2.
. .. . 'N
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respectively, and for the 5-1.5-120 EPB dipole at Figures 45 and 46. respectively.

-Note that all EPB dipoles in the MT beanline are 3.5-1.5-120, except the last

,. magnet in the MT5E string, which is 5-1.5-120. Both have the same excitation"%

curve, because both have their poles separated by the same distance from the

magnetic midplane.

While bending dipoles are designed to turn a beam through relatively large

angles, vernier or trim dipoles are used strictly to adjust the beam profile at some %

point in the beanfline. often by only a few num. To carry out this function, the trim ?..%.

magnet used in the MT beaniline is the only magnet in the beamline whose polarity .

is regularly changed. The 5-4-30 trim vernier magnet in the NIT beamnline is not

a standard Fermilab magnet. A data sheet and excitation curve, developed from

those for the 4-4-30 vernier, are at Figures 47 and 48, respectively. The vernier

dipole is the only magnet in the beaniline whose excitation curve remains linear.

even in the region approaching the maximum operating current.

(2) Quadruple magnets. Quadrupole magnets are specified according to their

gap diameter (in inches), their function (by a "Q"), and their length (in inches). .%

The standard focusing quadrple mlagnet used in tie NIT heanline is tie 3Q120-.

EPB (piadriitmle. Excitation curves for quadrupoles are plotted as magnetic field

trength gradient versus current. The data sheet and excitation curve for this

iliagnet are at Figures 49 and 50, respectively.

V.

E. Beam Stops and Beam Dumps .

Beam dumps are pernanlently installed 1 docks of steel, coated with concrete (to

a hsorh) thermal neutrolns) which (dissipate the beani to acceptalile radiation safety %

6 levels. The NIT l)eal dump is 1 cate(l inimediately b)ehin(l the T755 ex)erimental

% %%

................... o,
4.. *. *.'% ... .ro "-. ". A. .
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6-3-120
BEAM LINE DIPOLE

Design Field 1.5 T
Power (d c) 4Z' I kW
Current .975 kA
Voltage 48.4 V

Transfer Constant 1.5385 T/kA
Inductance 153 mH
Gross Weight 10,236 kg
Water Flow 3200 liters/hr

Pressure Dif ferential 14.1 kg/cm2

-70-m

CORE

65.c

CORE

rN\0

I 2.97M I;J
49c

COL TaZ.Tu

FIG. 43. Data sheet for the G-3-120 beaniline dipole magnlet (froml Toohig 3 9 )0
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-60

5D

'a'

I(kA) 0.195 5B dI (T-m)
4.O

&o

2.0-

2.0

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 22 2.4 2.6
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FIG. 44. Magnetic excitation curve for the 6-3-120 beanline dipole magnet (froin t
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5-1.5-120
EPB3 DIPOLE

Design Field 1.5 T
Power (dc) 50 kW
Current 1.688 kA
Voltage 29.5 V

Transf er Constant 1.0 T/kA
Inductance 30.0 mH
Gross Weight 2558.3 kg
Water Flow 1072 liters/hr

Pressure Differential 7.03 kg/cm2

40.6cm
CORE

31.7cm 18.7cm 35o

* FIG. 45. Data sheet for the 5-1.5-120 EPB dipole maguet (from Toohig 3 9 ).
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1.85-1.5-120
EPB DIPOLE

1.6-

1.3-

1.2-

0-90

pL 1.

0.8-

0.6

0.4-

0.3-

QL2 0

0.1I

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6

I UA)

FIG. 46. Magnetic excitation curve for the 5-1.5-120 and 3.5-1.5-120 EPB dipole

Pmagnets (from Toohig 3 9 ).
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4-4-30
VERNIER DIPOLE

Design Field 0.4 T
Power (dc) 9kW
Current 0.18 kA
Voltage 50 V

Transfer Constant 0.4 T/kA
Inductance mH
Gross Weight 462 kg
Water Flow 1454 liters/hr '

Pressure Differential 6.3 kg/cm2

CORE

2d95cm
CORE

COI

FIG. 47. Data sheet for the 4-4-30 vernier magnet (fromn Toolig 3 9').
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FIG. 48. Magnetic excitation curve for the 5-4-30 trim vernier magnet (from

Toohig 3 9 ). S
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EPB QUADRUPOLE

Design Field Gradient 18.898 T/m
Power (dc) 24.1 kW
Current 0.104 kA
Voltage 234 V

Transfer Constant 5.3848xldPT/m/kA
/Inductance 1500 mH

Gross Weight 312525 kg
Water Flow 681.4 liters/hr

Pressure Dif ferentlal 5.78 kg/cmZ

a 33cm
"COR

................

-, Sv

43.2cm30.5cr

'VAC TUBE

FIG. 49. Data sheet for the 3Q120 EPB quadrupole maguet (from Tooiig 3 9).
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20

3QI20
18- EPB QUADRUPOLE

16o
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- 12-

1%0-
__N~A) :5.3848 x 0G (T/m)

8 S

2-

0 20 40 6,0 80 100 120

FIG. 50. Magnetic excitation curve for the 3Q120 EPB quadrupole magnet (fromn

Toohig 3 9 ).
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house insidle the Meson Lab).

Beami stops are devices which can be opened o)r clo)se(l as desired to control

lie tranisport o)f beam (lowuistreani. They serve as critical devices Ini beanilines%

sinlce they are designedI to automnaticallY clo)se wlieii t rippedl by safetv mniiitorinig

eqi)nit . The MT3BS is, the one bainst p) wich ,top)Js beanm from reaching the

CDF target area. A steel Jaw is held o)ver the beaniline bY pnleumiatic pressure to

allow for a 4" -4" aperture. The NMT6BS1 beanm stop is a specially designed beam

stop controlling beami reaching the T755 experimental area. NMT6BS1 is actually two

b~eami stops in series. b~ut their electronics are gangedI together so that simultaneous

Scontrol o)f both is po)ssible. This beam stop is composed of steel 9' thick and coated

with concrete. Two jaws ini series, each 4.5' long andl made of steel, are held o-'er

the beaniline p~neumiatic ally.

F. Beanm Anialyzing Devices

The standard beaii analyzing devices in a beaniline can b~e divided into t wo

cat ego)ries: beam counting devices an(I beanm locating devices. Beami c unt ing

dlevices measure Ibeai intensity by p)roviding a count of detectable particles over a

p)articlilar t ime iiral(normially the duration of a spill). Beam locating (Ievices

aIct uallY b wa te the Lveaiii and give a beami profile as a dlist ribution of particles

in a given p~lanie perpendlicular to thle beaniline. as (leteriiuiled o)ver a given time(

peoiml. B )t h -ive real- tinme dat a which can be minuii t ( redl direct ly t hirough the

EPICS sYsteixi. These devices will be ihisctisedh boelow.

Specialized nonst andard beaii analyzing device, iied Iin thle MIT beandinle

Include thle thireshold Ce-renkov count er. thle synichiro t ron radiation (det ect or. and

* ~thle i nimeit ur tagging sYst em. Because these devices were iot )tperatiomial during
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the preliinary beamline studies, they will 'lt be, discussed In detail here.

,,G. Secondary Emission .oiitor.,-'

Tlie .MW1SEM secondary emission monitor is immediately upstream of the MT

l.,awailline anld mel¢asurles the Intensity In particle'., per spill of the S800 GeV primJary-

proton b~eam reaching the NIT2TGT-series tarets. This is a crucial beanm countintE4

(It-vice fo~r the 'MT beaniline since it provides the incident intensity with which all 7A

do wnstream intensities and yie.lds are normalized.

The MW1SEM is one of several standard secondary enission monitors used at

Fermilab. As shown in Figure 51, this SEM contains 10 high vltae (or bias) fils

"- and 9 signal (or collector) foils. a configuration which allows for the maximum iisignal :

accumlulation: each foil is 2 rail thick Al. IIn addition, titanium (Ti) windows 5 ail"..'

l~~hick (-lose off the counter. Negative high voltage is applied to the high voltagze fo~il"...e'

so that the signal foils (not wired to a high voltage source) are positively biased. -[-

-'.The SEM is maintained at a vacuum of 10- to 10 -' Torr using an 101n pumiip: "

.even .slight gas contanminatioin will severely linit, SEM efficiency. For this reason.

SENI's are- nrmally baked under vacuumi at 300 ' Cfor about seven days to minimize ,-..-I

" ,hega.s.qnz by inner components.

A ",C01dary enission monitor receives its name from the process by which the•

inc'ident beam particles pro duce ionization. The incident protons' elect romnagnet ic.-""

.': ~ ~fie'lds Interact with the p~eripheral electronxs in the Al atons onl the foil's surface and -[.

with the free electrons of the ietal, providing the necessary energy (5 to 10 v'V I.

N.p

" , ~ ~dpen,,ding on the metal's work functi,,n) for ain electron t,, be ejected froin the- fo~il. .. :

g. ~ ~~This emission is a surface lihe,,,,,,eon, since, the iaaminmn ,depth fo~r einissim to :

,twour is on the, order of 10 'mt. D ule to the foil's thfickness, particles rarly intrrat

%' '

."7
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dijrec.tlv with ile nulclei of thle at oxIl III thle foil. FreedI clect rmi's are attracted t

he positively- hiased signal toils. generating a current which iscorrelated to) thle

intensity o)f the proton bea.

Pr( )per ('dlhration of thle SEM is essetial. Calibra t i n is carried ouit 1sing

lie- foil activation techiqujie. where a 0.0625"' thick 1Irass, foili isplace(l (tired lv ii

front of thle SEMI for anl ho ur while beami is running. The amount of activit v InI

lie brass foil afterwardIs i.s measured and compared against thle reading,, given by

the SEI (luring thle test p~eriod1 to dletermine the correlation with beanli intens'ity.

This method of calibration is good to 3% . The MW1SE.MV was last calibrated b)Y

this mnethod two years ago. SEM's which have been in a beaniline for somie tinlie

experience fewer fluctuations in readings as activation of the device itself reaches ,

stable levels.

SEMI's are noriially used to monitor high intensity beanms and are Cap~able o)f

counting protons in the range of 107, to 10)14 particles per spill, where they have

4-anl ethicieuicv of better thanl 99(.~ Signal-to-noise ratios in SEM out put bed hue

iilmiotant with beam intensities b~elow 10'7 particles per sil

4 U

H. Pr(oport ional Wire Chambers 1

A siuiall st aidard proportional wire chamber ( PVC ) has beeni developed for

lise, In seoilaviealillines at Feriulab. These PWC's niay be usedI purely as beaml

IWa t ing Ilevi ces. )r t hev miay be iised as 1 itail co uniting devices. When enuph ived

-t I oiiii Im i'at ixg olevices . signlals fr ii the PWC s, sense wires are read mit by an 0

vlct rI iiiics iu idule calledI a scanner, which allows thle EPICS sys-t cmii to pIrxidle

;t 1 eai pri itile )ii a t elevisi' ii screeni. '' When usedl Mi thl hi m e. the clinber

* ) iiate.. III th lieini ted pi ( .irt imiial remni mi: whenl 1sti I a., a 1wixl c ()Inmit ilg devicev

.0-.
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iioperated inthe plateau region. weeehIec is better than 99',. In eit her

S case, the till gas Is 80" argon 20", carboil dioxidle.

%

60. ~The PNC~s lin the MT beailiiie are NMT3PNVC. NMT4PINC'. NIT6PWC1. and

.%IT6PNN('2. These chamber, all p~rovidle beani profiles in the horizontal and vertical

'I.plaiies which call be viewedl onl Fernijiab's clo.sed circuit television sysSteim.

Because all PW(' s are surveyedl in to position. the 1)ealn profile not only displays

p~article (list rilblti(,n ini both the horizontal andl veritical planes, bult also shows t he

location of tile beant to great accuracy. For the PWNC's with 2 mil wire spacing6

used Ii the NIT beanihine. spatial resolution is onl the order of 0.2 mil.

PWC's are put together using the Modular concept: the experimenter mlay

'-arv tile numlber of sense wire planes stacked together to make up the PWC to fit

Is needs. All NIT beaiiiline PWNCs have two sense planles. Except for N\IT6PNV('2.

whose vertical plane has 1 mil wire spacing, all planes have 2 mil wire spacing.

These separate wire planes, mounting 64 anlode sense wires each (128 for 1 11111

wire- spa'edl planles . are placed p)erp~endicullar to each other and used to read(lit

lie profile in thle horizontal x and vertical v lles. High Volt age p~rinted1 circuit

b~oard cathode planes are spaced between sense planes. Exact pos.itioniing of these

planies is accomplished with connector pius attached to the c )riiers of thle PWC

framne, soi that the location of thle center of the PXVC, aiid of each sense wire, Is .

kniown to great accuracy. A cross sectional view of a PXVC is shown ini Figure 02.

The chamber has been (lesigiledl to 11iiiize the ainouiit of iiiat ter in the pat h ,-%d

4teba.The ouside wlndiiii- 10t 5 n hc A ol ense wires are 4 il

ihailleter goI id Jlat ed t iligst eii. ('at limle plane, are- also 5 mil Al f 'ii. The pa cc

filled wit h g~as is 0.7~5' 1)erpemilhicilar ti) the beani's p)at h. Fir PN\'C-K wit h ti

'CulsV phanie,, t his adds, up to 0.0A02 initerac-t i ii lemigt his ir 0.0007 ra dilat ii i leiiizt Ii

2. 2. %
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* FIG. 52. Cross section of a beam proportional wire chambler (from Feuker 4 0 ).
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Currently, all PWC's inI the MT heaniline also have 0.0625" thick C- 10 winidows" III

* ~front and hack t~o p~rovide add(itional supp~ort and lprotectioni.

Efficienicy plotted against applied voltage for a typical PWC is sho--wni InI

Figure 33. Chamjbers used as beam locating (devices are normally maint ainied at

;II Operating volt age of 27(00 V . where t hey are- about 9S'~ efficient. Volt age', mmm1cl

abiove this set timig degradles the position resohutioni of thle chanmbers. The clinber

output "~runs away- at about 2830 V ap~plied1 voltage.

.F Chambers are made gas tight with vacuum grease, which allows for a leakage

rate of less than 3 cin hr at a pressure of 2" of pumlp oil. The gas flow rate to

clianibers is niornmally aroundl 0.03 SC'FH.

1. Single Wire Drift Chambers4

UJohni Krider of Feriulab has recently designed and tested a single wire drift

chamber ( SWDC ) to be usedl in low Intensity beanilines (25.000 part icles /sec). This

SNVDC has a spatial resolution inI x and y comnparab~le to that of standard Fermilab

PWC's with 1 min wire spacing. The first use of these chambers at Fermlilab is

inI the MT beanimline. where their primary use will lbe In the momenitum tagging

''St em. The SWNDC is unique inI that it serves b~othi as a beami counting device and~

as a JparticE locating dlevice.

The SWDC functions on the samne basis as the dirift chambers inI CDF. A. drift

chiambier is colvstriict ed much like a iilti-wire proportional chaumber, except that thle

'sPai'iug betweeni wires is Inicreasedl and the electric field between thle wires is, shaped

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ;v toi 1w unifoiram. Wheni a aimiiiiiiIonizing part icle passes through the gas

v 1 unie1vof thr chamlber. i' mi za t ii ()f t he gas i)ccurs alonujg thle track. III lie umniformi

a ~~~electr fiheld thle hibIer'ated elect rons drIift with aI conistamit veloicity ((let erinuied bv
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FIG. 53. Efficiency vs. applied high voltage for a typical beam p)roportio~nal wire

chamxber.
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the gas nixture and the drift field). These electrons eventually reach the high-field

amplification region near the anode wire and avalanching occurs. The collection ,.

time of the avalanche gives a measure of the original position of the ionization track. %

Spatial resolution is normally better than with comparable multi-wire proportional

chambers (often by a factor of 101). However. it takes a comparatively long tiIje .

to collect at the anode all the electrons produced along a track, so that multitrack

capability for a given wire is excluded. This is why, depending on the spacing
0

between wires (which determines the drift space), reliable detection is only possible

with fairly low beam intensities.

The single wire drift chamber is so called because one module consists of four

independent single wire drift cells stacked back to back, each with an active area

of 4" >, 4". Two cells each have a vertical high voltage anode wire to measure the

horizontal coordinate, and the other two cells each have a horizontal high voltage

anode wire to measure the vertical coordinate. One cell has its anode offset 20.3

mm to one side of the center, while the other cell measuring the same coordinate

has its wire offset 20.3 mm to the other side. This resolves left-right ambiguities

and provides a constant monitor of the electron drift velocity.

A cell consists of a single-sided printed circuit anode plane centered between

a pair f field-shaping printed circuit cathode planes. A 15 lim thick grounded Al

foil is located outside of each cathode to electrostaticallv isolate that cell from the

others in the module. A cross section of the edge of a cell is showwn in Figure" 54.

An 8.5 tm diameter Be-Cu field wire is located at either edge ,of Ole active arca.

and each is operated at the same potential as the nearest cathoe plane to maintainl

linearitY of the drift field. The cathode plane has 51 field-shalping wires of tle sa,,,

tYpe. The anode wire for a cell is 25 jim diameter gold-plated tungs en wire. Each
type.

%o '°
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FIG. 54. Cross section of the edge of a cell of a single wire drift chamber.0
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module is sealed off with 125 pur thick mylar windows.

A 50,( argon,/5O , ethane gas m-ixture bubbled through isopropyl alcohol at

-" 0' (' is used as the fill gas at 1" of water with a flow rate of 0,025 SCFH. Air leakage ,-

rates are no more than 5 cm ' /hr.

In general, to "'plateau" a counter means to )ptimiz( the (fhfcienic ,,f t he

counter versus such things as acceptable levels of noise. multiple co uts. ,r applied"

Voltage. Most often efficiency is plotted versus applied high voltage and the resulting

* " curve rises rapidly until it flattens out. or plateaus. at some value where such things

as noise are acceptable. Counters usually are run well into the plateau region if

.other considerations permit so that efficiency is less subject to small changes in the

applied voltage.

The high voltage efficiency plateau for MT6SWDC is shown in Figure 55. taken

for the standard gas mixture; this plot is typical for all SWDC's. The operating

applied voltage is 1620 V. about 100 V into the plateau region. ('hamber ehticieIcv..

is normally better than 99"', with the error due ijostly to iioe in the elect rjoi1.

Chamber gain is linear with respect to high voltage at least in the range of 150)0 to

1700 1.

p.: Figure 56 shows the electron drift velocity for the standard gas mixture as
V.

a function of the drift field. Drift velocity saturation occurs at about 451) V m.

alt hough drift velocity continues to increase gradually with increasiliu field. The

i'rlnal drift field is 1000 V/ ri, with an average drift velocity of 5.11 cm jiec.

When the c(hamber is o)erate(d at a nonsat urating gain t he ano de Iuls, ri-,v t I me

is eqiial to the spread in drift time of the electro)ns fromi tle initial i lizintii track.

so that time resolution depends on the distance of the track frm nt the anodcl wire.

Between the effects of this drift path leg th spread. ga., diffnIuoi.- and I lectr,,(nics
,

%
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FIG. 55. Efficiency vs. applied high voltage for NIT6SWDC.
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time slewing, the upper limit onl spatial resolution is 380) jim at the drift ditae

of 7 cm). This compares favorablY withi the 300) p in resolutioIn achieved withi a 1

nim wire-spaced P\\C with two sense p~lanes.

WithI beanil intenisity greater than 25.000) particles sec. tilt effect of left -right

alilligities andl overlapping particle tracks occurring during anl initial particle dIrift

iue causes a d~(ro p Ii efficienc11y.

The SNNDC' s give anl accurate beam count reading during each spill through

t le EPICS sYsteii. Track location for each p~article is fed only to the CDF data

ac(Iuisitionl systeml. Ini the next vear. a system will b~e dlevelopedl so that beanii

profiles ineasured during a spill will iie displayed i real time onl a television screen.

much like those from PWC''5 . The met hod used for p)rofile reconstruictionl. however.

will be mnuch different from the standlardl scanner systenm used for PNNC\. Until th.In

the PWC will renmaini the only real- time beani locating (levire Ii thle MT beanillilie.

It is currently po ssible to ulse anl oscilloscope h( ok(l upj (irectlv, tto an S\N'DC >* -

electronics tt (leternuine beam pro file in a given plane.

- .J. Scint illation Ci(ounters

Sciiit illit t ti c tmiter" (SU. i ;ire thelt- inst coimmo n beani counting dlevice Ii tlt-N

%IT 1 ieammmliie. T vn (r mo re unav ]wt place(l Ii coincidence to imnprove the accuracy )f

* ~particle c n 1),v elininat ing cmints due to backgrtm 114111(1 t sei separat e coiunt ers

Wheii ctixici demice. are ,et . t iii. delay (hie to( lenugthl 4f slinal c al des, and t rave'l

imue (i lparticle., i tilt- beami must Ibe acco united ft r . Depien'iiioie hp

scllt illat t rs used anid the lo gic t vlixig t heml to1 get her Ii ci uiici lence. simple t riggerimig

or particle tagging systemsl" call lie create~d. SC's are also ised to triger tlie T in''t

tit Digital C' ivert ers ITDC's )usedl to 4let erine electn iii 1 lritt t ines, Ii thinle

.



wire drift chambers. Thle phienomenon which is the basis of SCs allows themi to

0111v (letect Chargedl particles.

'e, The excitation of the atoms iII cert amn media by lonmzing p~articles passing

lir( )lL~li thle ijiediuni results in luminescence ( scintillation ), which is recordled l)v

apho t mil tiplier. ScintillatPill occulrs in miany sll ,t ances iii a variety of phase ,.

])lt inorganic single crystals and orgaic liquidls andl plastics are most common (the

fastes t scintillator dlecav times occur lin organic Pnilaos)

0% The SC",, lin thle NIT beanmline all use polYstYrene as the scintillation mnediumil.

with it decay time of 3 ti 3 nsec. InI organic miaterials. tile scintillation mechamnsill

Is excitation of molectilar levels which dlecay with the eissioni of light ill tile VV

region. The conversion to light li the visible lue region is achlievedl by mieans, o)f

he fluorescent excit ation of dye molecules (known as, waveleugthI shifters) which are

incorporatedi into thle scinitillation ilediumil.

The light fromn thle sciiitillati r slab travels by. internal reflection dowin a shapedl

Pl;la C light guii Ic toi the phlot inult iplier's phiot ocathbode. where elect ro ns are

I.,wiii1tcll b v thle pho toelectric effect . Amplificat io n facto1 rs, 4 1DO are aclievei

A ~I,% iv mai 4 f cctli aryv emissain elect rodles icalled dviii de. ( at uccessivy v imiier

1) Jcltl1;ll A tY1 )icaI scinitillat ion co unt er is sho wn in Figure *-j7

17, li jiiivilual mcint illat n n cunt ers, and thle ci icile Iec 11,,-41 in thle MIT

1 eamilinte are listed lin Table X (iii t e tilte im uiieiicla t irlls 1e( it. dcsitn tI 1ci c(1iiielict'

lict'vii S(''s . Thle original SC', li the, lcauinui arc NIT3S( . %IT4S('. ;ti141

NIT6SC1 . ('DF aibleil the remiainider.

Platealuiug 4d, SUS is, carried out liv p)1ttiiiv each in llcllii wVith au ll iol

Iilateiciil cmuihter iii tit lieulinie and iletermiiiitiniz ethecicujy wvit r -rc~It ti, Op,

rcf,-rcmicc counilter vers~us app~lied ot ic An i x tiijpl 4P i f.ichi , itiei ('111 1,ii

% %
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TABLE X. Scintillation counters InI the MT beanili.

Device Namie Function Thicknes, With Height Volt age

NIT3SC Counter 4 4 23 '0

N1T4SC3 Deintin 1 1 1800)

in ceter)

MT6S'M M4o De610 00

\lTSC6 Counter 4 425

MTUSIII Coenter

ITSC12 Trinter

%1T6SC123 Trigger -

G.( inci leice Ibet ween %1 T4SC' and I TOSC(1 .

G (IIIcIdexict between NITGS('1 . XIT6S('2. XIT(;S(3. NIT6S('\. anid

XIT6SCM U.



at Figure 58. NMost SC's ini thle NiIT Leanile operate at b~etter t hali 99' etbicienc v.

N. Triggers

The a(I(It ) S(' ', placed inI the NI T6 enc-oure by CD F (and t lie Cc l' I Ic~

1 cet ween t hein) are iusedl ttc produce triggers for tile dat a acqulisit ion sV st cIII The

basic trigger logic is Illustrated in Figure 59.

The NIT6SC3 cmicnter is termiedl a 1wain cdethntioii counter b~ecause it Is only

1'1". (lefllliig tilie iaxiuimi size cif thle beam accepted by the trigger. Tile

NIT6S('X* couniter has a 1.5'' (iauuleter ho le at its center, so that it only dletects

p)articles out sidle the desired b~eami p' ,tile. thus identifYing halo particles. NMT6SC1.

2. 3. aiid "no- V- (i.e.. w) ialo particle detected j are in c'oincidlence ( (lesiguat ed as,-

MT6SCI123N ) and~ usedl to (let erinune the passage oif particles which are accept able

caii(hitlat es for reco rded events. Fo r (dat a acquisitin o f anl event to be initiatedI.

CF requires t hat no ot her po ssible eveint have oiccurred InI thle p)rece(hiiig -500( jv.

in1 orcler toc clear out thle- fri ut -cud( elect r( nics.

If p atzve of mn a-ccept ahle event ihc ces no t trigger thle ili c cc uint er.

MITGS(NITU. the hcc ends uiut a nirmzal I i.e.. haciroui (r electron 1 )articlel b''ai

I rxg~j'r tt thle Iat a accpu sit n i1N-v eil. Elect ron and hadron events are further

lep arat ec I li thle elect r'in I aggi uglvi' In thle beanuide. If thle u i co unt er

1, ti.vgc'red . lii wevir thle N-ic cti esigiiates anl accept able rivlol, trigger. The nmm c

A

tl at particle-, ither than lni i call 1 ce assiuiiied( to h le al csc rle(l Iin thle beanms

1e i i rachinig lie cc milter

'p7
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Beci dev I the t rigerinig syVt eiw jiist de.til l~lit hr udeviee- are Ili lhe NIT

1 ta illelt h) tag~atid' Tlie lirelit,4 Ad(rxiki) ix 11?it a11 I thle -viiciriit r, ii

The S\)V13(-. tot-etler wxith liii NITVJ)E heiiux iliple rii.andi the lle-,arv

1i1lie filial pall -)f S\V DC" miav a;i beI il used1 *(ir precisc mcieslreilt ()f thle

ii - iif i r each i art icit. NI7SN'C m \I( idi NiIT6SWI)C are 1 i-ut ream 4 all

l1;litit. that they call hie ii~v'i tio (Pi~ctut the x anid v ii,4rlilate.. Af each

piarticle ait th Ci DF tartt ar-a.

%
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CHAPTER VIII

BEAM TRANSPORT AND UPDATED COMPUTER ANALYSIS d.,.0

FOR THE MESON TEST BEAMLINE

A. Beam Tuning

The most significant product of the preliminary heamline studies should be
.° -

it -evtif tuiles [optimuni magnet current settings) necessary to transport particle

lfeain. over a range of energies with the maxinmun possible yields and optimu--

-vain profiles at the final target area.

Tuning the beam is an extremely time consuning process which requires ""

a certain amount of hands-on experience. A beanilini's t unes are continually

improved upon over the lifetime of the beaniline, and may be redone when the

},ean hne configuration i- changed or the primary beam itself is altered by the

Switchvardt.

F,or ti M T beaniline. n,,minal tunes were first determined through computer -

itni~v- i iiing TRANSPO)RT for the three basic energies originalY expected to

pr,,vi he th,. highest yields fo~r scoiilarv hadron transport: 245. 160. and SO GeV.

'. TU IITVLR was then used t, deteriunt, eXlected beam itensiti es at the final taret

; ra. a-wll a, the ,patial extent and momentum spread of the beam.
%"%

rl. 24", GeV tuie wI ,uldl Ie used mos t often. since it was planned to be d ti,,-

P"r,-lii," the ilncil,'t heaii ,ii the MT3TGTI prIdlICtion target to create tertiary ".

I,.ail,- It al-,, flr, l, , thl,. upper Ii it energy experted fro m the beanline 1 caiis

it re,lm-l th," l eaxililil ah iwable current ,etiiu, fo r the MT2WU and MT5E

Ii a!Iet trii !-. A, t li baine turn'. it wa, ,ptimile' first and studied in the most
dc%* . ,,

tal.

,:,-:.

0°'

*. -. ". -". . ,".'. .': . "." .,'-. * ...*.% ,; " .. . ". " . " ,/ .... ,.".. . .X " -. .".i. ' . " ." :. .."."-...-.-"."j-,".. " "'. " "- ,.
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The nominal tune generated by the computer served as the starting point in -.

optiniizing magnet current settings experimentally. The experimenter tunes for

maxiiuimi intensity and proper beam profile, especially at the focal points along

the heamline. with the ultimate goal of achieving the best possible beam spot %

and transported yields at the final target area. Beam intensity is deternuineld by

comparing the particle counts from SC's and SWDC's to that from the MW1SEM,

which ,erved as the reference counter for testing. This is necessary since the primary

proton h am intensity often fluctuates from spill to spill.

PWC's provide the beani profiles used for tuning. These profiles indicate

whether beam remains relatively centered in the beampipe after bends, whether .

quadrupoles are focusing properly, and if beam is lost in the apertures of beanline

devices. The two focal points of the MT beanfline are at MT3PWC and MT6PWC1.

Beam is expected to be unfocused at MT4PWC, which is strictly in the heamline '2

to insure that the beam remains centered and is not lost iii apertures between the

two focal points. A tight beam spot should not be expected here.

Care must be taken in using MT3PWC and MT6PWC1 because they are at
0

focal points. Tuning of upstream magnets may produce a proper beam spot at the

PWC, but the entrance angle at the PWC cannot be determined directly from the

readout. An improved beam spot may be attained only at the expense of significant

losses downstream since the b)eam. no longer centered in the beamupipe, is obstructed

1,v (ownsreaiul apertures.

There are as many ways to (eternune an optimun tune as there are experi-

.1 I1ti .,. Time constraints serve to limit the extent to which dhey may be carried

I , pr ,e,lure followed in opti-alizing the three primary tunes \ i, determined

, n pllii, physicist and is outlined below.

A 
.

*
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(1) In all cases the thickest production target was used (0.6" of Pb). First

the MT2WU magnet string's current was varied to deternine the effect on rates at

MT3SC, while maintaining the MT3Q1 /Q2 quadrupoles at their nominal values and

keeping MT3V turned off. This was basically an exercise in data taking, because

for the remainder of the tuning process. the MT2WU magnets were set at the

originally calculated noininal current value. This was done since it was believed

that the calculated value was correct for selecting the desired central energy. The

beam profile at MT3PWC was also checked to insure that no beam was lost in

upstream apertures and that the majority of the beam profile actually appeared in

the readout, indicating that the beam was relatively centered in the beam pipe.

(2) Rates were maximized at MT4SC by varying the MT3WU string's current

in 10 A increments. The MT3Q1/Q2 quadrupoles were set at their nominal current

values and MT3V was off. As a check, rates at MT5SWDC1 were also monitored.

While no focused profile was expected at MT4PWC, beam profile was checked

using the criteria given in (1). The optimum current was deternined and set for

the remainder of tuning.

(3) Rates were maximized at MT6SC1 by varying the current of the MT5E

string in 20 A increments. As a check, rates at MT6SWDC were also monitored.

Both pairs of quadrupoles (MT3Q1/Q2 and MT4Q1/Q2) were set at their nominal

current values and MT3V was off. The beam profile at MT6PWC1 was checked

using the usual criteria. The optimum current value for MT5E was determfined and . -

set for the remainder of the tune.

(4? The MT3V current was varied in 10 A increments for each polarity setting,

umaxinfuzing rates at MT3SC and monitoring rates at MT4SC. The beam profile
wa,, checked at .T3PWC, where the beami should be centered vertically as closely

%5
wa~ heced a MTPWC' whre te bam soul liecenere( veticaly s clsel

5, .. %

"- 55 1 - ~ * 1 , .i d~
5

5 ~.* .. .- .. 7.



as possible. Optimum current was deterufined and set. "

(5) The MT3Q1/Q2 quadupoles" current settings were adjusted to maximfize

rates at MT3SC and MIT4SC and to produce the best focus at MIT3PWC. Although ,

horizontal spread is expected to be mch greater than vertical spread, the goal was

lmm- to sharpen the profile inl both planes and to approximately center the beaul onl the

P JN7CI The currents of both magnets were adjusted in -9 A increments, with the ..

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

N.

,', ~originally calculated difference inl currents between the two magnets maintained. .T_

• .- This was done to keep the ratio of currents between the two constant to first order,-.-

"" since this ratio for a doublet was considered crucial in maintaining proper focusing "-e'
properties. Optimum current settings were deterieined based o a cosetpron.ise

between mlaximlum rates and optinmm beam profile. .)2

(6) The currents of the quadrupoles in the MT4Q1/Q2 doublet were varieddsdoam

to iaxinfize rates at MT6SC and MT6SWDC and to produce the best focus atTClo

hoiT6PWC1 using the criteria listed in (5). Magnet currents were altered in 2 ar

.., 4 A increments. Again, the ratio between currents was kept relatively constant. ,.-

For the NIT beafline, computer analysis indicated that the MT3Q/Q2 and

M~%,T4Q1/Q2 doublets should have comparable current settings and ratios. However.- -

t lie P .T3Q1/Q2 doublet optimum current settings were found to be 27 A lower than e

oil(7) Fnally T5E was tested again, with emphasis on centeing the beam

profile horizontally. Other dIipole strings could have been rechecked as necessary, ]'"

but only MT3V was quickly retested to imaxin~ize rates at NMT6SC1 and improve ?

):. centering of the profile."",

~~(Ali alternate approach to this tuning method is to leave all quadrupoles off "-
while tuning the dipoles ir the sequence giveen Then the upstream quadrupole

%.

I.P1P

-I.,,.'...,'"]g'g "(6)"d The" currents of,, t.he, quadrupoles in1 the MT4Q1/Q2 doublet were."", " varied" '2" ''" ." ,".. -" - -" "x "" "-."• -"
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doublet is tuned, monitoring the rates at MT6SC1 and optimizing beam profile at

p T3PWC using the criteria in (5). Finally, the downstream doublet is tuned in a

like manner.)

An imp)ortant point to remember in tuning is that the current setting inputted

to the computer is not necessarily the exact current the magnet is set to by the

controlling electronics. due to the internal workings of the computer, CAMAC, and

the hardware. When differences between the two do occur, they are always the

same, so that the recorded input values will reproduce the sale tune each time.

A comparison between the original nominal tune and the final experimental

tune for 245 GeV secondary hadron transport is made in Table XI. Typical beam *, %

profiles at MT3PWC, MT4PWC, and MT6PWC1 are shown in Figure 60. Actual

yields at the final target area were found to be within a factor of 2 of those calculated.

Instead of using the noninal tunes determined by TRANSPORT, the beaniline

physicist decided to simply scale down the optinmum experimental 245 GeV tunie for

160 and 80 GeV transport using the magnets' excitation curves. These were then

taken as the baseline values to be used for experimental optimization of tunes at

these energies. Table XI lists these as well.

Because of time constraints, the 160 GeV tune was only optimized with respect

to the bending dipoles; all quadrupole currents were left. at the calculated nominal

values.

The optimum 80 GeV tune. however, was determined followig the complete

tuning procedure. While testing the MT4Q1/Q2 doublet, it was learned that

improved rates and focus were achieved when the current ratio was inverted from

the ratio based on nominal values. This was an indication that the polarities of

these magnets were actually the reverse of those assumed in all calculations.

*%

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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TABLE XI. Noninal and experimental current settings for 245. 160, and 80 GeV

secondary beam transport.

Magnet 245 GeV 160 GeV 80 GeV

Nonninal Exp Nominal Exp Noninal Exp

',. A AA A A -

MT2WU 1675 1675 959 959 477 465

MT3Q1 87 60 40 40 20 27

MT3Q2 92 65 43 43 22 26.7

MT3V 0 15 (Rev) 10 (Rev) 10 (Rev) 5 (Rev) 5 (Rev)

MT3WU 830 850 567 610 283 290

NMT4Q1 96 92 59.5 59.5 29 20
,J.

MT4Q2 91 87 57.5 57.5 28.7 22

MT5E 1670 1680 957 1000 478 4901

*- ...

0

A--

I. 0

1°'

0 *".
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FIG. 60. Beam profiles at MT3PWC, MT4PWC, and MT6PWC1 for the experi-

mental 245 GeV secondary hadron transport tune.
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Tunes for intermediate energies were calculate(d by ,-caling between experiln ""

tally (eternined optimum tunes at 245. 160. and 80 GeV. There were a number ()f

tpissible ways to do this, including simply scaling (l(wni fr ,iii the 245 GeV tune and

ignoring the ,,ther tunes. )r by scaling betweel the 80 and 245 GeV tiune . ignoring

the less thoroughly studied 160 GeV tune. The (decisit)n was to: (lj scale from tie

245 to the 160 GeV tune in 10 GeV increments: iii scaling ill the nonlinear region

of the magnetic excitation curves, these curves were used directly; (2) scale linearly

from the 160 to 80 GeV tune in 10 GeV increments; and (3) scale down from the 80

GeV tune linearly in 10 GeV increments to 20 GeV, and then in 5 GeV increments

to 5 GeV. Difficulties in this procedure arose from the fact that the MT4Q1, Q2

current ratio went from being greater than 1 to less than 1 at some point and the

fact that this procedure created sudden jumps in some magnet values when con-

paring intermediate tunes just above 160 GeV to those just below. None of these

tunes were studied with an eye to experimental optimization.

These intermediate secondary hadron transport tunes were also used as the

basis for establishing the tertiary hadron and electron tunes. For the tertiary hadronIS
tunes, current settings from the 245 GeV secondary tune were retained for magnets '.

upstream of MT3TGT1 in order to transport 245 GeV secondary hadron beams to

the production target; then current settings for the desired energy to be transported

from this target were used for the downstream magnets. For the tertiary electron

tunes, tertiary hadron tunes were simply modified by setting the MT3SW magnet._

normally off, to its maximum allowed current. (MT3CON1 would be used as a

converter just downstream of this sweeper magnet to produce electrons for further %

transport.)

The exact central energy, as well as the actual energy spread, for all these

,- 0o

.................................. ............ ............. .. ................- ::-
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tunes has yet to be determined. The milientum taggingy system is the only means

available to experimnentally find these valies.
5,. ,

B. Experimental Yiel(ds ).

Besides developing tunes. the mnost ,ignificant goal of the preliminary 1)ealilille I..
studies was to determne the yield., for these tunes at the final CDF target area

over the full range of energies (10 to 245 GeV) for the available modes of operation

(secondary hadron. tertiary hadron, and tertiary electron transport).

Yield studies demonstrated that the MT beaniline is a very flexible beamline.
A%

IF%

able to transport useful rates to the final target area at least over the energy range

20 to 245 GeV for secondary hadron support, 10 to 140 GeV for tertiary hadron

transport (higher energies are possible, but were not studied), and 10 to 220 GeV

for tertiary electron transport.

Flexibility is further demonstrated by the fact that significant yields of see-

ondary hadrons are produced over a wide range of energies when using any of the

three MT2TGT-series targets in the MW2WD2 string. This string allows a wide %

range of energies to escape the final aperture, although almost certainly many of
-,''

the particles making up the emerging beam are created by interactions inside the

magnets themselves. Note that the 80 GeV target, MT2TGT3, placed just before 0

the last magnet in the string, allows transport of the full range of energies from 20

to 245 GeV. This is not surprising. since particles must only escape time apertures

of the very last magnet.
.5-

The significant uncertainty in this yield data is in the actual composition of

the transported beams. due to the lack of tagging devices in the beauhdine during

tlie studies. This is particularly imllportalit in the case of the tertiary electron mode.

%~. %-,
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where yields are already quite low. Even the presence of the MT4CON electron

absorber, not available at the time. would have given an in(lication ,,f the fraction"

of electro ns actiallv in these beams.

The Yield cIIVes O a.sed on counts per spill from the M TSC46 coincidence

compared to thsc from the MW1 SEM for secondary hadron transport are plotted

in Figure 61. Curves are shown for production off of each of the three targets,

NIT2TGT1. 2. and 3. In each case, the thickest (0.6") Pb target was used.

Figure 61 shows that the nmaximum yield using the so-called 245 GeV target

actually occurs at 230 GeV, rather than at 245 GeV. Likewise, the so-called 160

GeV target produces a maximum yield at 150 GeV, instead of at 160 GeV. This

is expected, since the requirement to adjust the MW2WD2 current settings to

transport an 800 GeV, rather than a 900 GeV, primary proton beam would select -

correspondingly lower central energies. Figure 61 shows the energies which will be

produced at rates of 20,000 particles/spill or more in the case of 5 .- 101 , incident

primary protons/spill at the production targets.

The yield curve for tertiary hadron production off of the MT3TGT1 target is

plotted versus energy in Figure 62. The 245 GeV secondary hadron beam was - -

transported to the thickest (0.3") P1) production target. It is significant that

pro4hictioi rates at the lower end of the energy range are no better than the

extrapolated values for secondary hadron transport at these energies. Improved

production rate., at the lower ene.'gy end may be possible if lower energy secondary

ha(lron beamns, instead of the 245 GeV beam, were delivered to MT3TGT1.

The tertiary electron beanl yield curve versus energy is also pl)t ted in Figure 62.

Again. the 245 GeV secondary hadron beani was incident on ,IT3TGT1's thickest .

0.3") Pb target. The thickest (0.3") Pb target in the MT3CON1 converter was

ioei

%2 %"%
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used. While the 0.3" PIh target lin the converter is ticariv the Optimum lengthi

f'r PI) whien used as a converter. the 0.3'' Ipr()(lictimi' target lin NT3TG Ti Wnay

101t h e 4(pt ilnuin length 11 due to earlyv cm iversim i () high energy phiot ons it) t le

arLtet i. ( nlv filrtliher stiudes with ii ther thickiies ,vs wvill determnine this. Again,

C 'it amimat n n st udics, are crucial becaulse of 1()w prod(uct ion rates.

C. Contaimnation Studies

Contamination studies would reveal the number of liadrons, electrons, and

muon0ls lin the beami for various modes of operation at selected energies. This is

p~articularly important lin the case of electron transport, where production rates are

very low.

Electrons could be detected using one of the beaniline electron tagging devices,

the threshold1 Cerenkov counter and] the synchrotron radiationi detector, or by using

the Central Elect romiagneti1c Strip chambers mounted onl the wedge fixture lin the

finial target area. These CES chiambers are wvell understoold (etectors with excellent

resolution and rejection rates. Unmfortunately, nione of these dlevices were operational0

(luring the prehimiiary beaniline studlies. The electron killer, NIT4CON, which

would at least have provided anl indication of electron beami purity, was installed -

after these studies were completed.0

The mnuon trigger created with the addition o.f strategicalli placedI scitillatl(ion

coners 'in the CDF target area allowed for (leteriinlnatiolli of imi n cmiitammillat ion lin

he secondaryv hadron beami for cert ainm energy t imies. Percent imii ' (e t anuxiat ()I

is 1plotteI ]in Figure 63.

Fract io oif inuns lin the sec )lidarv Iadr'n bx eaums wa ,et eriifflied by coi11iarlig

lie rateCs front the coinicidence o)f M IT6SC 1. 2. 3. "w, V, and NIVI c 'mipared to

V.
%a,
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those from the coincidence of NIT6SC1. 2. 3. and "no-V:" data was taken when the

.IT6BS1 beam ,ttp was clo.-ed. While iost scintillation counters are operating at

better than 99"; eficiencv. MT6SCMU. placed hthiild the MT6BS1 beam stop. Ii,

" il w y, tiu. at 96' efliciencv. Thi: prtiluce,, little, error in tHie results. Because

-mu,,1. 1,n,-e a ,,mit 1 (;eV il energv while traxveling thurii,,h 1 m of steel, the 9' thick

bealU sto p we iuld ".Srb i munus of 3 Gel energy or lower. The total fraction of
-C .J.i

iunons with these energies reaching the beam stop is undoubtedly small.

D. Updated Computer Analysis

Preliminary beaniline studies were conducted based on nolinal tunes deter-

mined by computer analysis to transport 245, 160, and 80 GeV secondary hadron'

beams. The original computer analysis found these to be the maximmum yield en-

ergies for production and transport off of the MT2TGT1, 2. and 3 targets, rvspt-"

tivelv, and all analysis with TRANSPORT used each of these energies a.s the e'xetr;,"

energy of the central trajectory ray. But this analysis assumed that 91M (,.Ve It-,"2

primary protons were incident oii the 'MT targets amnd were alo 1t-- .li

down the MW beanline.

Ini reality. 8(001 GeV enervy pr4itius ;tre ,tpI ie , , L, . ',\ "\',I%

the currelt -ettmvi , for tli,..,, l ;tvI i " l , , ,

all -ptIet il hell -tr,'lee I I- 1.!,-, ' ,

, tl-' \l4 ' ,
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TRANSPORT carries out calculations based on the concept of the central

trajectory, with a given central energy, so that tunes developed to transport an

assumed central energy that is in reality not the central energy leaving the magnet

string will not be the optimum tune for the assumed energy. For example, the

calculated tune to deliver 245 GeV secondary beams actually would deliver 245 GeV

particles (as long as the MW2WD2 string allowed particles of this energy through ".

its apertures), but this tune does not allow for the maximum possible intensity %

- to be transported to the final target area. Since all other tunes were eventually

scaled from this one, all tunes, while still able to transport desired energies, are not

the best ones possible. (Remember also that the original calculations were made

assuming incorrect polarities for the MT4Q1/Q1 quadrupoles.)

For this reason, it was decided to recalculate the three primary tunes at

the correct central energies of 227, 151, and 75 GeV. TRANSPORT was applied

to determine nominal magnet field strengths and gradients (converted to current

settings using excitation curves), and TURTLE was then used to calculate initial

phase space acceptance, particle production and transport rates, and expected beam,

profiles and momentum spreads reaching the final target area.

The nominal tunes for the three correct central energies are listed in Table 4.

XII. Ultimately. these values will be used as the baseline to experimentally develop
iS

optimum tunes for the three energies. Intermediate tunes will then be found by

scaling.

A comparison of the values in Table XII to those listed in Table XI for the three

original energies shows that these values are relatively close, as should be expected.

The greatest differences are in the current settings for the MT3WU string and for

the MT4Q1/Q2 quadrupoles; the differences in quadrupole settings are probably

%- - - - - .°,. .
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TABLE XII. Calculated magnetic fields and current settings for 227, 151, and 75

GeV secondary hadron beam transport.

Magnet 227 GeV 151 GeV 75 GeV

B o  I(A] B o  I[A] B o  I[A]

MT2WU 13.97 1457 9.31 889.2 4.66 444.7

MT3Q1 4.02 78.97 2.68 51.32 1.36 26.04

MT3Q2 -4.32 85.05 -2.88 55.15 -1.45 27.77

MT3WU 8.10 773.0 5.40 515.7 2.70 257.8

MT4Q1 -4.10 80.5 -2.74 52.47 -1.36 26.04

MT4Q2 4.01 79.0 2.69 51.51 1.33 25.47

MT5E 13.90 1445 9.26 884.6 4.63 442.3

a. For dipole magnets, magnetic field strength is given in units of kG; for _ .

quadrupole magnets, the magnetic field gradient is given in units of kG/in.

,.p .':

0.-v2
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due more to the correction in magnet polarities than because of the new central 4e.

energies. This suggests that the original tunes developed are still quite useful until

time is available to find the optimum tunes, and that other results from updated

computer analysis, such as production rates, will not be significantly different from -le

earlier results. P

Pion, proton, and kaon production rates for the secondary hadron tunes with

central energies of 227, 151, and 75 GeV were calculated using TURTLE with

the particle production package developed by Malensek. These hadron yields Ole

were determined in particles per spill reaching MT3TGT1, the tertiary beam

production target, and reaching MT6PWC1, just before the CDF target area. These

calculations assumed 5 x 101 800 GeV primary protons per spill incident on the

thickest (0.6") Pb target at MT2TGT1, 2, and 3, respectively. TURTLE calculates "

the number of particles by type leaving tile production target per interacting proton e.e

incident on a Be target of the desired thickness, and also determines the fraction

of particles reaching designated points along the beamline. To compute the beam.

intensity for a given particle reaching one of these points, the following formula is " ".
0

used: (number of primary portons per spill incident on the production target) x

(fraction of produced particles actually transported by tile beaniline to the point) %

(the efficiency f of the target) x (Malensek's correction factor for Pb as compared

to Be).

Hadron vields at MT3PWC and at tile CDF target area for 5 , 10' incident

primary protons per spill for the three I)rinary energies are plotted in Figures 64 and

65. respectively. These curves give a rough indication of the yields to be expected

for interinediate energies.

TRANSPORT calculates transfer matrix elements R,, at designated points
J0

I ! ! 1 i€ i 'lk l-l 1 [i ' [~tI- ttll~ e.I # € IlI Il 'l" , , fa e .i I .Il Il~ * I il " %A I S
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along the beamline. As discussed earlier. certain matrix elements have a direct

P physical meaning in regard to beaniline transport characteristics. RI, and R 3 3

indicate spatial magnification in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively, and

equal the imiage miagnification Al, and Mirespectively, at focal points. R112 and

R134 indicate the angular mnagnification. or focusing properties, of the beaniline in

the Lorizontal and vertical planes, respectively. R116 gives the fractional momentum

spread b~ = A.p/p. Because the magnetic idplanes of the magnets in the MT%

lbealine are not all in the horizontal plane (due to the rolling of some dipoles),

calculated matrix elements R,, reflect correlation between the x and y planes.

-a However, Carey has developed a computer package that removes this correlation

lbetween the matrix elements, so that values can be dletermined which directly relate

J. oly to the horizontal and vertical planes.

Figures 66. 67, and 68 respectively plot R112, R134, and R1 , - Ap versuis

longitudinal distance z along the beaniline for 227 secondarY beam transport, us'ing

-6 uncorrelated mnatrix element values: for comparison, the location of magnets and

colilimato~rs is also indicated in the figures. A comparison of these valites with thiose

miatrix elements found for the 131 and 80 GeV tunes show only minute differences.

This is expected, since these two times use miagnetic field strengths which to first

order art, scaledl down from those inI the 227 GeV tune. Only thle ap~ert ures InI

theit eandine are not scaled down accordingly. but since TRANSPORT Ignores

apertutres InI its calcuilatio~ns. this does not nmat ter. Differenices mnainlY are thie resuilta ~ ~~f thle fact that the lower energy tutnes each use a p~rodulctiotiIaret whichl is 12'

fart her d twiist reani fromi the next

The litial phase space accep~t ance InIIr r atlie %I T2T(CT- -rerw

target, as calculatdl 1 tY TU -RT LE fi'r each c trrespown mg prinmiarNv energy vs Ii ~t c
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in Table XIII.

TURTLE also determined the beam profile in the horizontal and vertical planes, .0.

the momentum distribution in the horizontal plane, and the total momentum spread

at the final target area for the three secondary beam tunes. T.ie beam's final spatial /.,

extent in x and v and the niomentum spread for the three primary energies are

listed in Table XIV. The greater spread in the horizontal plane is clearly illustrated.

Values for spatial extent can be used as benchmarks during experimental tuning.

Until momentum studies are conducted, calculated momentum spreads are relied

upon totally.

To better illustrate the beam characteristics at the final target area for the 227

GeV secondary hadron transport tune, Appendix D includes a full set of histograms

produced by TURTLE. These histograms include (1) particle distribution versus the

horizontal coordinate x, (2) particle distribution versus the vertical coordinate v.

(3) particle density in the x-y plane, (4) momentum versus x, and (5) particle

distribution over momentum values.

A very preliminary tune optimization for the new 227 GeV secondary hadroi.

transport tune was carried out by adjusting several of the calculated nomifinal values.

A comparison of these current values is inade in Table XV, and Figure 69 shows

the lieain profiles at MT3PWC. NIT4PWC, and NIT6PWC1. Beam intensity was

40' of the calculated value.
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TABLE XIII. Calculated initial phase space acceptance at the MT2TGT-series

targets for secondary beam transport.

MT2TGT1 MT2TGT2 MT2TGT3

227 GeV 151 GeV 75 GeV

Ax in: 1.1 1.1 1.1

Ax' mradl 1.8 1.8 1.2

AY inl 1.3 1.2 1.2

Ay' 'mrad) 0.4 0.4 0.4

Ap/p ,J 5.0 5.0 5.0

.:

TABLE XIV. Calculated 227, 151, and 75 GeV secondary hadron beam dimensions

at the CDF wedge fixture. All values are FWHM.

Energy At Ay Ap %p/p

in] [in] GeV/c] [%I

227 Gev 2.2 0.8 10 4.4

151 GeV 2.7 0.8 7 4.6

75 GeV 2.9 1.0 4 5.3

% %p

A2,-.

.57
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TABLE XV. A preliminary experimental tune for 227 GeV secondary hadron

transport.

Magnet Magnet Currents jA]

Nominal Exp

MW2WD2 735 756

MT2WU 1457 1461.8

M1TaQ1 79 78

MT3Q2 85 83"

MT3V - 100 (Rev)

MT3WU 773 760

MT4Q1 80.5 74

MT4Q2 79 76

MT5E 1445 1465

o o

a.-
2".

*t .

p)

0.°
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY

The CDF test beam facility at the Meson Test site is operational and tests

will be conducted on detector components during the Fall 1987 fixed-target run.

This was made possible by the contributions of many individuals in the CDF

collaboration. My part in preparing the CDF test beam facility for operation

included: (1) assisting in the design and construction of the test beam facility gas

delivery system, and (2) conducting preliminary studies of the MT beamline and

its components to understand capabilities and limitations in meeting CDF beam

requirements.

The test beam gas delivery system is complete and functioning. The final design

incorporated all requirements to insure that the delivery system is flexible enough to

provide support to all components during the Fall 1987 run and in the future. The

gas delivery system actually surpasses the original expectations of CDF test beam

facility planners. It can deliver several different gas mixtures simultaneously, with

all necessary controls located outside the controlled-access fence. Storage of large

amounts of gas nixtures on-site reduces downtime otherwise required by frequent

supply changes and assures that the composition of mixtures remains uniform for

long periods of time. An exact duplicate of the gas quality monitoring system in 4
the CDF collision hall is operational at the test beam facility. A gas pressure buffer

system for both the forward hadron and forward electromagnetic calorimeters is

mounted on the forward fixture. reducing the risk of chamber damage and allowing ,...

for the testing of improved components to the buffer system because of the ease inl

access. All safety requirements have been met, including continuous monitoring for

% .- ,. . . . . .. • - ,.. .. .- . -* . - . . . -
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ethane leaks while the gas is in calorimeter chambers. j.O

The preliminary beamline studies have provided a solid understanding of the

general operation and capabilities of the MT beamline, despite constraints in

equipment availability and operational beam time. A vast amount of detailed

information was not expected nor would have been realistic.

The most significant finding was that the MT beaniline has a great deal of

inherent flexibility. This was not altogether expected by the beaniline physicists.

The MIT beandine will produce and transport required beam intensities to the CDF ,-It

target area for several modes of operation (secondary hadron, tertiary hadron, and

tertiary electron) over a wide range of energies, although exact composition of the

beam in these modes is only partly known at this time.

With knowledge of the configuration, capabilities, and limitations of the MT

beanline, the originally requested CDF beaniline parameters listed in Chapter IN'

are reviewed to determine the ability of the MT beaniline to meet these parameters.

Repeating these parameters:

(1) Supply hadron and electron beams from 1 to 300 GeV energy. The
O

maximum safe operating currents for the MT2WU and MT5E magnet strings limit

the NIT tune for secondary beams to about 245 GeV. Computer analysis gives a

momentum bite at this energy of ±2.5%, so that the maximum expected momentum

will not be over 255 GeV, although rates for this momentum will be quite low. If

analysis of the secondary electron mode of operation proves this to be an effective

method to produce electrons, then electrons with energies up to 245 GeV can also be

c::pectced with useful production rates. Tertiary production of hadrons and electrons

from an incident 245 GeV secondary hadron beam on MT3TGT1 will produce

useful rates from 10 to 245 GeV. Extrapolation of data assuming a primary proton

SA ",A \ 4
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beam intensity of 5 x 101 particles per spill suggests that useful rates can be

achieved down to energies of 5 GeV. The very low energy end of the requested

scale cannot be achieved without the maximum primary proton intensity of 1 NIP,.' I

1012 particles per spill. The possibility of achieving higher tertiary beamn yields

using lower energy secondary hadron beams incident on MT3TGT1 has not been.

tested, nor has the effect of tertiary production target and converter thickness been"

investigated satisfactorily. Finally, the actual composition of hadron and electron

beams has not been determined at this time.

Flexibility of the MT beaniline to produce a wide range of particle beam

energies has been demonstrated.

(2) Particle identification of hadrons and electrons to an accuracy better than

0.05%. This accuracy in particle identification is necessary in order to study the

rejection rates of the calorimeters, which in some cases are already known to be

better than 1 x 10-'. Since the beam itself cannot be made "pure" in hadron or

electron content to the required level of 1/2000 impurities, it is necessary to emplhw

particle-tagging devices in the beamline. To this end the MT beamline includes V"it

a threshold Cerenkov counter and a synchrotron radiation detector, both of which

-will normally be used to identify electrons. They may be put in coincidence for

this purpose. Due to delays in installing necessary equipment to make both these

devices and the CDF test beam data acquisition system operational. neither device

has been studied at all at this time.

(3) Provide a muon beanm. A iuon beam per .4 is not produced by a heaniline:

muons are a product of the decay of pions and kaons created at production targets

and by beam interactions with other matter along the beaniline. Iuons make up at

least 1. ' of secondary hadron beams. which is satisfactory for CDF requirements.

%..
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In the NIT 1)eanilne, muons are identified using the signals from a coincidence

of scintillation counters just upstream of the CDF target area and a counter placed

behind the NIT6BS1 beam stop just downstream of the target area. With the

beam ,top closed, it is assumed that only inuons of energies of 3 GeV or greater

will penetrate the beam stop to reach the downstream counter (NMT6SCMU). The

CDF data acquisition system trigger logic insures that false muon triggers are

rarely initiated. Once electron tagging systems are in place, this same trigger logic

will rarely produce false electron triggers. The greatest opportunity for improper

ilentification of particles can be expected for hadrons, which are tagged by a 2

11,-electron. no-imuon trigger. With the reliance on the MT6SCMU scintillation 

counter, which currently has a 96(' operating efficiency, muons will occassionally

lhe tagged as hadrons. . -

(4) A mornentumn tagging system that can deternmine the n one11tum 1of each

particle to an accuracy better than 0.3';. Accurate knowledge of particle mo entu)n itul

, is crucial to any response study of the calorimeters. Instead of using an aiialyZi i %-

magnet whose excitation curve (magnetic field strength versus current setting) is °S
already known to great accuracy, the NIT beandine momentum tagging system will

rely ,)1 the 'MT5E horizontally-bending dipole magnet string. These are the final

timagetft, in the string. so that nomentum values deternined at their location will

reflect those at the target area. Because these magnets only bend horizontally.

.rror in ca-lulati iNs are reduced. Instead of using bean PWC's. for the first time

Ningle wire drift chambers (,f a pecial design will )e used to deterniline the position
4,f each particle with a high (degree ,f resolution. These chambers will be used

in pairs upstream and down.stream f NIT5E. The distance between chambers i l'
% p

each pair is large enough to reduce the effect of inaccuracies in the longitudinal

AV-
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coordinate z. During the first run the current supplied to the MT5E string will %

be accurately measured by a precision shunt and recorded by the data acquisition ,

system. Following the first run, a detailed study will be conducted to determine the

string's excitation curves to the necessary accuracy.

(5) Less than 20.000 particles but more than 20 particles per spill over the entire

energy range. The maximum allowed beam intensity is determnined by the dead tinle

of the front-end data acquisition electronics (about 3.5 jis c). Intensities above 1000

particles/ sec in a 20 see spill increase the probability of two particles reaching the

target area within the dead-time period of the electronics. in the case of secondary

hadron beams. collimators must be used to reduce beanl intensity reaching the CDF

target area over a large part of the energy range from 10 to 245 GeV. depending
-p.•..

on the exact intensity of the primary proton beam reaching the production targets.

However, rates are so low in the range of 1 to 5 GeV for all modes of operation

that optimum tunes nmust be developed to transport enough particles to the final

target area, even with the highest primary proton beam intensities. Exact rates

'of production are not currently known since the electron-tagging devices are n,t

available. In particular, the electron beam may include a large fraction of other

particles. further reducing electron yields per pill reaching the target area. The

se(Con(lary electron production mode has not been studied at all. so that rates from %

this mode are unknown.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

TEST BEAM GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM

This' appendix includes the floor plan for the CDF test beam facility gas supply

control area outside the controlled access fence (Figure 70). schematic flow diagrams -'

for the gas supply system up to each of the detector elements (Figures 71 to 76). and %

schematic flow diagrams for the gas pressure buffer systems locted on the forward
V'e

fixture and supporting the forward EM and hadron calorimeters (Figures 77 to 82).

Finally, Table XVI has the current equipment list for the gas supply system. The

coded labels for each component matches the label in the schematic flow diagrams.
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TABLE XVI. Equipment list for the CDF test beam facility gas supply system. .

10/20/87

CV-0 ----------------------OIL HEC VA VE (2- .C.

CV-02 ------------------------- OIL CHECK VALVE (.2- W.C.)
CV-0 02------------------------ OIL CHECK VALVE (.2- W.C.)
CV-04 ------------------------ OIL CHECK VALVE (.2- W.C.)
CV-054------------------------ OIL CHECK VALVE (.2" W.C.)
CV-06S----------------------OIL CHECK VALVE (.2- W.C.)
EV-016----------------------- HHEYKVAV6EI.2-10.C. N
EV-02 ------------------------- HUMPHREY V062E1-2-10-21-35 NC
EV-032------------------------ HUMPHREY V062E1-2-10-21-35 NC
EV-043------------------------ HUMPHREY V062E1-2-11-21-35 NO
EV-054------------------------ HUMPHREY V062E1-2-10-21-35 NO
EV-06 ------------------------ HUMPHREY V062E1-2-10-21-35 NC
EV -06 ------------------------ HUMPHREY V062E1 -2-10-21-35 NC
EV-08 ------------------------ HUMPHREY V062EI-2-11-21-35 NO
MV-01 ------------------------ HVICTHRE V125030E1-I12 5N
MV-02l------------------------ VICTOR #1125-0301
MV-032------------------------VICTOR #11-03014
MV-04 ------------------------ NUPRO S-PTX.

MV-05------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV-06 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-07 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-08O------------------------ NtPRO #SS-4BK-TW
MV-09 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-10JO ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV -11 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV-12 2------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV- 13 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV -14 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-I1S------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4BK-TW
MV-16 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW

MV-17 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MfV-1 -------------------------- NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV-19 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4

*MV-20 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-21 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-22 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4BK-TW
MV-23 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-24 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV-25 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV-26 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
MV-27 ------------------------ NUPRO #SS-4H-TW

MV-28 ----------------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW

MV-2 --------------------- NU RO SS-4 Kp7

-or
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TABLE XVI, Continued

MV-30 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-31 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4P4T4

MV-3 --------------------- NT PRO #SS'P.T

MV-332----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4P4T4
c.MV-343----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4P4T4

MV-354----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MV-36 ----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4H-TW
MIV-376----------------------- NUPRO #SS-4B-TW
MV-38 ----------------------- NVICPR 112-0301
MV-39 ----------------------- VICTOR 1125-0301

MV-41------------------------ViCROR 125400
MV-420 --------------------- NUPRO #B2454
MV-431----------------------- NUPRO #B2454
MV-442----------------------- NUPRO #B2454
MV 4 --------------- P O # 25

MV-463----------------------- NUPRO #B2454
P-1-------------------------NUICTR #B245M
P-2-------------------------NVICTR #B245MES.
P-3-------------------------NHUPROI OR2USG
P1-041------------------------VIEEC DOR SGM
PI-052------------------------VISC DOR SG5M
PI-063------------------------ HELICOID OR USG
P1-074------------------------ Hm.COID OR USG
PI-08-------------------------HHJCOIDORUSG200
PI-06 ------------------------ HEJCOID OR USG

P1-------------------------- MAGNEHELIC #2005
P-1 - ----------------------- HEICO[D OR USG
P1-120------------------------MNAGNEHELIC #2005
PI1-------------------------- HELICOlDOR USG
P1-12 ------------------------ MAGNEHELIC #2005
P1-13 ------------------------ HEUCOID OR USG
P1-164------------------------ MAGNEHELIC #2005
PI1-------------------------- HEICOID OR USG
P1-186------------------------MAEHEOIC #2005G
P1-197------------------------ HEXICOID ORUSG
P1-20-S ----------------------- MACOIDORUSOM
P-1 - ----------------------- PH.COHIC3002
P1-20 ------------------------ PHOTOHELIC #005
P1-21 ------------------------ PHOTOHELIC 3002-

P1-24------------------------- PHOTOHELIC 3000-0
*P1-25------------------------- MAGNEHELIC 2002

P1-26------------------------- MAGNEHELIC 2002
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TABLE X\TI, Continued%

P1-27------------------------- PHOTOHELIC 3002
PI-28------------------------- PHOTOHELIC 3002
PI2 ---------------. H T H LC 30 -

PI-30------------------------- PHOTOHELIC 3000-0
P1-310------------------------PHOTOEHELIC 3000-
P1-321------------------------ MAGNEHELIC 2002

PRV-01----------------------- VICTOR #VTS-252A
PRV-02----------------------- VICTOR #SR-450ME
PR V-03----------------------- VICTOR #VTS-450B
PRV-04----------------------- REGO #2403-SR9-S
PRV-05----------------------- REGO #2403-SR9-5
PRV-06----------------------- REGO #2403-SR9-5
PRV-07 ----------------------- REGO 02403-C%
PRV-08----------------------- RECO #2403-C%
PRV-09----------------------- REGO #2403-C
PRV-10----------------------- REGO #2403-C
PRV-11----------------------- REGO #2403-C
PRV-14----------------------- VICTOR #SR-45OME
PRV-15----------------------- REGO #2403-SR9-5
PRV-16----------------------- REGO #2403-C
SV-01I--------- (24 PSIG)------ ANDERSON GREENWOOD 83MC46-4
SV-02 --------- (24 PSIG)------ ANDERSON GREENWOOD 83MC46-4
SV-03 --------- (24 PSIG)------ ANDERSON GREENWOOD 83MC46-4
SV-04 --------- (24 PSIG)------ ANDERSON GREENWOOD 83MC46-4

SV-056---------(0" W.C.)--- OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-067---------(.2" W.C.)------- OIL. SAFETY VALVE
SV-07 --------- (.2" W.C.)------ OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-089--------- (.2"W.C.) --- QIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-09--------- (1" W.C.) --- QIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-1 --------- (.2" W.C.)------ OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-112---------(2" W.C.)------ OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-123--------- (.2" WC)--- OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-134---------(0" W.C.)------ OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-14 --------- (3-"W.C.)------QOIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-156--------- (3 W.C.)--- OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-16 --------- (3" W.C.)------ OIL SAFETY VALVE
SV-17 --------- (3- W.C.) --- QIL SAFETY VALVE

REFRIGERATORS--------------NESLAB RTE-210
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APPENDIX C

MESON WEST BEAMLINE

The beamsheet for the 'Mesoll West (NW) 1)eamle is at Table XVII. A

schematic diagram with the 'MW beaniline comiponents plottedI (not to scale) inl

the horizontal coordinate x versus tile longitudlinal coordinate z up to thle TMWG

enclosure is inl Figure 83.
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APPENDIX D

BEAM TRANSPORT HISTOGRAMS

This appendix includes histogramis pro)(ucedl by the TURTLE program package

- Ie

ulsedl to analyze b~eamn transport capabilities of the Mesoni Test (MNT) beaniiie

iii prodlucing and transp~orting 227 GeV secondary pions to the CDF target are.

The programn -threw" 30,000 rays to simulate second~ary pions produce(] at the

MT2TGT1 (0.6" Pb) target. All histop-aniis plot the resulting rays reaching the

%MT6PWC1 proportional wire chamber Just upstream of the CDF target area.

Information plotted includes: particle distribution versus horizont a] coordlinat e x

(Figure 84), particle distribution versus vertical coordinate y (Figure 85), particle

(lelsitY in the x-Y plane (Figure 86). p~article momentum versus x ( Figure 87). and

particle dlist ribution versus momentum ( Figure 88). These results are quite liailar

* to those for the transport of other 227 Gel' secondary hadrons as well those for lhe

traslport of 151 and 75 GeV' secondary hadron. beanms.
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Henry Gerhart Franke III was born in Fort Wayne. Indiana. on 26 September

1955. Hi, parent- are Henry G. Franke'. Jr. and Gisela Franke. He graduated

fron Copperas Cove High Scho,)l in ,ppera' Co,ve. Texa.s. in 1973. He att ei(led

"*" Texas A&M University as a member 4 tle Corps ,f Calet., ali( IrallUiated with

-. a Bachelor of Science (legree in Chemical Engiueering in 1977. lFp,,n_ gradluati(L,.

he was coinissioned a Second Lieutenant in the United State,, Ariry ('teii mical

Co'rps. He has served with the 101st Airborne Diviili (Air A.salilt at Fort -"N.

Campbell. Kentucky, the 2d Infantry Division in tli Republic of Korea. and the
S2d Airborne Division at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. where lie colreanided the

21st Clienrical C(olmpany I Airborne). His permanent mailing address is: 518 Louise-

Street, Copperas Cove. Texas 76522.
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